



















LOCAL MODELS OF SHIMURA VARIETIES
AND A CONJECTURE OF KOTTWITZ
G. PAPPAS AND X. ZHU
Abstract. We give a group theoretic definition of “local models” as sought after in
the theory of Shimura varieties. These are projective schemes over the integers of a
p-adic local field that are expected to model the singularities of integral models of
Shimura varieties with parahoric level structure. Our local models are certain mixed
characteristic degenerations of Grassmannian varieties; they are obtained by extending
constructions of Beilinson, Drinfeld, Gaitsgory and the second-named author to mixed
characteristics and to the case of general (tamely ramified) reductive groups. We study
the singularities of local models and hence also of the corresponding integral models of
Shimura varieties. In particular, we study the monodromy (inertia) action and show
a commutativity property for the sheaves of nearby cycles. As a result, we prove a
conjecture of Kottwitz which asserts that the semi-simple trace of Frobenius on the
nearby cycles gives a function which is central in the parahoric Hecke algebra.
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Introduction
The “local models” of this paper are projective schemes over the integers of a p-adic
local field that are expected to model the singularities of integral models of Shimura
varieties at places of (tame, parahoric) bad reduction. This is meant in the sense that
each point on the integral model of the Shimura variety should have an e´tale neighbor-
hood which is isomorphic to an e´tale neighborhood of a corresponding point on the local
model. The simplest example is for the classical modular curve X0(p) with Γ0(p)-level
structure. In this case, the local model is obtained by blowing up the projective line P1Zp
over Spec(Zp) at the origin 0 of the special fiber P1Fp. More generally, local models for
Shimura varieties of PEL type with parahoric level structure were given by Rapoport and
Zink in [55]. Their construction was tied to the description of the Shimura variety as a
moduli space of abelian schemes with additional structures; the fact that they capture
the singularities of this moduli space is a consequence of the Grothendieck-Messing defor-
mation theory of abelian schemes. However, it was soon realized that the Rapoport-Zink
construction is not adequate when the group of the Shimura variety is ramified at p and
in many cases of orthogonal groups. Indeed, then the corresponding integral models are
often not flat ([46]). In the ramified PEL case, corrected integral models were considered
and studied in [46], [47], [48], [50]. These are flat by definition but they do not always
have a neat moduli space interpretation. Unfortunately, the constructions in these works
are somewhat ad-hoc and are mostly done case-by-case: Ultimately, they are based on
representing the corresponding reductive group explicitly as the neutral component of
the group of automorphisms of a suitable bilinear (symmetric, alternating, hermitian
etc.) form on a vector space over a division ring. Then, its parahoric subgroups are the
connected stabilizers of a self-dual chain of lattices as explained in [8], [10] (see also [55,
Appendix to Ch. 3]) and the local models are given as flat closures in certain correspond-
ing linked Grassmannians. We refer the reader to the survey [51] for precise definitions
and more references.
In this paper, we provide a general group theoretic definition of local models that is
not tied to a particular representation of the group. This approach allows us to make
significant progress and resolve several open questions. Our local models are constructed
starting from the “local Shimura data”, i.e triples (G,K, {µ}), where G is a (connected)
reductive group over Qp, K ⊂ G(Qp) a parahoric “level” subgroup, and {µ} a geometric
conjugacy class of one parameter subgroups µ : Gm/Qp → GQp over an algebraic closure
Qp. Here, we assume that µ is minuscule. Denote by E the field of definition of the
conjugacy class {µ}. This is the local reflex field; it is a finite extension of Qp and
is contained in a splitting field for G. We will assume1 that G splits over a tamely
ramified extension of Qp. Let OE be the ring of integers of E and kE its residue field.
By definition, the local model Mloc is a projective scheme over Spec(OE) with generic
fiber the homogeneous space for GE that corresponds to µ. Our first main result is the
following (a weaker version of a combination of Theorems 8.1 and 8.3):
1This is an important assumption that we keep throughout the paper.
3Theorem 0.1. Suppose that the prime p does not divide the order of the fundamental
group π1(G(Qp)der). Then M
loc is normal with reduced special fiber; all the irreducible
components of the geometric special fiberMloc⊗OE F¯p are normal and Cohen-Macaulay. In
fact, Mloc⊗OE F¯p can be identified with the reduced union of a finite set of affine Schubert
varieties in the affine flag variety GrG,Fp ⊗Fp F¯p; the set parametrizing this union is the
“µ-admissible set” defined by Kottwitz and Rapoport.
The definition of Mloc and of the affine flag variety GrG,Fp ⊗Fp F¯p will be explained
below; the rest is given in §8. The main ingredients in the proof of this theorem are
results of [16, 49] on the structure of Schubert varieties in affine flag varieties and the
coherence conjecture of [49] which was shown by the second-named author in [76].
In the case of Shimura data of PEL type, we show that the local models Mloc agree with
the “corrected local models” which are obtained (in most cases at least) by taking the flat
closures of the “naive local models” of Rapoport-Zink; these corrected local models do
describe the e´tale local structure of corresponding integral models of Shimura varieties as
we discussed in the beginning of the introduction. For PEL types the result in the above
theorem was conjectured and verified for a few special cases in several papers ([19], [20],
[47], [48], [50], [49], see also [51]). In [76], the theorem is proven for the ramified unitary
similitude groups. Our approach here allows a unified treatment in almost all cases.
For example, let us explain a result that follows by combining the above with the work
of Rapoport and Zink. Suppose that D = (B,OB,*,V, ( , ), µ, {L},Kp) give PEL data
as in §7.b, §7.b.4, with corresponding group G over Q and reflex field E. Assume that p
is odd, that Kp ⊂ G(Apf ) is sufficiently small and that the subgroup K = Kp of G(Qp)
that stabilizes the lattice chain {L} is parahoric. Suppose that G = GQp splits over a
tamely ramified extension of Qp and, in addition, that G is connected. Let P be a prime
of E over p. Under these assumptions, we obtain:
Theorem 0.2. The Shimura variety ShK defined by the PEL data D affords a flat integral
model SK over OEP which is, locally for the e´tale topology, isomorphic to the local model
Mloc for (G,K, {µ}). The scheme SK is normal with reduced special fiber; the geometric
special fiber SK ⊗OE F¯p admits a stratification with locally closed strata parametrized by
the µ-admissible set; the closure of each stratum is normal and Cohen-Macaulay.
In fact, the result is more precise: We show the existence of a “local model diagram”
(see (7.1)); also, the model SK is the flat closure of the generic fiber of the corresponding
Rapoport-Zink integral model and thus supports a natural morphism to a Siegel moduli
scheme. See §7.b.5 for the proof and for more similar results, in particular for a discussion
of cases in which G is not connected. (Note that, in general, ShK above is equal to a
disjoint union of Shimura varieties in the sense of Deligne; this is related to the failure
of the Hasse principle, see [36, §8] and Remark 7.3.) In general, we conjecture that the
general Shimura variety with local data (G,K, {µ}) has an integral model which affords
a local model diagram and hence is locally for the e´tale topology isomorphic to Mloc.
Showing this, in cases of Shimura varieties of abelian type, is the subject of joint work in
preparation of the first author with M. Kisin [31]. This combined with Theorem 0.1 will
then imply that the conclusion of Theorem 0.2 also holds for such Shimura varieties.
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Before considering Kottwitz’s conjecture, we will explain our definition of local models.
This uses the construction of certain group schemes over a two-dimensional base and of
their corresponding (affine) flag varieties. We believe that these objects are of independent
interest and we begin by discussing them in some detail.
We start by discussing the group schemes. Let F be a p-adic field with ring of integers
O and residue field k. Suppose G is a reductive group over F , K a parahoric subgroup
of G(F ). By definition, K is the (connected) stabilizer of a point x in the Bruhat-Tits
building B(G,F ) of G(F ). In [7], Bruhat-Tits construct a smooth group scheme Px over
the discrete valuation ring O such that K = Px(O). Assume that G splits over a tamely
ramified extension of F . Choose a uniformizer ̟ of O. In the first part of the paper,
we construct a smooth affine group scheme G over the affine line A1O = Spec(O[u]) which
has connected fibers, is reductive over the complement of u = 0 and specializes to Px
along the section Spec(O) → A1O given by u 7→ ̟. In addition, the base changes of G
by O[u] → F [[u]] and O[u] → k[[u]] give corresponding Bruhat-Tits group schemes over
these two discrete valuation rings.
Having given G, we can now define various mixed characteristic versions of the familiar
(from the theory of geometric Langlands correspondence) global and local versions of
the affine Grasmannian and the affine flag variety. For simplicity, we set X = A1O =
Spec(O[u]). The main actor is the global affine Grassmannian GrG,X ; this is the moduli
functor on schemes over X which to y : S → X associates the set of isomorphism classes of
G-bundles over X×OS together with a trivialization on the complement of the graph of y.
When O is replaced by a field and G is a constant split reductive group, this is the global
affine Grassmannian (over the affine line) of Beilinson and Drinfeld. We show that GrG,X
is represented by an ind-scheme which is ind-proper over X. Denote by GrG,O → Spec(O)
the base change of GrG,X → X by Spec(O) → X given by u 7→ ̟. We can easily see,
using the descent lemma of Beauville and Laszlo, that the generic fiber GrG,O ⊗O F is
isomorphic to the affine Grassmannian GrG,F for the loop group G⊗F F ((t)), t = u−̟.
Recall that GrG,F represents the fpqc sheaf given by R 7→ G(R((t)))/G(R[[t]]). Similarly,
the special fiber GrG,O ⊗O k is isomorphic to an affine flag variety GrG,k for the group
G(k((u))) over the local field k((u)) and its parahoric subgroup G(k[[u]]).2 Here GrG,k
represents R 7→ G(R((u)))/G(R[[u]]).
We are now ready to give our definition of the local model Mloc. For this we take
F = Qp in the above and use the “local Shimura data” (G,K, {µ}) with local reflex field
E. As above, we need to assume that G splits over a tamely ramified extension of Qp.
Since Gm = Spec(Qp[t, t−1]), the coweight µ provides a Qp((t))-valued point sµ of G and
hence a Qp-valued point [sµ] of GrG,Qp . Because µ is minuscule, the (left) G(Qp[[t]])-
orbit of [sµ] is a smooth projective variety Xµ (actually a homogeneous space for GE)
defined over the local reflex field E; Xµ is a closed subvariety of the affine Grassmannian
GrG,Qp ⊗Qp E = GrG,O⊗O E. By definition, the local model Mloc := MG,µ is the reduced
2In [49], affine flag/Grassmannian varieties for groups that are not necessarily constant are referred to
as “twisted”. Here we omit this adjective.
5projective scheme over Spec(OE) given by the Zariski closure of Xµ ⊂ GrG,O⊗OE in the
ind-scheme GrG,O ⊗O OE .
By construction, the special fiber Mloc ⊗OE kE is a closed subscheme of the affine
flag variety GrG,Fp ⊗Fp kE . Let us remark here that the local models Mloc are given by
taking a Zariski closure and, as a result, they do not always have a neat moduli space
interpretation. This issue does not concern us in this paper. Indeed, the close relation of
Mloc to the affine Grassmannians allows us to show directly many favorable properties as
in Theorem 0.1. These then imply nice properties of corresponding integral models for
Shimura varieties as in Theorem 0.2.
The same connection with the theory of affine Grassmannians also allows us to obtain
results about the sheaf of nearby cycles RΨ(Qℓ) of the scheme Mloc → Spec(OE). (Here
ℓ is a prime different from p.) We will describe these below. Recall that we conjecture
that Mloc describes the e´tale local structure of an integral model of the Shimura variety.
Therefore, the nearby cycles of the local models should also be determining the nearby
cycles for integral models of Shimura varieties with parahoric level structure. (As follows
from the above, this is indeed the case for most PEL types.) Our results will be useful
in expressing the local factor of the Hasse-Weil zeta function of the Shimura variety
at places of (tame) parahoric reduction as a product of local factors of automorphic
L-functions. The strategy of using the local model to determine the (semi-simple) Hasse-
Weil zeta function was first suggested by Rapoport [54]. It has since been advanced
by Kottwitz, Haines-Ngoˆ ([25]), Haines and others. A centerpiece of this approach is
a conjecture of Kottwitz that states that, in the case that G is split, the semi-simple
trace of Frobenius on the sheaf of nearby cycles gives a central function in the parahoric
Hecke algebra. This was proven by Haines and Ngoˆ ([25]) in (split) types A and C
by following an argument of Gaitsgory [17]. Gaitsgory proved a stronger statement for
general split groups in the function field case; he showed that the perverse sheaf of nearby
cycles satisfies a commutativity constraint with respect to the convolution product. This
implies Kottwitz’s conjecture in the function field case. The main tools in Gaitsgory’s
approach are various versions of the global affine Grassmannian of Beilinson-Drinfeld. In
this paper, we are able to generalize and simplify the approaches of both Gaitsgory and
Haines-Ngoˆ by using the mixed characteristic affine Grassmannians GrG,X and various
other related ind-schemes. In particular, we obtain a general result even for non-split
groups as follows:
Our construction of the group scheme G over X = Spec(Zp[u]) also provides us with a
reductive group G′ = G×XSpec(Fp((u))) over Fp((u)) and a parahoric subgroupK ′ which
correspond to G and K respectively. By definition, if Fq ⊃ kE , we have an equivariant
embedding Mloc ⊗OE Fq ⊂ GrG,Fp ⊗Fp Fq = GrG′,Fp ⊗Fp Fq. This allows us to view the
Frobenius trace function τ ssRΨ(x) = tr
ss(Frobx,RΨ(Qℓ)x¯), x ∈ Mloc(Fq), as an element of
the parahoric Hecke algebra Hq(G′,K ′) of bi-K ′(Fq[[u]])-invariant, compactly supported
locally constant Qℓ-valued functions on G
′(Fq((u))).
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Theorem 0.3. (Kottwitz’s conjecture) The semi-simple trace of Frobenius on the sheaf of
nearby cycles RΨ(Qℓ) of M
loc → Spec(OE) gives a central function τ ssRΨ in the parahoric
Hecke algebra Hq(G′,K ′).
See §9.d for more details and in particular Theorem 9.14 for the precise statement
which is more general. In the split Iwahori case, as a corollary of this theorem, one can
give an explicit formula for the semi-simple Frobenius trace function using Bernstein’s
presentation of the Iwahori-Hecke algebra, as was explained in [25]. In fact, more gen-
erally, when G is unramified and the subgroup an arbitrary parahoric, we show that
the semi-simple trace can be expressed as a Bernstein function in the parahoric Hecke
algebra as was also conjectured by Kottwitz and by Haines. Let us mention here that
Kottwitz’s conjecture for quasi-split (but not split) unramified unitary groups was also
shown independently by S. Rostami in his thesis [59].
We also obtain results for quasi-split ramified groups when the level subgroup is very
special. Here and elsewhere, we say that K ⊂ G(Qp) is very special, if the corresponding
parahoric subgroup of G(Qunrp ) is special in the sense of Bruhat-Tits; then K itself is also
special. In this case, we give a characterization of the function τ ssRΨ by identifying its
trace on unramified representations; this also agrees with the prediction of a conjecture
of Haines and Kottwitz. Corresponding to µ we have a minuscule coweight for G′ which
for simplicity we still denote by µ. The conjugacy class {µ} defines an algebraic Qℓ-
representation Vµ of the Langlands dual group
LG′ = H∨⋊GalFq((u)) of G
′ over Fq((u)).
(Here H is the Chevalley split form of G′). The inertia invariants V Iµ give a representation
of (H∨)I ⋊Gal(Fq/Fq). If π is an irreducible smooth representation of G′(Fq((u))) with
a K ′(Fq[[u]])-fixed vector, one can define its Langlands-Satake parameter Sat(π) : W →
LG′: Among other properties, one can show that if Φq ∈ W is a (geometric) Frobenius
element in the Weil group, then Sat(π)(Φq) is a semi-simple element in (H
∨)I × Frob−1q ,
which is well-defined up to (H∨)I -conjugacy and completely determines Sat(π). Our
characterization of the Frobenius trace function is the identity
(0.1) tr(π(τ ssRΨ)) = tr(Sat(π)(Φq), V
I
µ )
for all π as above. This is shown by combining our constructions with the results in [75],
[58]. See the last section of the paper for more details.
As we mentioned above, when the Shimura data are of PEL type, the local model
does indeed describe the e´tale local structure of an integral model of the Shimura variety.
Therefore, in this case, our results also give the semi-simple trace of Frobenius on the
nearby cycles of an integral model of the Shimura variety. One can then apply them to
the calculation of the local factor of the Hasse-Weil zeta function of the Shimura variety
following the arguments of Kottwitz, Rapoport and Haines (e.g [54], [23]), but we will not
go into this here. (We also expect that this approach will be extended to many Shimura
varieties with parahoric level which are not of PEL type using [31].) Here we should also
mention very recent results of Scholze [60] and Scholze and Shin [61] that make progress
towards this calculation without having to explicitly identify the semi-simple trace.
7Finally, we give several results about the action of monodromy (i.e of inertia) on the
sheaves of nearby cycles. These also imply corresponding results for Shimura varieties.
Here is an example:
Theorem 0.4. Assume that G is split over the (tamely ramified) extension F/Qp and that
K is a very special subgroup of G(Qp). Then the inertia subgroup IF = Gal(Qp/Qunrp F )
acts trivially on the sheaf of nearby cycles RΨ(Qℓ) of M
loc → Spec(OE).
More generally, without the assumption that K is very special, we show that the action
of IF on the sheaf of nearby cycles RΨ(Qℓ) is unipotent. In this case, we can describe
the action of the full inertia group IE in terms of the geometric Satake equivalence for
ramified groups of [75]. This is obtained by comparing nearby cycles along two directions
over the two-dimensional base O[u] and is used in proving the identity (0.1) above. In
the case that G = ResF/QpGLn with F/Qp tame, this description of the inertia action
confirms a conjecture in [47].
Recall that, throughout the paper, we have restricted to the case that the group G
splits over a tamely ramified extension of the base field. This assumption is important
for the construction of the group scheme G over O[u]; it is always satisfied when p ≥ 5
and G is absolutely simple and is either adjoint or simply connected. A combination of
our methods with the idea of splitting models from [48] can be used to also deal with
groups that are Weil restrictions of scalars of tame groups down from a (possibly) wildly
ramified extension. In particular, one can define local models and show Theorem 0.1 in
some such cases.3 Of course, a general reductive group is isogenous to a product of Weil
restrictions of absolutely simple adjoint groups and so this would allow us to handle most
cases.
Let us now give an overview of the various sections of the paper and explain some
aspects of our constructions. In §1 we discuss preliminaries on reductive groups over local
fields; the main emphasis is on obtaining forms of a split group by descent as inner twists
of a quasi-split form. In §2 we generalize this approach and give a certain reductive group
scheme G over O[u, u−1] which specializes to G under the base change O[u, u−1] → F
given by u 7→ ̟. Here, a crucial observation is that O[u, u−1] → F identifies the e´tale
fundamental group of O[u, u−1] with the tame quotient of the Galois group of F ; our
tameness hypothesis enters this way. Our construction of the “parahoric type” smooth
affine group schemes G over O[u] is given in §3 (Theorem 3.1). Here is a brief outline
of the construction of G: When G is split over F the existence of such a smooth group
scheme G follows from [7]. However, showing that this is affine is not so straightforward.
We do this in two stages. In the case that K is contained in a hyperspecial subgroup,
we realize G as a dilatation of the corresponding Chevalley group scheme over O[u] along
a subgroup supported along u = 0. In general, still for G split, we reduce to the above
case by using the fact that there is always a finite ramified extension L/F such that the
stabilizer of x in G(L) is contained in a hyperspecial subgroup. Next, we construct G when
G is quasi-split (and splits over a tamely ramified extension) by taking fixed points of a
3 See the forthcoming thesis of B. Levin.
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corresponding group scheme for the split form. Finally, the general case is obtained by
descent along an e´tale extension of O[u]; this descent resembles a corresponding argument
in [7]. In §4, we give several examples and eventually explain how, when G is a classical
group and K is the connected stabilizer of a self-dual lattice chain (cf. [8], [10]), we can
realize concretely the group schemes G as (the neutral components of) automorphisms of
certain self-dual O[u]-lattice chains.
In §5, we prove that the global affine Grassmannian GrG,X is represented by an ind-
scheme which is eventually shown to be ind-proper over X. The strategy here is to first
demonstrate that we can find a faithful linear representation G → GLn such that the
quotient GLn/G is represented by a quasi-affine scheme. Given this we can reduce the
proof of representability of GrG,X to the standard case of G = GLn. Here we are dealing
with objects over the two-dimensional base X = A1O and we need to work harder than
in the usual situation in which the base is a smooth curve over a field. For example,
it is not trivial to show that a smooth group scheme G with connected fibers over a
two-dimensional regular base can be embedded as a closed subgroup scheme of GLn, as
was proven by Thomason [70]. We can upgrade this to also show that there is such
an embedding with GLn/G a quasi-affine scheme; this is done in the appendix (§10).
Also, general homogeneous spaces over a (regular) two dimensional base are not always
represented by schemes; this complicates our proof. Raynaud asked whether the quotients
of the form H/G, where G is a closed subgroup scheme of H and both G and H are
smooth affine with connected fibers over a normal base, are represented by schemes. In
the appendix, we also give an affirmative answer in the case when the base is excellent
regular Noetherian and of Krull dimension two.
Our definition of the local models and certain generalizations is then given in §6. In
§7, we describe the relation of local models to integral models of Shimura varieties and
explain why in the PEL case our local models coincide with the (corrected) local models
of Rapoport-Zink, Pappas-Rapoport and others. This uses our description of the group
schemes G for classical groups given in §4 and the work of Rapoport and Zink. In §8 we
show Theorem 0.1 and other related results. Finally, §9 is devoted to the study of nearby
cycles and of the semi-simple trace of Frobenius; we show Theorem 0.3, Theorem 0.4 and
the identity (0.1).
Notations: In this paper, O denotes a discrete valuation ring with fraction field F and
perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0. Most of the time F will be a finite extension
of the field of p-adic numbers. Usually, G will denote a (connected) reductive group over
F and B(G,F ) will be the Bruhat-Tits building of G(F ) (here by this we mean the
“enlarged” building). As usual, we will denote by Gder, resp. Gad, the derived subgroup,
resp. the adjoint quotient of G, and by Gsc the simply-connected cover of Gder. If A is
an affine algebraic group over a field L, we will use X•(A) (resp. X•(A)) to denote the
character group (resp. cocharacter group) over a separable closure L¯s. Then the Galois
group Gal(L¯s/L) acts on X•(A) and X•(A). We will often write X = Spec(O[u]) for the
affine line over Spec(O). We will denote by R[[u]] the ring of formal power series ring
in the variable u with coefficients in R, R((u)) = R[[u]][u−1] is the corresponding ring of
9formal Laurent power series. If Z is a set with an action of a group Γ, we will write ZΓ
for the subset of elements z of Z which are fixed by the action: γ · z = z for all γ ∈ Γ.
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to warmly thank M. Rapoport, B. Conrad,
T. Haines and B. Levin for useful discussions and comments.
1. Preliminaries
1.a. In all this chapter, unless we say to the contrary, we suppose that F is either a
p-adic field (i.e a finite extension of Qp), or the field of Laurent power series k((t)) with k
finite or algebraically closed of characteristic p. Recall O is the valuation ring of F . We
fix a separable closure F¯ s of F and denote by F˘ the maximal unramified extension of F
in F¯ s.
1.b. Pinnings and quasi-split forms.
1.b.1. We refer to [65] or [13] for background on reductive group schemes over a general
base. Recall that a pinned Chevalley group over O is the data (H,TH , BH , e) where H is
a Chevalley (reductive, connected, split) group scheme over O, BH is a Borel subgroup
scheme of H, TH a maximal split torus contained in BH and e =
∑
a∈∆ ea ∈ Lie(BH),
where ∆ is the set of simple roots, ea is a generator of the rank 1 O-module Lie(Ua). Here,
Ua is the root group corresponding to a. The group of automorphisms ΞH = Aut(ΣH)
of the based root datum ΣH = (X•(TH),∆,X•(TH),∆∨) is canonically isomorphic to the
group of automorphisms of (H,TH , BH , e). We will call an element γ of ΞH a diagram
automorphism of (H,TH , BH , e).
1.b.2. Let S be a (finite type, separated) scheme over Spec(O).
Definition 1.1. A pinned quasi-split (isotrivial) form of the group H over S is a quadru-
ple (G,T ,B, e), where G is a reductive group scheme over S (see [65]), T ⊂ B are closed
subgroup schemes of G and e ∈ Lie(B) a section such that locally for the finite e´tale
topology of S, (G,T ,B, e) ≃ (H,TH , BH , e)×O S. We will denote the groupoid of pinned
quasi-split (isotrivial) forms of the group H over S by PQ(H,S).
Remark 1.2. In this paper we only need isotrivial forms, i.e forms that split after a finite
e´tale extension. We could also consider forms that split over a general e´tale extension
but we choose not to do this here.
We will give a more combinatorial description of PQ(H,S). We say a scheme η locally
of finite presentation over S is an isotrivial ΞH -torsor if it admits a right action of ΞH
and can be trivialized, i.e η ×S S′ ≃ ΞH × S′, after a finite e´tale base change S′ → S.
Proposition 1.3. The category PQ(H,S) is equivalent to the category given by quadru-
ples (TH , BH , e, η), where (TH , BH , e) is a pinning of H and η → S is an isotrivial
ΞH-torsor.
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Proof. Indeed, given such a ΞH -torsor η we can construct a reductive group scheme G
over S together with subgroup schemes T ,B and e ∈ Lie(B) via twisting. Conversely, let
(G,T ,B, e) be a quadruple corresponding to an object of PQ(H,S). Let
η(S′) = Isom((GS′ , T S′ , BS′ , eS′), (H,TH , BH , e)×O S′).
This is represented by a closed subscheme of Isom(G,HS); this isomorphism scheme is a
Aut(H)-torsor, and the latter group scheme is separated and smooth over S. Therefore,
the morphism η → S is also separated and locally of finite presentation; the rest follows
from the above.
1.b.3. Now let s be a geometric point of S. Recall that there is an equivalence between
the category of isotrivial ΞH -torsors on S and the following groupoid: objects are con-
tinuous group homomorphisms ρ : π1(S, s) → ΞH , and the morphisms between ρ1 and
ρ2 are elements h ∈ ΞH such that ρ2 = hρ1h−1. Therefore, we can describe PQ(H,S) as
the category of quadruples (T,B, e, ρ : π1(S, s)→ ΞH).
This description of PQ(H,S) admits an immediate generalization as follows. Let Γ be
a profinite group. We let PQ(H,Γ) be the category of quadruples (T,B, e, ρ : Γ→ ΞH).
If π : π1(S, s)→ Γ is a continuous group homomorphism, there is a functor PQ(H,Γ)→
PQ(H,S) which is a full embedding if π is surjective. We denote the image of this functor
by PQΓ(H,S).
Now, suppose S1 → S2 is a morphism of schemes, and s1, s2 corresponding geometric
points of S1 and S2 so that we have π1(S1, s1) → π1(S2, s2). Suppose that there is a
surjective map π1(S2, s2)→ Γ such that the composition π1(S1, s1)→ Γ is also surjective.
Then pullback along S1 → S2 induces an equivalence of categories
(1.1) PQΓ(H,S2)
∼−→ PQΓ(H,S1).
1.c. Fixed points. Here, we give some useful statements about the fixed points of an
automorphism of a Chevalley group scheme.
1.c.1. If γ is an automorphism of a separated scheme Z → S, we will denote by Zγ the
closed subscheme ([15, Prop. 3.1]) of fixed points for the action of γ on Z so that, by
definition, we have Zγ(R) = Z(R)γ := {z ∈ Z(R) | γ · z = z}. We start with the useful:
Proposition 1.4. Let H be a Chevalley group scheme (affine connected, reductive and
split) over O with a pair (T,B) of a maximal split torus T and a Borel subgroup scheme
B that contains T . Suppose that γ is an automorphism of H of order e prime to p that
preserves both T and B. Denote by Γ = 〈γ〉 the group generated by γ. Suppose that E is





E is commutative with order that divides e and is independent of E.
Proof. We start with the case of tori. When E = C the isomorphisms in the Lemma
below can be found in [35, Lemma 2.2]:
Lemma 1.5. Suppose that T is a split torus over O which supports an action of the




γ) ≃ H1(Γ,X•(T )), H1(Γ, T (E)) ≃ H2(Γ,X•(T )),
and so in particular these groups are finite of order annihilated by e and are independent
of E. The fppf sheaf over Spec(O) associated to R 7→ H1(Γ, T (R)) is represented by a
finite e´tale commutative group scheme of rank equal to the order of H2(Γ,X•(T )).
Proof. Consider the norm homomorphism N =
∏e−1
i=0 γ
i : T → T . By comparing Lie







γ(E)/N(T (E)) ≃ H2(Γ, T (E)) = H2(Γ,X•(T ) ⊗Z E∗). Now consider the
group µe∞(E) of roots of unity of order a power of e in E. The quotient E
∗/µe∞
is uniquely divisible by powers of e and we can conclude that H2(Γ,X•(T ) ⊗Z E∗) ≃
H2(Γ,X•(T ) ⊗Z µe∞). Since µe∞(E) ≃
∏
l|eQl/Zl and Ql is similarly uniquely divisible,
we obtain H2(Γ,X•(T )⊗Z µe∞) ≃ H1(Γ,X•(T )⊗Z
∏
l|e Zl) = H
1(Γ,X•(T )). The proof of
the second isomorphism is similar. Now, we can see that the fppf sheaf associated to the
presheaf R 7→ H1(Γ, T (R)) is given by the quotient group scheme ker(N)/T γ−1 and so
the last statement also follows from the above.
Remark 1.6. Following [12], we call a split torus T over O with Γ-action Γ-quasi-trivial,
if X•(T ) is a permutation Γ-module, i.e if X•(T ) has a Z-basis which is stable under
the action of Γ. We will call the split torus T over O with Γ-action Γ-flasque if for all
subgroups Γ′ ⊂ Γ, we have H1(Γ′,X•(T )) = (0). Notice that by Shapiro’s Lemma, if T is
Γ-quasi-trivial, then T is also Γ-flasque. By the above lemma, if T is Γ-flasque, then T γ
is connected.
We now continue with the proof of Proposition 1.4.
We will first discuss the cohomology set H1(Γ,H(E)). We will show that H1(Γ,H(E))
is finite of cardinality independent of E. For simplicity, we will omit E from the notation
and write H instead of H(E) etc. By [69, Lemma 7.3], every element of H is γ-conjugate
to an element of B. This implies that the natural map H1(Γ, B)→ H1(Γ,H) is surjective.
Now notice that H1(Γ, T ) = H1(Γ, B). (Indeed, H1(Γ, U) = (0) because Γ has order prime
to the characteristic of E. In fact, for the same reason, H1(Γ, cU) = (0) where cU is U
with γ-action twisted by a cocycle c in Z1(Γ, B). Since T = B/U , the long exact sequence
of cohomology and [63, Cor. 2, I. §5] implies that H1(Γ, B)→ H1(Γ, T ) is injective. The
splitting T → B shows that this map is also surjective.) Now suppose that t, t′ ∈ T give
cohomologous 1-cochains in H, i.e
t′ = xtγ(x)−1, for some x ∈ H.




−1, or t′γ(u1)γ(n)γ(u2) = u1nu2t.
Since T normalizes U , this implies t′γ(n) = nt, so t′ = ntγ(n)−1. This shows that two
classes [t′], [t] in H1(Γ, T ) are identified in H1(Γ,H) if and only if they are identified in
H1(Γ, N). Now use the exact sequence
1→ T γ → Nγ →W γ → H1(Γ, T )→ H1(Γ, N),
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[63, Prop. 39 (ii), I. §5], and the above to conclude that H1(Γ,H) can be identified with
the set of orbits of a right action of W γ on H1(Γ, T ). This action is given as follows ([63,
I. §5, 5.5]). Suppose w is in W γ ; lift w to n ∈ N and consider tw := n−1γ(n) ∈ T . Then
we set [t] · w = [n−1tn · tw] = [n−1tγ(n)]. By Lemma 1.5, H1(Γ, T ) ≃ H2(Γ,X∗(T )) is
independent of E. We can now easily see, by picking the lift n of w ∈W γ in N(O), that
the set of orbits H1(Γ, T )/W γ is also independent of the field E.
Let us now consider the group of connected components π0(H
γ
E).
Write Tder, Tsc, resp. Bder, Bsc, for the preimages of T , B, in the derived group
Hder, simply-connected cover Hsc of the derived group of H. The automorphism γ gives
corresponding automorphisms of Hder, Hsc that preserve the pairs (Tder, Bder), (Tsc, Bsc).
By [69, Theorem 8.2], Hγsc is connected. Following the arguments in the proof of [12,
Prop.-Def. 3.1] mutatis-mutandis, we see that we can find a central extension of reductive
split groups with Γ-action over O
(1.2) 1→ S → H ′ → H → 1
where S is a Γ-flasque torus, H ′der is simply connected and H
′/H ′der = D is a Γ-quasi-
trivial torus. In fact, we can make sure that γ preserves a corresponding pair (T ′, B′) of
H ′ with 1 → S → T ′ → T → 1. As before, we will now use the same letters to denote
the base changes of these groups to E. We see that the exact sequence
1→ H ′der → H ′ → D → 1
gives
1→ H ′γder → H ′γ → Dγ → H1(Γ,H ′der).
By [69, Theorem 8.2], H ′γder is connected; similarly D
γ is connected by Lemma 1.5, cf.
Remark 1.6. We can conclude that H ′γ is connected. Now (1.2) gives
1→ Sγ → H ′γ → Hγ → H1(Γ, S)→ H1(Γ,H ′).
Since both Sγ and H ′γ are connected (by Remark 1.6 and the above respectively), we
obtain an exact sequence
1→ π0(Hγ)→ H1(Γ, S)→ H1(Γ,H ′).
Since S is central in H ′, the connecting map π0(H
γ) → H1(Γ, S) is a group homomor-
phism and π0(H
γ) is identified with the subgroup of elements of H1(Γ, S) that map to
the trivial class in H1(Γ,H ′). We can now conclude using the above results on H1 applied
to H = S, H = H ′.
1.d. Reductive groups over local fields. In this section, we give some preliminaries
on reductive groups over the local field F . In particular, we explain how we can present,
using descent, such a group G as a form of a split group H.
1.d.1. Let G be a connective reductive group over F . Suppose that G splits over the
finite Galois extension F˜ /F with Galois group Γ = Gal(F˜ /F ). Denote byH the Chevalley
group scheme over Z which is the split form of G, i.e we have G ⊗F F˜ ≃ H ⊗Z F˜ . In
what follows, we fix a pinning (TH , BH , e) of H over O.
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1.d.2. Let A be a maximal F -split torus of G. Also, let S be a maximal F˘ -split torus
in G which contains A and is defined over F . Such a torus exists by [7, 5.1.12]. Let
T = ZG(S), M = ZG(A). Since GF˘ is quasi-split, T is a maximal torus of G which is
defined over F and splits over F˜ .
As in [68, 16.4.7], by adjusting the isomorphism G ⊗F F˜ ≃ H ⊗Z F˜ , we may identify
T with the maximal split torus TH ⊗O F˜ of the split form H of G given by the pin-
ning. We now represent the indexed root datum ([68, 16.2]) of G over F as a collection
(X•(T ),∆,X•(T ),∆∨,∆0, τ) where τ : Γ → ΞH is a group homomorphism and ∆0 is a
subset of ∆ which is stable under the action of the group Γ via τ . Then using Proposition
1.3 we see that τ together with the pinning (TH , BH , e) of H gives a pinned quasi-split
form (G∗, T ∗, B∗, e∗) of H over F . Concretely,
G∗ = (ResF˜ /F (H ⊗F F˜ ))Γ,
where γ ∈ Γ acts on H ⊗F F˜ as τ(γ)⊗ γ. This is the quasi-split form of G over F .
Let BH ⊂ P0 be the standard parabolic subgroup of H that corresponds to ∆0 and
let M0 be the Levi subgroup of P0. Since τ leaves ∆0 stable, we can also similarly
consider M∗ = M∗0 = (ResF˜ /F (M0 ⊗O F˜ ))Γ which is also quasi-split over F . Then
T ∗ = (ResF˜ /F (TH ⊗O F˜ ))Γ ⊂M∗. Denote by A∗ the maximal F -split subtorus of T ∗ and
by S∗ the maximal F˘ -split subtorus of T ∗ which is clearly defined over F and which is a
maximal F˘ -split torus of G∗.
By [68, 16.4.8], G is an inner twist of G∗ which is given by a class H1(Γ, G∗ad(F¯
s)). Then
there is a Gal(F¯ s/F )-stable G∗ad(F¯




(1.3) γ 7→ Int(gγ) = ψ · γ(ψ)−1 = ψγψ−1γ−1 ∈ G∗ad(F¯ s)
gives a 1-cocycle that represents the corresponding class in H1(Γ, G∗ad(F¯
s)).
Notice that GF˘ ≃ G∗F˘ since they are both quasi-split and they are inner forms of each
other. This implies that we can realize the inner twist G over F˘ . (In fact, over a finite




is conjugate over F¯ s to an isomorphism ψ : GF˘
∼−→ G∗
F˘
(cf. [27, 11.2]). Then
(1.4) Int(g) = ψ · σ(ψ)−1 = ψσψ−1σ−1 ∈ G∗ad(F˘ )
is an inner automorphism of G∗
F˘
, where σ is the topological generator of Gal(F˘ /F ) ≃ Zˆ
given by the lift of the (arithmetic) Frobenius. In what follows, we will choose this iso-
morphism ψ more carefully. For this purpose, it is convenient to formulate the following:
Definition 1.7. A rigidification of G is a triple (A,S, P ), where A is a maximal F -split
torus of G, S ⊃ A a maximal F˘ -split torus of G defined over F , and P ⊃ M = ZG(A)
a minimal parabolic subgroup defined over F . A rigidified group over F is a reductive
group over F together with a rigidification. The groupoid of rigidified groups over F will
be denoted by RG(F ).
Lemma 1.8. The group Gad(F ) acts transitively on the set of rigidifications of G.
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Proof. Let (A1, S1, P1) and (A2, S2, P2) be two rigidifications. After conjugation, we can
assume that A1 = A2, P1 = P2. Let M = ZG(A). Then we can replace G by M . In
addition, we can assume that it is of adjoint type; hence we reduce to the case that
G is adjoint anisotropic. We need to show that S1 and S2 are conjugate in this case.
As G is anisotropic, there is a unique parahoric group scheme of G (the Iwahori group
scheme, see [7, 5.2.7]); let us denote it by P. By the construction of P in [7], we see
that the Ne´ron models S1 and S2 of S1 and S2 map naturally into P as closed subgroup
schemes. Therefore, S1(O˘), S2(O˘) ⊂ P(O˘). We can therefore choose g in P(O˘) such that
gS1g
−1 = S2. Since P is smooth and has connected fibers, H1(Zˆ,P(O˘)) = (1) (see [9, 3.4
Lemme 2]), and a standard argument shows that we can choose g ∈ P(O) ⊂ G(F ).
Proposition 1.9. Denote by M ′∗ := NG∗ad(M
∗) ∩ P ∗ad the Levi subgroup of G∗ad that
corresponds to M∗ ⊂ G∗. The inner twist GF¯ s ∼−→ G∗F¯ s is conjugate over F¯ s to an
isomorphism ψ : GF˘
∼−→ G∗
F˘
which is such that Int(g) = ψ · σ(ψ)−1 lies in the normalizer
NM ′∗(S
∗




Proof. We pick up a rigidification (A,S, P ) of G. Recall M = ZG(A). Then M
∗ is the
unique standard Levi of G∗ (i.e. T ∗ ⊂ M∗) corresponding to M . The group M∗ is the
quasi-split inner form of M ([68, 16.4.7]). Indeed, let P ∗ = B∗M∗ = (ResF˜ /F (P0⊗F F˜ ))Γ
(a standard parabolic subgroup in G∗) correspond to P . Observe that there is an inner
twist ψ : GF˘
∼−→ G∗
F˘
sending PF˘ to P
∗
F˘
and MF˘ to M
∗
F˘





. In particular, g ∈ M ′∗(F˘ ), where M ′∗ := NG∗ad(M∗) ∩ P ∗ad is





is inner. In particular,
when restricted to the (connected) centers of M and M∗, ψ is an isomorphism of F -
groups. Then it automatically sends A = Z(M)0s (the maximal split torus in Z(M)
0) to
Z(M∗)0s ⊂ A∗. By composing by an inner automorphism of G∗(F˘ ) induced by an element














′∗ ⊂M ′∗ →M∗ad).
Corollary 1.10. With the above notations, there is a unique class [crig] ∈ H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ ))
whose image [c] under
H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ ))→ H1(Zˆ,M ′∗(F˘ ))→ H1(Zˆ, G∗ad(F˘ )) ⊂ H1(F,G∗ad),
gives G as an inner twist of its quasi-split form G∗, where we identify Zˆ = Gal(F˘ /F ) by
sending 1 to the Frobenius σ.
Proof. The existence is given by Proposition 1.9 after choosing a rigidification (G,A, S, P ).
Let [c′] be another class in H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ )) that also maps to [c]. Then via twisting
(G∗, S∗,M∗, P ∗) by c′, we obtain (G′, S′,M ′, P ′), where S′ is an F -torus of G′,M ′ ⊃ T ′ is
a F -Levi subgroup of G′ and P ′ ⊃M ′ is an F -parabolic subgroup of G′. Let A′ = Z(M ′)0s
be an F -split torus of G′. Since G and G′ are isomorphic as F -groups, P ′ is a minimal
F -parabolic subgroup of G′, M ′ ⊂ P ′ is a minimal F -Levi subgroup of G′, and therefore
A′ is a maximal F -split torus. In addition, S′ is a maximal F˘ -split torus of G′ defined
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over F . Therefore, there is an F -isomorphism (G,A, S, P ) ≃ (G′, A′, S′, P ′) by Lemma
1.8. We can now conclude that [c′] coincides with [c] given by Proposition 1.9.
Remark 1.11. Note that we do not claim that the map H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ ))→ H1(F,G∗ad) is
injective. In fact, the group N ′∗ depends on [c].
Remark 1.12. Let (G,A, S, P ) be a rigidified group over F ; then M = ZG(A) is a
minimal F -Levi of G and T = ZG(S) a maximal torus of G. LetM
′, Tad be the images of
M , T in Gad. We can see that the elements in Gad that fix the triple (A,S, P ) are those
elements in M ′ that fix T (or equivalently fix Tad). Therefore, we obtain the following
exact sequence of F -groups
1→ N ′ → Aut(G,A, S, P )→ Out(G)→ 1
where N ′ = NM ′(Tad).
1.d.3. Now observe that the center of M ′∗ = NG∗ad(M
∗)∩P ∗ad is connected. To see this,




ad) is just a direct factor of Q(G
∗
ad), where for
a connected reductive group L, Q(L) denote its absolute root lattice. Indeed, to specify
M∗ad is the same as to choose a Gal(F¯ /F )-stable subset ∆M∗ ⊂ ∆G∗ of simple roots for
G∗ad, and Q(M
∗
ad) is the lattice generated by the simple roots in ∆M∗ . Then the center
of M ′∗, which is the subgroup of T ∗ad defined as the intersection of the kernel of all a for
a ∈ ∆M∗ , is indeed an induced torus4, denoted by Z∗. We have
(1.6) 1→ Z∗ → N ′∗ → N∗ad → 1.
Since Z∗ is induced, Hilbert theorem 90 and Shapiro’s Lemma implies that N ′∗(F˘ ) →
N∗ad(F˘ ) is surjective. Then, by [63, I. §5.7] we obtain an exact sequence of pointed sets
(1.7) H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ )) →֒ H1(Zˆ, N∗ad(F˘ ))→ H2(Zˆ, Z∗(F˘ ))
with the first map injective. Write Z∗ =
∏
j ResFj/FGm. Then using Shapiro’s Lemma
we see







In the next subsection, we recall an explicit cocycle representing the image of [crig]
under H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ ))→ H1(Zˆ, N∗ad(F˘ )).
1.d.4. Here we assume in addition that F is a p-adic field, i.e a finite extension of Qp.
Then we can choose the inner twist ψ of Proposition 1.9 even more carefully: Indeed,
recall that since M = ZG(A), the group Mad is anisotropic. Therefore, by [32, Satz






i ), where Bi are central division algebras of







ResEi/F Dmi , where Dn is the standard torus in PGL(n,E).
4The torus Z∗ is induced because the Galois group permutes ∆G∗ \∆M∗
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Lemma 1.13. Suppose that B is a central division algebra over the local field E of degree
n2 and with Brauer group invariant r/n with 0 < r < n and gcd(r, n) = 1. Denote by τ
the permutation (12 · · · n). If ̟ is a uniformizer of E we let n := nr(̟) be the element
of GL(n, E˘) given by n(ei) = eτr(i), if i 6= n, and n(en) = ̟ · eτr(n). Then there is an
isomorphism
ψ : B ⊗E E˘ ∼−→Mn×n(E˘)
so that ψσψ−1σ−1 = Int(n).
Proof. Suppose that En/E is an unramified extension of degree n and σ a generator of
Gal(En/E). Then we can represent B as the associative En-algebra with generator Π
and relations Πn = ̟, a · Π = Π · σ(a)r, i.e
B = {⊕n−1i=0 En · Πi | Πn = ̟, a ·Π = Π · σ(a)r}.
Sending Π to n = nr(̟) as above and a ∈ En to the diagonal matrix (a, σ(a), . . . , σn−1(a)),
gives an isomorphism ψ : B⊗EEn ∼−→Mn×n(En). The result now follows from an explicit
calculation.
Suppose that the Brauer group invariant of Bi is ri/mi with 1 ≤ ri < mi, gcd(ri,mi) =
1. By the above lemma we can always choose an inner twist




such that the element g ∈ ∏PGL(mi, Ei ⊗F F˘ ) given by Int(g) = ψ′σψ′−1σ−1 satisfies
g =
∏
gi, and gi = nri(̟i) where̟i is a uniformizer of Ei. Combining with the discussion
in 1.d.3, we obtain that
Proposition 1.14. Assume that F is a p-adic field and choose an isomorphism (1.9).
Then we can find ψ : GF˘
∼−→ G∗
F˘
as in Proposition 1.9, such that in addition the image of
Int(g) under M ′∗(F˘ )→M∗ad(F˘ ) is given by the element g =
∏
i gi with gi as above. 
2. Reductive groups over O[u, u−1]
Recall G is a connected reductive group over F . We will assume that:
(Tameness hypothesis) G splits over a finite tamely ramified extension F˜ /F .
Let ̟ be a uniformizer of O. Our goal in this section is to construct, when F is a
p-adic field, a reductive group scheme G over Spec(O[u±1]) which extends G in the sense
that its base change
(2.1) G⊗O[u±1] F, u 7→ ̟,
is isomorphic to G. This is done by following the procedure of the construction of G from
its split form H which was described in §1.d; we first extend the quasi-split form G∗ to
G∗ and then give G by an appropriate descent. (We write O[u±1] instead of O[u, u−1]
for brevity.)
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2.a. The tame splitting field. We assume that F is either a p-adic field, or F = k((t))
with k finite and that in either case the residue field k has cardinality q = pm. Denote
by F˜0 the maximal unramified extension of F that is contained in F˜ and by O˜0, O˜
the valuation rings of F˜0, F˜ respectively. Set e = [F˜ : F˜0] (which is then prime to p)
and let γ0 be a generator of Gal(F˜ /F˜0). Recall that by Steinberg’s theorem, the group
GF˘ := G ⊗F F˘ is quasi-split. By possibly enlarging the splitting field F˜ , we can now
assume that
• GF˜0 is quasi-split,
• F˜ /F is Galois with group Γ = Gal(F˜ /F ) = 〈σ〉 ⋊ 〈γ0〉 which is the semi-direct
product of 〈σ〉 ≃ Z/(r), where σ is a lift of the (arithmetic) Frobenius Frobq ∈
Gal(F˜0/F ), with the normal inertia subgroup I := Gal(F˜ /F˜0) = 〈γ0〉 ≃ Z/(e),
with relation σγ0σ
−1 = γq0 ,
• there is a uniformizer ˜̟ of O˜ such that ˜̟ e = ̟.
Without further mention, we will assume that the extension F˜ /F is as above. Then
we also have O˜ = O˜0[ ˜̟ ] ≃ O˜0[x]/(xe−̟) and O˜0 contains a primitive e-th root of unity
ζ = γ0( ˜̟ ) ˜̟
−1.
2.b. Covers of O[u] and O[u±1]. Suppose that F is a p-adic field with ring of integers
O and residue field k = Fq. Let F˜ /F be a finite tamely ramified Galois extension of F as
in §2.a with Galois group Γ = 〈γ0, σ| σr = γe0 = 1, σγ0σ−1 = γq0〉. The maximal tamely
ramified extension F t of F in F¯ is the union of fields F˜ as above and its Galois group




is the projective limit of the corresponding groups Γ.
2.b.1. Consider the affine line A1O = Spec(O[u]) and its cover
π : A1
O˜0
= Spec(O˜0[v])→ A1O = Spec(O[u])


















where ζ is the primitive e-th root of unity γ0( ˜̟ ) ˜̟
−1 in O˜0. We have O˜0[v]Γ = O[u] and
π is a Γ-cover ramified over u = 0. The restriction of π over the open subscheme u 6= 0
gives a Γ-torsor
π0 : Spec(O˜0[v±1])→ Spec(O[u±1]) = GmO.
Notice that base changing the Γ-cover π via the map O[u] → F given by u 7→ ̟ gives
Spec(F˜ )→ Spec(F ) with its Galois action. In this way, we realize Γt as a quotient of the
fundamental group of GmO such that the composed map Gal(F¯ /F )→ Γt coincides with
the tame quotient of Gal(F¯ /F ). In fact, we can easily see that π1(GmO,Spec(F¯ )) → Γt
is an isomorphism.
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2.b.2. Suppose that we take F = Qp and that L is a tamely ramified finite extension of
Qp. Let F˜ be a Galois extension of F = Qp that contains L and satisfies the assumptions
of §2.a with Γ = Gal(F˜ /Qp). In particular, F˜0 is the maximal unramified extension of
Qp contained in F˜ . Denote by L0 the maximal unramified extension of Qp contained in
L and suppose L ≃ L0[x]/(xeL − p · c), c ∈ O∗L0 . Let ΓL the subgroup of Γ that fixes L.
We can then see that there is a Zp[u]-algebra homomorphism
(2.2) (O˜0[v])ΓL ≃ OL0 [w]
in which the right hand side is a Zp[u]-algebra via u 7→ weL · c−1.
2.c. Groups over O[u±1]. We will now give the construction of the group schemes G
over O[u±1].
2.c.1. Recall that G is a connected reductive group over the p-adic field F which splits
over the tame extension F˜ /F as in §2.a. We will use the notations of §1. In particular, H
over O is the Chevalley (split) form of G; we pick a pinning on H as in §1.b.1. Then the
indexed root datum for G gives a group homomorphism τ : Γ = Gal(F˜ /F ) → AutO(H)
and using §1.b.3 we obtain the pinned quasi-split group (G∗, T ∗, B∗, e) over F .
We apply the equivalence of categories (1.1) to the following case: Let S2 = GmO =
Spec(O[u±1]) and s = S1 = Spec(F )→ S2 be the point given by u = ̟. Let s¯ = Spec(F¯ )
be a geometric point over s. Then we obtain an equivalence
(2.3) PQ(H,GmO) ≃ PQΓt(H,GmO) ∼−→ PQΓt(H,F ).
We choose a quasi-inverse of this functor and therefore, for any pinned quasi-split group
(G∗, T ∗, B∗, e∗) over F , we have (G∗, T ∗, B∗, e∗) over O[u±1] together with an isomor-
phism (G∗, T ∗, B∗, e∗)⊗O[u,u−1] F ≃ (G∗, T ∗, B∗, e∗).
In particular, G∗ is the reductive group scheme over O[u±1] which is the twisted form
of H = H ⊗O O[u±1] obtained from the Γ-torsor π0 : Spec(O˜0[v±1]) → Spec(O[u±1])
using τ . More concretely,
(2.4) G∗ = (ResO˜0[v±1]/O[u±1](H ⊗O O˜0[v±1]))Γ
where γ ∈ Γ acts diagonally via τ(γ)⊗ γ. The same construction applies to other groups
that inherit a pinning from G∗; for example, it applies to the Levi subgroup M0 that
corresponds to the Γ-stable subset ∆0 ⊂ ∆. We obtain
M∗ = (ResO˜0[v±1]/O[u±1](M0 ⊗O O˜0[v±1]))Γ.
Again base changing along u 7→ ̟ gives a group canonically isomorphic to M∗ ⊂ G∗.
2.c.2. The goal of the rest of this chapter is to explain how to construct a quadruple of
group schemes (G,A, S, P ), whose specialization along u = ̟ gives rise to G together
with a rigidification (A,S, P ).
First as above, we obtain adjoint quasi-split formsM∗ad, G
∗
ad over O[u±1] that specialize
to M∗ad, G
∗
ad over F after the base change u 7→ ̟. Then let N ′∗ = NM ′∗(T ∗ad) and
N∗ad = Im(N
′∗ →M∗ad). We also obtain a short exact (central) sequence
(2.5) 1→ Z∗ → N ′∗ → N∗ad → 1,
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which specializes to (1.6). We will consider the base change of these groups after the e´tale
extension O[u±1]→ O˘[u±1]. For simplicity, we will sometimes omit this base change from
the notation. Here Z∗ is an induced torus and by (2.2) we have




where wdj = uc−1j for p ∤ dj . By applying Pic(O˘[w±1]) = (1) and Hilbert’s theorem 90




is surjective. The exact cohomology sequence for a central quotient now gives that
(2.8) H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(O˘[u±1])) →֒ H1(Zˆ, N∗ad(O˘[u±1]))→ H2(Zˆ, Z∗(O˘[u±1]))
is an exact sequence of pointed sets. There are natural maps between the exact sequences
(2.8) and (1.7) obtained by sending O˘[u±1]→ F˘ via u 7→ ̟.
Recall the description of Mad and the isomorphism (1.9) that follow from Kneser’s






where Γi ⊂ Γ are subgroups of finite index in the Galois group Γ of O˜0[v±1]/O[u±1] which
specializes under u 7→ ̟, to the isomorphism (1.9).
2.c.3. Now recall that the anisotropic kernel M (an inner form of M∗) gives a well-
defined class [c(M)] in H1(Zˆ,M∗ad(F˘ )). Applying Proposition 1.10 to M and the exact
sequence (1.7), we see that [c(M)] has the following properties:
1) It is the image of a unique class [crig] in H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ )), and,
2) The image of [crig] under H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ ))→ H1(Zˆ, G∗ad(F˘ )) gives the inner twist G
of G∗.
We have H2(Zˆ, O˘∗) = (1), hence H2(Zˆ, O˘[u±1]∗) = H2(Zˆ, O˘∗ × uZ) ≃ H2(Zˆ,Z) ≃ Q/Z,
and similarly Br(F ) = H2(Zˆ, F˘ ∗) = H2(Zˆ, O˘∗ ×̟Z) ≃ Q/Z. Therefore, u 7→ ̟ gives an
isomorphism H2(Zˆ, O˘[u±1]∗) ∼−→ H2(Zˆ, F˘ ∗). Similarly, using (2.6), and Shapiro’s Lemma
we obtain that u 7→ ̟ gives an isomorphism
(2.10) H2(Zˆ, Z∗(O˘[u±1])) ∼−→ H2(Zˆ, Z∗(F˘ )).
Note that using (2.9), (2.2) and Shapiro’s lemma we obtain an isomorphism




The constructions explained in 4.c.1 and 4.c.3 produce Azumaya algebras Bi over O[w±1i ]
that under w 7→ ̟i specialize to the central division algebras Bi that appear in the decom-
position of the anisotropic kernelMad. These Azumaya algebras split over O˘[w±1i ]; hence,
by using the isomorphism (2.11), we obtain a well-defined class [c] ∈ H1(Zˆ,M ∗ad(O˘[u±1]))
that specializes to [c(M)] ∈ H1(Zˆ,M∗ad(F˘ )).
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Now, using Lemma 1.13, the explicit constructions of §4.c.1, §4.c.3 and our discussion
in §2.c, the class [c] corresponding to the product of Azumaya algebras in fact comes from
a canonical class [crig] in H1(Zˆ, N∗ad(O˘[u±1])), whose specialization to H1(Zˆ, N∗ad(F˘ )) is
the image of [crig] in Corollary 1.10 under the map H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ ))→ H1(Zˆ, N∗ad(F˘ )).
By (1.7), [c] maps to the trivial class in H2(Zˆ, Z∗(F˘ )). Using (2.8) and the isomorphism
(2.10) we see that [crig] belongs to H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(O˘[u±1])) and maps to the class [crig] in
H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ )) under the specialization u 7→ ̟.
Remark 2.1. In fact, one can show that specialization u 7→ ̟ induces isomorphisms
H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(O˘[u±1])) ∼−→ H1(Zˆ, N ′∗(F˘ )), H1(Zˆ, N∗ad(O˘[u±1])) ∼−→ H1(Zˆ, N∗ad(F˘ )).
We do not use this fact here.
2.c.4. The class [crig] allows us to define an inner twist G of G∗: Let crig be a 1-cocycle
representing this class and denote by Int(g) the element in M ′∗(O˘[u±1]) ⊂ G∗ad(O˘[u±1])
which is the value at 1 of this cocycle. We define
(2.12) G(R) = G∗(O˘[u±1]⊗O[u±1] R)Zˆ
where the action of the topological generator 1 of Zˆ is given by Int(g) ·σ. (In other words,
G is given by the Weil descent datum obtained from the automorphism Int(g) · σ.) By
descent, G is a reductive group over O[u±1] with base change to O˘[u±1] isomorphic to
G∗ ⊗O O˘.
In fact, we obtain more. Namely, we have
(G,A, S, T ,M,P ),
where (G,T ,M,P ) is obtained from (G∗, T ∗,M ∗, P ∗) via twisting by the cocycle crig, S
is the maximal O˘[u±1]-split subtorus of T , and A is the maximal O[u±1]-split subtorus of
T . In addition, the specialization of (G,A, S, P ) by u 7→ ̟ is a rigidified reductive group
(2.13) (G0, A0, S0, P0) := (G,A, S, P )⊗O[u±1] F.
By our construction, we have an isomorphism G ≃ G0.
2.c.5. Similarly to Definition 1.7, let us define the groupoid RG(O[u±1]) of rigidified
groups over O[u±1]. An object is a quadruple (G,A, S, P ), where G is a connected
reductive group over O[u±1], A is a maximal torus of G, S ⊃ A is a torus, which is
maximal O˘[u±1]-split, and P is a parabolic subgroup of G containing M = ZG(A) as a
Levi factor, such that: (i) (G,A, S, P )⊗O[u±1] F is a rigidified group as in Definition 1.7;
(ii) there exists a pinned quasi-split form (G∗, T ∗, B∗, e∗) over O[u±1] and an inner twist
ψ : (G,S, P )⊗O[u±1] O˘[u±1] ∼−→ (G∗, S∗, P ∗)⊗O[u±1] O˘[u±1],
where S∗ is the maximal O˘[u±1]-split subtorus of T ∗ and P ∗ is a parabolic subgroup of
G∗ containing B∗.
Observe that an inner twist ψ defines a cocycle c = ψ · σ(ψ)−1 with values in N ′∗,
where as before N ′∗ is the normalizer of T ∗ in M ′∗, and M ′∗ is the standard Levi in G∗ad
given by P ∗ad.
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By definition, we have the specialization functor RG(O[u±1]) → RG(F ). Our con-
struction shows that the essential image of this functor consists of all rigidified groups
over F that are split over F t (we denote this latter subgroupoid by RG(F t/F )). In fact,
assuming Remark 2.1, it is easy to see that the isomorphism classes in RG(O[u±1]) biject
to the isomorphism classes in RG(F t/F ).
Remark 2.2. Let H be a Chevalley group over Z. Recall that given a base scheme
S, the set of isomorphism classes of forms H of H over S are classified by the (e´tale)
cohomology set H1(S,Aut(H)). As every reductive group over F admits a rigidification,
a corollary of the above discussion is that the natural specialization map
(2.14) H1(Spec(O[u±1]),Aut(H))→ H1(F t/F,Aut(H))
is surjective, where H1(F t/F,Aut(H)) denotes the set of isomorphism classes of forms of
H over F that split over F t.
It is natural to ask whether the map (2.14) is also injective. If this is the case, then
each form of H over O[u±1], whose specialization along u 7→ ̟ is isomorphic to G, is
isomorphic to G. This would characterize G uniquely up to isomorphism. So far, we can
prove a weaker result: If a form H of H over O[u±1] contains a maximal torus and splits
over a finite Galois extension (as in §2.b.1) with Galois group Γ of order prime to p, then
H is isomorphic to G where G = H ⊗O[u±1] F is the specialization of H along u 7→ ̟.
This fact implies that (2.14) is injective when restricted to the subset which corresponds
to such forms and provides, in the case that the Galois closure of the splitting field of
G has order prime to p, a characterization of the reductive group G as the unique up to
isomorphism form of H over O[u±1] which contains a maximal torus, splits after a base
change as above, and extends G. This result is obtained by using ideas of Pianzola and
Gille; they have developed a theory of “loop reductive groups” over Laurent polynomial
rings K[u±11 , . . . , u
±1
n ] with K a field (see for example [52], [11]). Essentially, these are
reductive groups that afford a maximal torus over this base. The fibers G⊗O[u±1]F [u±1],
G⊗O[u±1] k[u±1], of the groups G defined above are loop reductive groups in their sense.
We intend to undertake a more comprehensive study of reductive groups over O[u±1] and
report on this in another paper.
3. Parahoric group schemes over O[u]
In this chapter, we give our construction of the “parahoric” group schemes G over O[u]
which are among the main tools of the paper. The main results are Theorem 3.1 and
Corollary 3.2 which describes the properties of these group schemes.
3.a. Preliminaries. We start with some preliminaries on Bruhat-Tits buildings. Sup-
pose that K is a discretely valued quasi-local field ([40, 1.1.1]) with valuation ring OK
and with perfect residue field. If G is a connected reductive group over K, we can con-
sider the Bruhat-Tits building B(G,K). If S is a maximal split torus of G, we denote by
A(G,S,K) the corresponding apartment in B(G,K).
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Note that if Kˆ is the completion ofK, the natural maps give identificationsA(G,S,K) =
A(GKˆ , SKˆ , Kˆ), B(G,K) = B(GKˆ , Kˆ) ([40, Prop. 2.1.3]).
3.a.1. Suppose now that (H,TH , BH , e) is a pinned Chevalley group scheme H over Z
and consider HK = H⊗ZK and TK = TH⊗ZK over the field K. We will sometimes omit
the subscripts when the choice of the field K is clear. After fixing an identification of
the value groups v(K∗) = Z, we can identify the apartments A(H,TH ,K) ⊂ B(H,K) for
all such fields K. In particular, we can identify A(H,TH , κ((u))) for κ = F , k and also
A(H,TH , F ) such that, under this identification, the hyperspecial points of A(H,TH ,K)
with stabilizer H(OK) correspond to each other. Observe that we can also identify the
Iwahori-Weyl groups W˜ = NH(TH)(K)/TH(OK) for different K canonically such that
the above identification of the apartments is compatible with the action of W˜ .
3.a.2. The above generalizes to the quasi-split case as follows. Let (G∗, T ∗, B∗, e∗) be
a pinned quasi-split group over O[u±1]. Let S∗ be the maximal O˘[u±1]-split subtorus of
T ∗ and A∗ be the maximal O[u±1]-split torus of T ∗. Then as the centralizer of S∗ is T ∗,
we see that S∗κ′((u)) := S
∗ ⊗O[u±1] κ′((u)) is a maximal κ′((u))-split torus of G∗κ′((u)) :=
G∗⊗O[u±1]κ′((u)) for κ′ = k¯, F˘ . Similarly, S∗F˘ := S∗⊗O[u±1] F˘ is a maximal F˘ -split torus
of G∗
F˘
:= G∗ ⊗O[u±1] F˘ . We have canonical identifications




Indeed, these apartments are identified with A(H,TH ,K)γ (using the tameness assump-
tion, as in [7], or [39, Ch. IV, §10], see also [53]), where K = κ′((u)) or F˘ , and γ is a
generator of the inertia subgroup. Similary, we can identify the Iwahori-Weyl group for
(G∗K , S
∗
K) canonically and compatibly with the identification of the apartments.
3.a.3. We also have the following further generalization. Let (G,A, S, P ) be a rigidified
group over O[u±1] as defined in §2.c.5. Then AF is a maximal F -split torus of GF . Let
x ∈ A(GF , AF , F ) ⊂ B(GF , F ) be a point in the apartment. The identification (3.1)
induces
(3.2) A(GF , AF , F ) = A(GF˘ , SF˘ , F˘ )σ = A(G∗F˘ , S∗F˘ , F˘ )Int(g)σ
= A(G∗κ′((u)), S∗κ′((u)), κ′((u)))Int(g)σ = A(Gκ′((u)), Sκ′((u)), κ′((u)))σ ,
and therefore we obtain xκ((u)) ∈ A(Gκ′((u)), Sκ′((u)), κ′((u)))σ . Therefore, using again
B(Gκ′((u)), κ′((u)))σ = B(Gκ((u)), κ((u))), we see that xκ((u)) can be regarded as a point
in the building B(Gκ((u)), κ((u))).
3.b. The main construction. We now state the main result of this section. Let
(G,A, S, P ) be a rigidified group over O[u±1] as defined in §2.c.5. Let x ∈ A(GF , AF , F ).
By 3.a.3, we also obtain from x points xκ((u)) in B(Gκ((u)), κ((u))) for κ = F or k.
Theorem 3.1. There is a unique smooth, affine group scheme G = Gx → A1O =
Spec(O[u]) (called a Bruhat-Tits group scheme for G) with connected fibers and with
the following properties:
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1) The group scheme G|O[u,u−1] is the group scheme G.
2) The base change of G under Spec(O)→ A1O given by u 7→ ̟ is the parahoric group
scheme Px for GF (as defined in [7]).
3) The base change of G under Spec(κ[[u]]) → A1O given by O[u] → κ[[u]] is the
parahoric group scheme Pxκ((u)) for Gκ((u)).
3.b.1. We first prove the uniqueness statement in Theorem 3.1. Recall that the parahoric
group scheme Px is a group scheme (smooth, affine, connected) over Spec(O) with generic
fiber GF such that Px(O) ⊂ G(F ) is the connected stabilizer of x. Similarly for Pxκ((u)) .
We will show that if G′ is a smooth affine connected group scheme over O[u] with
G[u−1] = G and which is such that G′(F [[u]]) ⊂ G(F ((u))) is the connected stabilizer
of xF ((u)) in the building of GF ((u)) then G′ = Gx. In particular, this will show the
uniqueness. To see this set Gx = Spec(B), G′ = Spec(B′). Our assumptions imply
B[u−1] = B′[u−1] and that G′(F [[u]]) = Gx(F [[u]]). Since F is infinite and perfect, F [[u]]
is henselian and both the group schemes G′ and Gx are smooth, condition (ET 2) of [7,
1.7.2] is satisfied; hence the second identity implies that B′ ⊗O[u] F [[u]] = B ⊗O[u] F [[u]].
Observe now that since B is smooth over O[u],
B = B[u−1] ∩ (B ⊗O[u] F [[u]])
and similarly for B′. Hence B = B′ which gives G′ = Gx. This actually shows that Gx
only depends on G and xF ((u)).
3.b.2. Here we show the existence part of Theorem 3.1.
a) First suppose that G = H ⊗Z O[u±1] is split; we will then consider more general
convex subsets of the apartment (and not just points). Denote by Φ = Φ(H,TH) the
corresponding root system. The pinning (H,TH , BH , e) gives a hyperspecial vertex x0 of
the apartment A(H,TH ,K) of TH . This determines a filtration {Ua(K)x0,r}r∈R of the
corresponding root subgroups for any local field K. Let f : Φ→ R be a concave function;
there is an associated convex subset Ω = Ωf of the apartment A given by
Ω = {x ∈ A | a · (x− x0) + f(a) ≥ 0}.
Conversely, to a convex bounded subset Ω ⊂ A, we can associate the concave function
fΩ : Φ→ R given by
fΩ(a) = inf{λ ∈ R | a · (x− x0) + λ ≥ 0,∀x ∈ Ω}
Notice that x0 ∈ Ωf if and only if f ≥ 0. Now denote by H(K)x0,f the subgroup of
H(K) generated by Ua(K)x0,f(a) and TH(OK). By [7], there is an associated connected
affine smooth group scheme Px0,f,K over Spec(OK). This only depends on Ω and we can
denote it by PΩ.
We will start by explaining how to construct a smooth affine group scheme Gx0,f over
O[u] that lifts Px0,f,K for K = F and K = k((u)) as it is required in the statement of
the theorem. We first consider the additive group schemes Ua,x0,f = u〈f(a)〉Ua ⊗Z O[u] ≃
Ga⊗ZO[u] over O[u] and the torus T = TH⊗ZO[u]. (Here 〈r〉 is the smallest integer that
is larger or equal to r). Notice here that by definition uUa ⊗Z O[u] = Spec(O[u, x/u]) is
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the dilatation of Ua⊗ZO[u] ≃ Ga⊗ZO[u] along the zero section Spec(O)→ Ga⊗ZO →֒
Ga ⊗Z O[u] over u = 0. Similarly, uiUa ⊗Z O[u] = Spec(O[u, u−ix]). Since f is concave,
these group schemes give as in [7, 3.1.1], or [39], schematic root data over O[u]. (In
particular, see [7, 3.2] for this split case.) By using [7] (3.9.4 together with 2.2.10)









By [7, 1.2.13, 1.2.14] this group scheme is uniquely determined from the schematic root
data. By [7] or [39] the group schemes Gx0,f,K are also given by the schematic root
data obtained by base changing the schematic root data on Vx0,f via O[u] → OK . This
implies that Gx0,f specializes to Px0,f as in (2) and (3). Property (1) also follows easily.
It remains to show that Gx0,f is affine.
(I) We first assume that Ω contains the hyperspecial vertex x0, i.e we can take f ≥ 0.
When f = 0, Gx0,f ≃ H ⊗Z O[u] which is affine. We will build on this, showing that,
in general, Gx0,f can be obtained from Gx0,0 by a series of dilatations. This follows an
argument of Yu ([74]) and provides an alternative construction of the group schemes.
Since such dilatations are affine, we will obtain the desired conclusion.
(i) Assume first that 0 ≤ f ≤ 1. Consider the parabolic subgroup Pf ⊂ H over Z
containing T = TH which corresponds to the set of roots a ∈ Φ with f(a) = 0: For
any field k, Pf (k) is generated by T (k) and Ua(k) with f(a) = 0. In this case, we
can consider the dilatation of H ⊗Z O[u] along the closed subgroup scheme given by
Pf ⊗ZO →֒ H ⊗ZO[u] over u = 0: Suppose that H = Spec(A) and Pf = Spec(A/I). Set
J = O · I + (u) for the ideal generated by I and u in A⊗O[u]. Then we consider
B = (A⊗O[u])[ju−1 | j ∈ J ] ⊂ A⊗O[u, u−1]
and set
Hx0,f = Spec(B).
(We refer the reader to [73] for basic properties of dilatations of group schemes.) If R is
an O[u]-algebra we set R¯ = R/(u) = R⊗O[u]O and we denote by h¯ ∈ H(R¯) the reduction
of h ∈ H(R). Then Hx0,f is the unique, up to isomorphism, group scheme with u not a
zero divisor in its structure sheaf, that supports a homomorphism Ψ : Hx0,f → H⊗ZO[u]
with the following properties:
• Ψ is an isomorphism away from u = 0,
• for any O[u]-algebra R with u not a zero divisor in R, Ψ identifies Hx0,f (R) with
the subset {h ∈ H(R) | h¯ ∈ Pf (R¯)} of H(R).
We can see that Hx0,f has connected fibers and is given by the same group germ Vx0,f as
Gx0,f . Therefore, Gx0,f ≃ Hx0,f = Spec(B) and is also affine.
(ii) In general, we can find a finite sequence 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn = 1 such that if
fi = ti · f , we have fn = f , and fi+1 ≤ fi + 1. We will use induction on n. The case
n = 1 is given by (i) above. Note that by the construction of [7, 3.9.4] we have:
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a) There are closed group scheme embeddings Ua,i →֒ Hi and T →֒ Hi that extend
the standard embeddings of the root subgroups and the maximal torus over O[u, u−1].
(Here and in the rest of the proof, for simplicity, we omit some subscripts and write for
example Ua,i, Hi, instead of Ua,x0,fi , Hx0,fi .)
b) The embeddings in (a) combined with the multiplication morphism induce an open
immersion
j : Vi =
∏
a∈Φ−




onto a fiberwise dense open subscheme of Gi which makes the schematic root data Di =
(T , (Ua,i)a∈Φ) compatible with Hi (in the sense of [7], 3.1.3).
c) The group scheme multiplication morphism
Vi × Vi → Gi
is surjective on each fiber.
Our induction hypothesis is: The smooth group scheme Gn := Gx0,fn is affine and
supports a group scheme extension
(3.3) 1→ Rn → Gn → Gredn → 1
of a (connected) reductive group scheme by a smooth affine unipotent group scheme (both
over O). Here the bar indicates base change via O[u] → O given by u 7→ 0. The case
n = 1 follows from (i) above. Then, Gred1 is the Levi component of the parabolic P .
Let us consider Gn+1. There is a natural morphism Ua,x0,fn+1 → Ua,x0,fn . This is
the identity when fn+1(a) = fn(a) and is given by dilatation of the zero section over
u = 0 when fn+1(a) > fn(a). These morphisms combine to give fn : Vn+1 −→ Vn ⊂ Gn.
Since Gn+1[u−1] = Gn[u−1], by [7, 1.2.13] there is a unique group scheme homomorphism
f˜n : Gn+1 → Gn that extends fn.
We will now show that f˜n identifies Gn+1 with a dilatation of Gn. Consider the (set-
theoretic image) Qn of G¯n+1 → G¯n which is a constructible set. We will show that Qn is
closed in G¯n and is underlying a smooth group scheme which we will also denote by Qn.
(This will imply that Gn+1 → Gn factors through Gn+1 → G′n → Gn where G′n → Gn is
the dilatation of Gn along Qn ⊂ G¯n.) Using property (c) of Gn+1, we see that the image
Qn can be identified with the image of V¯n+1 × V¯n+1 under the product map in G¯n. By
construction, we have morphisms Ua,n+1 → Qn. Suppose κ is either F or k. Denote by
Va,n(κ) the image of the corresponding Ua,n+1(κ) → Qn(κ). Then by the above, we see
that the κ-valued points Qn(κ) is the subgroup of Gn(κ) generated by the groups Va,n(κ)
and T (κ). By the argument in [74, 8.3.2], we see that the fibers of Qn over κ = k and
F , are closed in the corresponding fibers of Gn. Now consider the extension (3.3). In
this, Gredn contains the maximal torus T and it corresponds to the root datum given by
(X•(T ),Φfn ,X•(T ),Φ∨fn)) (with Φf = {a ∈ Φ | f(a) + f(−a) = 0}). On the other hand,
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We now consider the Zariski closure Q˜n of the generic fiber Qn(F ) in Gn. This agrees
with the Zariski closure of Vn+1 →֒ Gn. We have of course Qn ⊂ Q˜n. We can see that
Q˜n ⊂ Gn maps in Gredn onto the closed parabolic subgroup scheme Pn of Gredn generated
by T and Ua,n with fn+1(a) = fn(a) = 0. On the other hand, the intersection of Q˜n with
Rn can be identified as the closed subscheme of Rn =
∏
a,fn(a)+fn(−a)>0
Ua,n given by the
product of those Ua,n for which fn+1(a) = fn(a) (with fn(a) + fn(−a) > 0). This and
the above allows us to conclude that Q˜n is an affine fibration over Pn and so all fibers of
Q˜n are geometrically connected. It follows that Qn = Q˜n and so Qn is a smooth closed
subgroup scheme of Gn. We can see following the argument in [74, 8.3.3], that we have
(3.4) Qn ∩ Vn = Im(Vn+1 → Vn).
As above Gn+1 → Gn factors Gn+1 → G′n → Gn, where G′n is the dilatation of Gn along
Qn ⊂ Gn. Then G′n is a smooth affine group scheme over Spec(O[u]) with connected
fibers. Observe that Ua,fn+1 is by definition isomorphic to the dilatation of Ua,fn along
the image of the morphism Ua,fn+1 → Ua,fn . As a result, the dilatation of Vn along the
image of Vn+1 → Vn is isomorphic to Vn+1. It now follows from the functoriality of
the dilatation construction and (3.4) that the dilatation G′n of Gn along Qn has an open
subscheme isomorphic to Vn+1 ⊂ Gn+1. Since Vn+1 is fiberwise dense in Gn+1 it follows
that Gn+1 = G′n and hence Gn+1 is also affine. The rest of the induction hypothesis
for Gn+1 also follow. Again, Gredn+1 is the Levi component of the parabolic of Gredn that
corresponds to a ∈ Φfn for which fn+1(a) = fn(a).
II) We continue to assume that G = H ⊗Z O[u±1] is split but now we consider the
general case in which Ω = Ωf does not contain x0. The argument in the proof of [18,
Lemma 2.2] (see also [41]) implies that there is an integer δ ≥ 1 such that the subset Ωδ·f
of the apartment contains a hyperspecial vertex x′0 which is the translate x
′
0 = x0 + t
of x0 by an element t ∈ X•(T ). Consider the homomorphism O[u] → O[v] given by
u 7→ vδ. Our previous arguments allow us to construct, using successive dilatations of
t(H⊗ZO[v])t−1 ≃ H⊗ZO[v], a smooth affine group scheme G′Ω = Gx′0,f ′ over O[v]. (Here
f ′ = δ · f + t which is positive.) We can however see that base changing the schematic
root data for GΩ by O[u] → O[v] gives schematic root data for G′Ω. As above, using [7,
1.2.13, 1.2.14], this implies that GΩ ⊗O[u] O[v] ≃ G′Ω. By faithful flat descent, GΩ is then
affine.
b) We now consider the more general case of a quasi-split group G that splits over
an extension O0[v±1]/O[u±1] as in 2.b.1. In particular, O has residue field k = Fq,









O˜0[v]Γ = O[u]. Let F˜ /F be the base change of O0[v±1]/O[u±1] along u = ̟, with the
maximal unramified extension F˜0/F of degree r and e = [F˜ : F˜0].
As G is quasi-split, G = G∗. We consider Ω ⊂ A(GF , AF , F ) = A(H,TH , F˜ )Γ ⊂
A(H,TH , F˜ ) and let HΩ be the smooth affine group scheme over A1O˜0 = Spec(O˜0[v]) con-
structed for the split group H as in (a). The group Γ acts on the apartment A(H,TH , F˜ )
via its action on H and F˜ . Since Ω is fixed by Γ, we can see that HΩ supports a Γ-
action that lifts the action on Γ on A1
O˜0
. Notice that the Weil restriction of scalars
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ResO˜0[v]/O[u]HΩ is also a smooth affine group scheme over O[u] ([7], [15, 2.2]). By the
above and [15, 2.4], this supports a Γ-action over Spec(O[u]); the inertia groups for this
action are always subgroups of 〈γ0〉. Since, γ0 has order prime to p, by [15, 3.4], the fixed
point scheme G′Ω = (ResO˜0[v]/O[u]HΩ)Γ is a smooth closed subscheme of the smooth affine
ResO˜0[v]/O[u]HΩ. Hence, it is also flat over O[u]. Consider the base change G′Ω⊗O[u]O by
u 7→ 0. Since this is also smooth over O, it is the disjoint union
G′Ω ⊗O[u] O = Z0 ⊔ (⊔iZi)
of its smooth irreducible components where Z0 contains the identity section. By flatness
of G′Ω → A1O, all the components Z0, Zi are divisors in G′Ω. We will set
G′′Ω = G′Ω − ⊔iZi
(i.e the complement of the union of those components that do not contain the identity.)
Observe that G′′Ω is affine since it can also be obtained as the dilatation of the affine G′Ω
along the affine and smooth closed subscheme Z0 of its fiber over u = 0. We will now
show that G′′Ω is the connected component G′0Ω of G′Ω. By [7, 1.2.12] we have to show
that each fiber of G′′Ω → A1O is connected. First observe that the geometric fibers at
points where u 6= 0 are isomorphic to the split form H and so they are connected. By
construction, G′′Ω ⊗O[u] O = Z0; therefore the fiber G′′Ω ⊗O[u] F is connected and is the
connected component of G′Ω ⊗O[u] F . In general for κ = F or k, let κ′ be F˜0, resp. the
residue field of O˜0. We can consider the fiber over O[u]→ O → κ′
G′Ω ⊗O[u] κ′ = (ResO′[v]/O[u](HΩ)⊗O[u] κ′)Γ.
Since Γ is an extension of Gal(κ′/κ) by 〈γ0〉 this is
(Resκ′[v]/(ve)/κ′(HΩ ⊗O˜0[v] κ′[v]/(ve)))γ0 .
We have
1→ U → Resκ′[v]/(ve)/κ′(HΩ ⊗O˜0[v] κ′[v]/(ve))→H
red
Ω,κ′ → 1
with U unipotent andHredΩ,κ′ (split) reductive over κ′. Now the maximal reductive quotient
M := HredΩ of HΩ = HΩ⊗O˜0[v] O˜0 is a Chevalley (reductive) group scheme over O˜0. Since
γ0(Ω) = Ω we have an action of γ0 on M . Since γ0 has order prime to p, we can see that
H1(〈γ0〉, U) = (0). Also, by filtering U by vector groups we can see that Uγ0 is connected
(see [74, 4.7.2]). It follows that the group of connected components of G′Ω ⊗O[u] κ′ is
identified with that of (HredΩ,κ′)γ0 = (HredΩ )γ0 ⊗O′ κ′ = Mγ0 ⊗O˜0 κ′. We can now see that
the γ0-action on M satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 1.4, i.e preserves a pair of
maximal split torus and a Borel subgroup that contains it: Indeed, by construction,
γ0 preserves the maximal torus given by TH . Now, as before, consider the subset ΦΩ
of the set of roots Φ such that there is an affine root with vector part a and defining
a hyperplane containing Ω. The set ΦΩ can be identified with the roots of M with
respect to the maximal torus given by TH . The group 〈γ0〉 acts on ΦΩ. The intersection
Φ+Ω := Φ
+∩ΦΩ is a system of positive roots in ΦΩ which is stable under γ0. Let C be the
affine chamber containing Ω in its closure which is given by Φ+Ω ; this provides us with a
γ0-stable Borel subgroup in M which contains TH . We can now apply Proposition 1.4 to
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the Chevalley group M = HredΩ over O˜0 and the automorphism induced by γ0 as above.
We obtain that the group scheme of connected components of G′Ω⊗O[u] κ′ is given by the
fibers of a finite e´tale commutative group scheme of order annihilated by e and this order
is the same for κ = F or κ = k. Since G′′Ω⊗O[u]F is the neutral component of G′Ω⊗O[u]F ,
the base change G′′Ω ⊗O[u] F˜0 is also connected ([65, Exp. VIA, 2.1.1]). The above now
implies that G′′Ω ⊗O[u] k˜ and hence G′′Ω ⊗O[u] k is also connected. Therefore, G′′Ω = (G′Ω)0.
We set GΩ := G′′Ω = (G′Ω)0. It remains to show that the base changes of GΩ by O[u]→ O,
u 7→ ̟, resp. O[u] → κ[[u]], are isomorphic to the parahoric group schemes Px, resp.
Pxκ((u)) .
For simplicity, set L = κ¯((u)), L′ = κ¯((v)), R = κ¯[[u]], R′ = κ¯[[v]] and denote by
H(L′)Ω ⊂ H(L′) the stabilizer of Ω ⊂ B(H,L) = B(H,L′)γ0 . We also set G(L) =
(H(L′))γ0 (the points of a connected reductive group over L). Notice that by construction,
G′Ω(R) = HΩ(R′)γ0 while the result in the split case together with [7, 4.6] gives HΩ(R′) ⊂
H(L′)Ω with finite index. Hence, we have
G′Ω(R) = HΩ(R′)γ0 ⊂ (H(L′)Ω)γ0 = (H(L′)γ0)Ω = G(L)Ω
and we see that G′Ω(R) is of finite index in the stabilizer G(L)Ω of Ω ⊂ B(G, L) in G(L).
Since GΩ is the neutral component of G′Ω we conclude that GΩ ⊗O[u] R is the smooth
connected stabilizer of Ω, i.e we have GΩ ⊗O[u] R = Pxκ((u)) ⊗κ[[u]] κ¯[[u]]. By [7, 1.7], this
shows the desired result for the base change O[u] → κ[[u]]. The case O[u] → O, u → ̟
is similar. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the quasi-split case.
(c) Finally, we consider the general case. Recall our notations and in particular the
choice of Int(g) in N ′∗(O˘[u±1]). This gives the semilinear
∗σ := Int(g) · σ : G∗ ⊗O O˘ → G∗ ⊗O O˘
which covers the Frobenius O˘[u±1]→ O˘[u±1]. We also have the inner twist G of G∗ over
O[u±1] defined by taking ∗σ fixed points of G⊗O O˘ as in (2.12). Our construction applied
to the quasi-split G∗
F˘
and the point x∗ given as ψ∗(x) provides with a group scheme G∗x∗
over O˘[u] which satisfies the conclusions of the Theorem. In particular, we have
G∗x∗ |O˘[u±1] = G∗ ⊗O O˘.
We will now show that ∗σ : G∗ ⊗O O˘ → G∗ ⊗O O˘ extends to an σ-semilinear
∗σ : G∗x∗ → G∗x∗ .
We first verify that it is enough to check that the base change of ∗σ over F˘ ((u)) extends
to F˘ [[u]]: Indeed, since G∗x∗ = Spec(A) is affine and smooth over O˘[u] we can write
A = A[u−1] ∩ (A ⊗O˘[u] F˘ [[u]]). Since ∗σ is defined over O[u, u−1], it remains to check
that ∗σ preserves A⊗O˘[u] F˘ [[u]] ⊂ A⊗O˘[u] F˘ ((u)). Now let check that the base change of
∗σ over F˘ ((u)) extends to F˘ [[u]]: Consider x∗
F˘ ((u))
which by our construction is fixed by
Int(g) · σ. This implies that
(3.5) ∗σ(Px∗
F˘ ((u))




Since F [[u]] is henselian and F infinite and perfect, condition (ET 2) of [7, 1.7.2] is
satisfied. Therefore, (3.5) implies that ∗σ extends to Px∗
F˘ ((u))
which, by our construction,
is the base change of the group scheme G∗x∗ to F˘ [[u]].
We now define Gx to be the group scheme over O[u] given by the Weil descent datum
provided by the action of ∗σ = Int(g) · σ on G∗x∗ over O˘[u]. Since G∗x∗ is affine, we can
indeed see that Gx is represented by an affine group scheme over O[u], which then satisfies
all the requirements in the Theorem.
3.c. In this section we start with a connected reductive group G over the p-adic field F
that splits over the tamely ramified F˜ /F and x ∈ B(G,F ) a point in the building of G.
Let Px be the corresponding parahoric group scheme over O. We will apply Theorem 3.1
to construct a suitable group scheme G = Gx over O[u] (see Corollary 3.2 below).
3.c.1. Starting from the above data, we choose a rigidification (G,A, S, P ) such that
x ∈ A(G,A,F ). Choose also a pinned split form H of G over O and let (G,A, S, P )
be the corresponding rigidified group over O[u±1] as constructed in §2.c.2. Let ψ :
(G,S, P )⊗O˘[u±1] ∼−→ (G∗, S∗, P ∗)⊗O˘[u±1] be an inner twist and crig be the corresponding
cocycle. Let (G0, A0, S0, P0) := (GF , AF , SF , PF ) be the base change via O[u±1] → F
given by u 7→ ̟. The specialization of the inner twist by u 7→ ̟ is denoted by ψ0. The
set of inner twists
ψ : (G,S, P ) ⊗F F˘ ∼−→ (G∗, S∗, P ∗)⊗F F˘
such that ψ · σ(ψ)−1 = crig(1)|u=̟ forms an N ′(F )-torsor, where N ′ = NM ′(T ). As the
cocycles corresponding to ψ and ψ0 are the same, the morphism ψ0ψ
−1 is defined over
F . Therefore, the choice of a rigidification (G,A, S, P ) of G produces an isomorphism
α : G
∼−→ G0 = GF , which is well-defined up to the action of N ′(F ). Since N ′ centralizes
A, N ′(F ) acts trivially on A(G,A,F ); hence, x corresponds to a well-defined point x0
in A(GF , AF , F ). Note that, however, x0 depends on the choice of the rigidification
(G,A, S, P ).
Let (G,A′, S′, P ′) be another choice of rigidification of G and let x′0 ∈ A(GF , AF , F )
be the corresponding point. By Lemma 1.8, there is g ∈ Gad(F ) sending (A,S, P ) to
(A′, S′, P ′). Therefore, as points in the building of G0 = GF , x0 and x
′
0 are in the same
G0,ad(F )-orbit. Therefore, there is an element n in NG0,ad(A0) that sends x0 to x
′
0.
Now apply Theorem 3.1 to (G,A, S, P ) and x0 ∈ A(GF , AF , F ). We obtain a group
scheme Gx0 whose specialization along u = ̟ gives back Px. Observe that x0 is not
uniquely determined by x, but also depends on the rigidification of G. However, as
explained before, different x0’s are in the same NG0,ad(A0)(F )-orbit. It is easy to see
that an NG0,ad(A0)(F )-orbit on A(G0, A0, F ) is the same as an Im(NGad(A)(O[u±1])
u=̟→
NG0,ad(A0)(F ))-orbit. Therefore, different Gx0 ’s are isomorphic to each other via con-
jugation by an element in NGad(A)(O[u±1]) and so the isomorphism class of this group
scheme is independent of choices; we will denote the group scheme by Gx. In particular,
we obtain:
Corollary 3.2. Starting with G and x as in the beginning of §3.c, there exists a smooth,
affine group scheme G = Gx → A1O = Spec(O[u]) with connected fibers such that
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1) The group scheme G|O[u,u−1] is G;
2) The base change of G under Spec(O) → A1O given by u 7→ ̟ is Px and the base
change of G under Spec(κ[[u]]) → A1O given by O[u]→ κ[[u]] is Pxκ((u)).
4. Classical groups
Recall that whenG is a classical group over the local field F , Bruhat and Tits have given
a description of the building B(G,F ) as a set of certain norms on the space of the “natural
representation” ([8], [10]). At least when p is odd, this produces a description of the
facets of the building in terms of self-dual lattice chains in this space. The corresponding
parahoric group scheme can also be explicitly described as the neutral component of the
polarized automorphisms of the lattice chain. In this chapter, we extend some of this
picture to the group schemes over O[u] constructed in Theorem 3.1.
4.a. Lattice chains. First we recall the set-up of lattice chains over O (cf. [8], [10],
[55]).
4.a.1. Suppose first that D is a central division F -algebra of degree d and Brauer in-
variant s/d with 0 < s < d and gcd(s, d) = 1. Recall O has residue field Fq, q = pm. Let
Fd = FQpmd which is then an unramified extension of F of degree d with integers Od.
Set σ = Frobpm for the generator of the Galois group of Fd/F . We can write
D = Fd ⊕ Fd · Π⊕ · · · ⊕ Fd · Πd−1
with relations Πd = ̟, a · Π = Π · σs(a) for all a ∈ Fd. This contains the maximal order
OD = OFd ⊕OFd ·Π⊕ · · · ⊕ OFd ·Πd−1.
Consider V = Dn as a left D-module and let G = GLn(D) = AutD(V ) identified
by sending the matrix A ∈ GLn(D) to the automorphism x 7→ x · A−1. A lattice L in
V = Dn is a finitely generated OD-submodule of V that contains a D-basis of V ; then
L is OD-free of rank n. Recall that a lattice chain in V is a totally ordered (non-empty)
set L• of OD-lattices in V which is stable under homotheties. It can be represented as:
(4.1) · · · ⊂ ΠL0 ⊂ Lr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ L1 ⊂ L0 ⊂ · · · .
By [8], the facets Ω in B(G,F ) correspond bijectively to OD-lattice chains (cf. [55])
in V = Dn (Bruhat and Tits consider right modules but this is equivalent). Then the
parahoric group scheme Px (x ∈ Ω) is the group scheme over O given by the OD-linear
automorphisms of the corresponding chain, i.e
Px(R) = AutOD⊗OR({L• ⊗O R}).
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4.a.2. More generally suppose that D is a central simple L-algebra with an involution
τ such that τ(OD) = OD; assume that F is the fixed field of the involution on L. Let
ǫ = ±1 and let h be an ǫ-hermitian D-valued form on V = Dn with respect to τ . If L
is an OD-lattice in V , we can consider its dual L∨ = {x ∈ L | h(x, λ) ∈ OD,∀λ ∈ L}.
A lattice chain L• is called self dual if L ∈ L• if and only if L∨ ∈ L•. The form h
defines an involution ∗ on GLn(D) by h(xA, y) = h(x, yA∗). Consider the unitary group
U(V, h) = {A ∈ GLn(D) | (A∗)−1 = A} given by elements of GLn(D) that respect h and
let G be its neutral component. Recall that we assume p is odd. By [53], the building
B(G,F ) can be identified with the fixed points of the action induced by A 7→ (A∗)−1
on B(GLn(D), L). Using the above, we now see that facets Ω in B(G,F ) correspond to
self-dual OD-lattice chains L• in V . (This also follows from the explicit description in
[10], noting that when p 6= 2, the maximinorante norms of loc. cit. can be described via
self-dual graded lattice chains). It then also follows that the parahoric Bruhat-Tits Px
(x a generic point in Ω) is the neutral component of the group scheme over O given by
OD-linear automorphisms of the chain L• that respect the perfect forms Li × Lj → OD
obtained from h. There is also a similar description for unitary similitude groups.
We now extend most of this picture to the group schemes over O[u]. We first start by
describing some cases of split groups.
4.b. Some split classical groups.
4.b.1. The case of GLN . Suppose W = O[u]N and set W = W ⊗O[u],u 7→0 O. Write
W = ⊕r−1j=0Vi and consider the parabolic subgroup Q ⊂ GL(W ) which is the stabilizer of
the flag Fi = ⊕j≥iVj given by the Vi. Denote by di the O-rank of Vi. For 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,
set Wi for the preimage of Fi under W →W so that
uW ⊂Wr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂W1 ⊂W0 =W.
Extend the index set by requiring Wi+k·r = u
kWi for k ∈ Z. Denote by ιi : Wi+1 → Wi
the inclusion. We have a natural identification GL(Wi) = GL(Wi+r) given by conjugating
by u.
The dilatation G = GL(W )Q of GL(W ) along Q is isomorphic to the closed subgroup




i∈Z/rZGL(Wi) of tuples that commute with the maps
ιi :Wi → Wi+1. It is isomorphic to the group scheme over O[u] obtained by Corollary 3.2
applied to G = GLN and a point x corresponding to the lattice chain {Wi⊗O[u],u 7→̟O}i.
(The lattice chains {Wi ⊗O[u] κ((u))}i correspond to xκ((u)).)
4.b.2. The case of GSp2n. Consider W = ⊕2ni=1O[u] · ei with the perfect O[u]-bilinear
alternating form h : W × W → O[u] determined by h(ei, e2n+1−j) = δij , h(ei, ej) =
h(e2n+1−i, e2n+1−j) = 0 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Let us fix a chain of O[u]-submodules
(4.2) uW ⊂Wr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂W1 ⊂W0 ⊂W
such that
(i) W∨i = u
−1Wr−i−1, for 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,
(ii) Wi/Wi+1 ≃ Odi .
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Again, extend the index set by periodicity by settingWi+k·r = u
kWi so that the form h
givesW∨i =W−i−a, with a = 0 or 1, and set ιi : Wi+1 →Wi as before. Consider the group
scheme G over O[u] of similitude automorphisms of the “polarized” system (Wi, hi)i∈Z;
more precisely this is the subgroup scheme of Gm×
∏r−1
i=0 GL(Wi) = Gm×
∏
i∈Z/rZGL(Wi)
consisting of (c, (gi)) such that
h(gi(x), g−i−a(y)) = c · h(x, y), for all i ∈ Z.
As in [55, Appendix to Ch. 3], we can see that G is smooth over O[u]; it is isomorphic
to the group scheme obtained by Corollary 3.2 applied to G = GSp2n and a point x
corresponding to the self-dual lattice chain {Wi ⊗O[u],u 7→̟ O}i.
4.c. Non-split classical groups. We now extend this to (essentially) the general clas-
sical case. When in the sections below we consider symmetric or hermitian forms, we will
assume that the prime p is odd. We first mostly concentrate on describing explicitly the
group schemes G.
4.c.1. Division algebras. With the notations of 4.a.1, consider the associative (central)
O[u]-algebra given by
(4.3) O(D) = Od[u]⊕Od[u] ·X ⊕ · · · ⊕ Od[u] ·Xd−1,







Notice that D := O(D)[u−1] is an Azumaya algebra over O[u±1] which splits after the
unramified extension O[u±1]→ Od[u±1]; then O(D) is a maximal order in this Azumaya
algebra. We have isomorphisms
(4.4) D ⊗O[u±1] F ≃ D, O(D)⊗O[u] OF ≃ OD
where the ring homomorphisms are given by u 7→ ̟. In addition, reducing O(D) modulo
̟ followed by completing at (u) also produces a maximal order in a central division
algebra of degree d and invariant s/d over the local field Fpm((u)).




We can see directly from the construction of §2.c that this group scheme is isomorphic
to G for G = GLn(D).
We can also consider the affine group scheme G over O[u] given by
G(R) := AutO(D)⊗O[u]R(O(D)n ⊗O[u] R).
The group G is smooth over O[u] and is isomorphic to the group scheme of Corollary 3.2
for the vertex corresponding to the lattice chain given by the multiples of OD.
4.c.2. In what follows, the base is Qp and we will be discussing group schemes over
Zp[u±1]. We assume F is a tame finite extension of Qp and let Qpr = Frac(W (Fpr)) the
maximal unramified extension of Qp contained in F . Denote by Zpr the ring of integers
W (Fpr) of Qpr . When r is clear, we will simply write W for Zpr =W (Fpr). We will then
denote by Wd the integers of the unique unramified extension W (Fprd) of W of degree
d ≥ 2.
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4.c.3. We can now explicitly construct the group scheme G over Zp[u±1] associated to
the restriction of scalars G = ResF/QGLm(D) with D a division algebra over F as above.
We choose a W -algebra isomorphism j : W [x]/(xe − pc) ∼−→ OF where p ∤ e and c ∈ W ∗;
i.e a uniformizer ̟ of F such that ̟e is in W .
As above, we construct an associative (central) W [v]-algebra given by
(4.5) O(D) =Wd[v]⊕Wd[v] ·X ⊕ · · · ⊕Wd[v] ·Xd−1,







(After the base change W [v] → O[u], v = u, this produces the algebra denoted by the
same symbol in the previous paragraph.) Again, D = O(D)[v−1] is an Azumaya algebra
over W [v±1]. We have isomorphisms
(4.6) D ⊗W [v±1] F ≃ D, O(D)⊗W [v] OF ≃ OD
where W [v±1] → F , W [v] → OF , are given by v 7→ ̟. In addition, reducing O(D)
modulo p followed by completing at (v) also produces a maximal order in a central
division algebra of degree d and invariant s/d over the local field Fpr((v)).
Define φ : Zp[u] → Zpr [v] by u 7→ ve · c−1 with c = ̟e · p−1. For m ≥ 1, we set
M = O(D)m. We consider
G′(R) = AutO(D)⊗Zp[u]R(M ⊗Zp[u] R).
This defines a smooth affine group scheme over Zp[u] such that
G′ ⊗Zp[u],u 7→p Qp ≃ ResF/Qp(GLm(D)).
Suppose we choose another uniformizer ̟1 with ̟
e
1 = pc1 and denote by φ1 the corre-
sponding map as above. Let y = ̟1/̟ ∈ O∗F . Since ye ∈ W ∗ and p ∤ e, the extension
Qpr(y)/Qpr is unramified and therefore y is in W ∗ = Z∗pr . Sending v to y · v then
gives an isomorphism α : W [v]
∼−→ W [v] that maps (ve − pc) to (ve − pc1) and com-
mutes with φ, φ1. Find z ∈ W ∗d such that NQprd/Qpr (z) = y; sending X 7→ X · z gives
O(D) ∼−→ O(D) ⊗W [v],α W [v]. This implies that G′ is independent from the choice of ̟
with ̟e ∈W . The group scheme G′|Zp[u±1] is isomorphic to the group scheme G obtained
from G = ResF/Qp(GLm(D)) as above; this follows directly from the construction of §2.c
using (2.2). The restriction G′|Zp[u±1] → Spec(Zp[u±1]) is the Weil restriction of scalars
from W [v±1] of a twisted form of GLmd over W [v
±1]; this twisted form is the group
of automorphisms of the module Dm = O(D)[v−1]m for the Azumaya algebra D over
W [v±1].
4.c.4. Here again W is Zpr =W (Fpr) and Wd =W (Fprd) as above. Write
(4.7) W [v±1]∗/(W [v±1]∗)2 = {1, α, v, αv}
where α is an element of W ∗ which is not a square.
We consider a W [v]-algebra R given as
R =W2[v], or R =W [v
′], v 7→ v′2, or R =W [v′], v 7→ α−1v′2.
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We will refer to the first possibility as the unramified case. The other two possibilities
are the ramified case. We have a W [v]-symmetric bilinear form
hR : R×R→W [v]; hR(x, y) = 1
2
TrR/W [v](xy¯)
where r 7→ r¯ is the order two automorphism of R over W [v]. The form hR is perfect in
the unramified case; hR[v
−1] on R[v−1] is always perfect.
We also consider the central W [v]-algebra
O(Q) =W2[v]⊕W2[v] ·X
with relations X2 = v, f ·X = X ·σ(f) for f ∈W2[v]; this corresponds to the quaternion
case (s, d) = (1, 2) as above. Denote by x 7→ x¯ the main involution of O(Q) which is
σ on W2[v] and maps X to −X. Let ζ be a root of unity that generates W2 over W ,
W2 = W (ζ). Then ζ¯ = −ζ. The reduced norm Norm(r) = r · r¯ defines a W [v]-linear
quadratic form on O(Q). Denote by hO(Q) : O(Q) × O(Q) → W [v] the corresponding
W [v]-bilinear symmetric form.
We will use the symbol O to denote one of W [v], R, or O(Q); each of these W [v]-
algebras supports an involution x 7→ x¯ as above (this is trivial in the case of W [v]). In
the following paragraph we will give each time a free (left) module M over O which is
equipped with a certain form h (alternating, symmetric, hermitian, etc.). All the forms
below are “perfect” after we invert v, i.e over W [v±1]. We will consider the group scheme
G′ over W [v] given by the O-module automorphisms of M that respect the corresponding
form h. Suppose that F is a totally tamely ramified extension of Qpr of degree e. Choose
a uniformizer ̟ of F with ̟e ∈W as above and consider the base change W [v±1]→ F
given by v → ̟. In the list below, we mention the type of the isogeny class of the group
G′|W [v±1] ⊗W [v±1] F over F according to the tables 4.2 and 4.3 of [71, p. 60-65]. The
determination of these types follows [71, 4.4, 4.5]. The corresponding symbol is read from
the first column of these tables.
4.c.5. Alternating forms.
• M =W [v]2n = ⊕2ni=1W [v]·ei with the alternatingW [v]-bilinear form h determined
by h(ei, e2n+1−j) = δij , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (cf. §4.b.2). (For n ≥ 2, the type is Cn.)
4.c.6. Symmetric forms. (Set n = 2m+ 1, or n = 2m.)
• Split: M = W [v]n = ⊕ni=1W [v] · ei with the symmetric W [v]-bilinear form h =
h(n) determined by h(n)(ei, en+1−j) = δij . (For n ≥ 6, the type is Bm, or Dm
respectively.)
• Quasi-split, even case: Here n is even and M =W [v]n−2⊕R with the symmetric
W [v]-bilinear form h given as the direct sum h(n− 2) + hR. (The types are 2Dm
if R =W2[v] (unramified) and n ≥ 8 and C −Bm−1 if R is ramified and n ≥ 6.)
• Non quasi-split, even case: Here n is even and M = W [v]n−4 ⊕ O(Q) with the
symmetric W [v]-bilinear form h given as the direct sum h(n − 4) + hO(Q). (For
n ≥ 6, the type is 2D′m.)
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• Non quasi-split, odd case: Here n is odd and M = W [v]n−3 ⊕ O(Q)0 with the
symmetric W [v]-bilinear form h given as the direct sum h(n − 3) + hO(Q)0 . We
denote by O(Q)0 the submodule of elements r for which r+ r¯ = 0 and by hO(Q)0
the restriction of hO(Q) to this submodule. (For n ≥ 6, the type is 2B′m.)
4.c.7. Hermitian forms. (Set n = 2m+ 1, or n = 2m.)
• quasi-split: M = Rn with hermitian form h = H(n) given by
H(n)(x, y) = xt ·Kn · y¯
whereKn is the antidiagonal n×n unit matrix. There are subcases here according
to the choice of R. (Suppose n ≥ 3. In the unramified case, the type is 2A′n−1. In
the ramified case, the type is C −BCm if n = 2m+ 1, or B − Cm if n = 2m.)
• non quasi-split, ramified, even case: Here n = 2m is even, M = Rn−2 ⊕ R2, R
ramified with hermitian form H given as the direct sum h = H(n− 2)⊕Hα with
Hα((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) = x1y¯1 − α · x2y¯2
and α ∈W ∗ which is not in (W ∗)2. (If n ≥ 3, the type is 2B − Cm.)
• non quasi-split, unramified, even case: Here again n = 2m is even, M = Rn−2 ⊕
R2, R =W2[v], with hermitian form h given as the direct sum h = H(n−2)⊕Hu
with
Hu((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) = x1y¯1 − v · x2y¯2.
(If n ≥ 3, the type is 2A′′n−1.)
4.c.8. Quaternionic ǫ-hermitian forms. Let ǫ = ±1. If M is a left O(Q)-module, then
a W [u]-bilinear H : M ×M → O(Q) is called an ǫ-hermitian (i.e hermitian if ǫ = 1,
anti-hermitian if ǫ = −1) form, for the main involution d 7→ d¯, if it satisfies: H(dx, y) =
dH(x, y), H(x, y) = ǫH(y, x) for d ∈ O(Q), x, y ∈ M . Choose a unit ξ ∈ W ∗2 such that
Norm(ξ) = −Norm(ζ) = ζ2.
• Quaternionic hermitian: M = O(Q)n, with hermitian form h = H(n) :M ×M →
O(Q) given by
H(n)(x, y) = xt ·Kn · y¯.
(If n ≥ 2, the type is 2Cn.)
• Quaternionic anti-hermitian: M = O(Q)m ⊕ O(Q)m ⊕M0 where M0 = O(Q)r,
n = 2m+ r. The anti-hermitian form h =′ H :M ×M → O(Q) is the direct sum
′H(2m)⊕′ H0 where






is the standard anti-hermitian hyperbolic form and M0 with its form
′H0 is given
as in the one of the following four cases:
– (a) M0 = (0). (Here n is even. If n ≥ 6, the type is 2D′′n.)
– (b) M0 = O(Q) with form xcy¯ with c = X, c = ζ, or c = Xξ. (Here n is
odd. The type is either 2D′′n if c = ζ and n ≥ 5, or for n ≥ 3, 2C − Bn−1
otherwise.)
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– (c) M0 = O(Q)2 with form x1a1y¯1+x2a2y¯2 with a1, a2 two distinct elements
of the set {X, ζ,Xξ}. (Here n is even. If n ≥ 4, the type is 4Dn.)
– (d) M0 = O(Q)3 with form x1Xy¯1 + x2ζy¯2 + x3Xξy¯3. (Here n is odd. If
n ≥ 5, the type is 4Dn.)
4.c.9. Our list of cases above is exhaustive in the following sense: Choose once and for all
the uniformizer̟ of F . The connected components of the specializations G′|W [v±1]⊗W [v±1]
F , together with the groups SLm(D) for F -central division algebras D (these groups are
of type dAmd−1 with d the degree of D), give exactly all the isogeny classes of absolutely
almost simple groups over F which are of classical type. (More precisely, if we avoid
exceptional isomorphisms by obeying the listed restrictions on n, we obtain each isogeny
class exactly once.) This follows from the above, the discussion in [71, 4.5], and classical
results on the classification of quadratic and (quaternionic) hermitian forms over local
fields (e.g. [30], [72]). For example, to deal with the quasi-split case for symmetric forms,
we notice that, since the residue characteristic is odd, v 7→ ̟ gives an isomorphism
(4.8) W [v±1]∗/(W [v±1]∗)2
∼−→ F ∗/(F ∗)2.
This allows us to realize any quadratic extension L/F as a specialization of a uniquely
specified R/W [v] at v 7→ ̟. As a result, the trace form 12TrL/F ( ) can be obtained by
specializing 12TrR[v±1]/W [v±]( ) by v 7→ ̟.
4.c.10. In what follows, the symbol O will denote either O(D) as in (4.5), or W [v], R,
O(Q) as in the previous sections. Recall that we denote by G′ the group scheme over
W [v] of O-automorphisms ofM that also preserve the form h if applicable. All the above
forms are “perfect” after we invert v, i.e over W [v±1], and we can see that G′|W [v±1] is
reductive. Denote byG′ the specialization of the neutral component (G′|W [v±1])◦⊗W [v±1]F
and consider the Weil restriction of scalars G = ResF/QpG
′. Regard W [v±1] as a Zp[u±1]-
algebra via u 7→ ve · p̟−e as before.
Proposition 4.1. The group scheme G, as constructed in §2.c from G above, is isomor-
phic to the neutral component of the group scheme over Zp[u±1] with R-valued points the
O⊗Zp[u±1]R-linear automorphisms of M⊗Zp[u±1]R that also respect the form h⊗Zp[u±1]R
if applicable.
Proof. As above, consider the neutral component J := (G′|W [v±1])◦ of the group scheme
over W [v±1] of O-automorphisms of M that also preserve the form h if applicable. Then
the group scheme in the statement of the Proposition is isomorphic to ResW [v±1]/Zp[u±1]J
and is enough to check that J is isomorphic to the group scheme G′ which is obtained
by G′ using our constructions in the previous chapters. This can be shown by a case-
by-case verification and we will leave some of the work to the reader: First, in the case
of inner forms of type An where O = O(D), the result is in §4.c.3 and follows directly
from the construction of §2.c. Second, suppose we consider the rest of the cases of the
previous section; then we assume that p is odd. The group G′ contains a standard split
torus and we can compute the quasi-split forms and the corresponding anisotropic kernel
in the explicit descriptions of the cases above. The adjoint groups of these anisotropic
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kernels are inner forms of products of PGL2 or PGL4 (the latter occuring only in case
4.c.8 (d)). We first check that J ⊗W [u±1] Z˘p[v±1] is quasi-split over Z˘p[v±1]. Then the
rigidity of quasi-split forms (§2.3) shows the base change J ⊗W [u±1] Z˘p[v±1] is isomorphic
to G′∗ ⊗W [u±1] Z˘p[v±1] and it remains to verify that the inner twists of G′∗ that define
J and G′ agree. This can be done case-by-case; we leave the details to the reader.
(Alternatively, since the reductive groups J always split over a degree 4 Galois cover of
W [u±1] and p is odd, the isomorphism between J and G′ can also be shown directly using
Remark 2.2.)
4.c.11. We can now extend the explicit descriptions of the group schemes G from the
split cases above to the general classical case. Recall O will denote either O(D) as in
(4.5), or W [v], R, O(Q) as in the previous sections. Then, we also denote by Y the
“standard uniformizer” of each of these algebras, i.e X when O is O(D) or O(Q), v when
O =W [v] or R =W2[v] in the unramified case, v
′ when O = R in the ramified case.
AO-lattice chain inO[v±1]n is a totally ordered non-empty setM• of leftO-submodules
of O[v±1]n which are free of rank n, which is stable under multiplication by Y and Y −1,
and of the form
(4.9) · · · ⊂ YM0 ⊂Mr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂M1 ⊂M0 ⊂ · · · .
with Mi/Mi+1, for all i ∈ Z, free over W .
If O is one of W [v], R, O(Q) with form h as in the previous section, and N a O-lattice
in O[v±1]n we can consider the dual N∨ = {x ∈ O[v±1]n | h(x,m) ∈ O, ∀m ∈ N} which
is also an O-lattice. The O-lattice chain M• is called self-dual, when N belongs to the
lattice chain M•, if and only if N
∨ belongs to the lattice chain M•. Then, for each index
i, there is j such that h induces a prefect pairing
(4.10) h :Mi ×Mj → O.
If M• is a (self-dual) O-lattice chain, the base change M• ⊗W [v] O, by v 7→ ̟, gives a
(self-dual) lattice chain as in §4.a.
Remark 4.2. In fact, we can give such self-dual O-lattice chains by the following con-
struction: Let M be O(D)n or in general On with the form as in §4.c.5, 4.c.6, 4.c.7, etc.
Consider the F ((v))-vector space V =M⊗W [v±1]F ((v)); it is a free (left) O⊗W [v]F ((v))-
module and supports the perfect form h ⊗W [v] F ((v)). Choose a self-dual lattice chain
L• = (Li)i of O ⊗W [v] F [[v]]-lattices in V in the sense of §4.a (cf. [55]) (for the equal
characteristic dvr F [[v]]). Since M ⊗W [v] F [[v]] is also a lattice in V , for each i ∈ Z,
there is ri ≥ 0 so that vriM ⊗W [v] F [[v]] ⊂ Li ⊂ v−riM ⊗W [v] F [[v]]. The intersection
Mi := Li ∩ M [v−1] is a finitely generated and reflexive (i.e equal to its double dual)
W [v]-module. Since W [v] is regular Noetherian of Krull dimension 2 and (v, p) has codi-
mension 2, it follows that Mi is a finitely generated projective module which then is
actually W [v]-free ([64]). In fact, locally free coherent sheaves on Spec(W [v]) − {(v, p)}
uniquely extend to locally free coherent sheaves over Spec(W [v]). Similarly, module ho-
momorphisms between two such sheaves uniquely extend. Using this extension property,
we now see that O-multiplication and the perfect forms (considered as maps Li → Ldualj )
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extend to {Mi}. Suppose that Li ⊂ Lj are two F [[v]]-lattices in the chain and consider
the correspondingW [v]-lattices Mi ⊂Mj . Notice thatMi/Mj has projective dimension 1
as a W [v]-module and so it follows from the Auslander-Buchsbaum theorem that Mi/Mj
has depth 1. On the other hand, since Mi[v
−1] = Mj [v
−1], Mi/Mj is supported along
v = 0. By the above, all the associated primes of Mi/Mj have height 1, therefore Mi/Mj
has no section supported over (v, p). It now follows that if the quotient Li/Lj is annihi-
lated by v and has F -rank d, then Mi/Mj is also annihilated by v and is actually W -free
of rank d. Similarly, we see that there are mj ≥ 0 such that
vmjOn ⊂Mi ⊂ v−mjOn
with Mi/v
mjOn, v−mjOn/Mi both W -free. We can now show that all such Mi are free
O-modules. Hence, it also follows that M• = {Mi}i is a (self-dual) O-lattice chain in
M [u±1] in the sense above.
Now consider the group scheme G′ over Zp[u] with R-valued points the O ⊗Zp[u] R-
linear automorphisms of the chain M•⊗Zp[u]R that respect the forms h⊗Zp[u]R of (4.10).
The arguments in [55, Appendix to Ch. 3] show that G′ is smooth. Base changing by
Zp[u] → Zp via u 7→ p or by Zp[u] → Qp((u)) produces smooth group schemes whose
neutral component is a Bruhat-Tits parahoric group scheme (see §4.a.2). Using §3.b.1, we
can now see that the neutral component G of G′ is a group scheme obtained by Corollary
3.2.
4.c.12. Variants. Similarly, we can consider:
• anti-hermitian forms h˜ on Rn obtained by multiplying the hermitian forms h of
4.c.7 by either ζ (in the unramified case), or by v′ (in the ramified cases).
• ǫ-hermitian forms h˜ on O(D) for the “new involution” d 7→ d′ on O(D) given by
d′ := X−1 · d¯ · X. Such forms can be obtained by multiplying the ǫ-hermitian
forms h for the main involution of §4.c.8 by X. Indeed, if h is ǫ-hermitian for
d 7→ d¯, then h ·X is (−ǫ)-hermitian for d 7→ d′.
The automorphisms groups of these forms (after specialization to F ) do not produce
additional isogeny classes of reductive groups. However, as we will see later, considering
these forms is useful in constructing certain symplectic embeddings and so these will
appear in our discussion of local models for Shimura varieties of PEL type.
5. Loop groups and affine Grassmannians
In this chapter we define and show the (ind-)representability of the various versions
(“local” and “global”) of the affine Grassmannian that we will use. We start by showing
a version of the descent lemma of Beauville-Laszlo for G-torsors.
5.a. A descent lemma. We continue with the same notations, so that O is a discrete
valuation ring with fraction field F and perfect residue field k. Let G = Spec(B) →
X = A1O = Spec(O[u]) be a smooth affine group scheme over A1O with connected fibers.
Suppose that R is an O-algebra and denote by r : Spec(R) → Spec(O[u]) the R-valued
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point of A1O given by u 7→ r ∈ R. We will identify the completion of R[u] along the ideal
(u− r) (which cuts out the graph of r) with R[[t]] using the local parameter t = u− r.
The following extends the descent lemma of Beauville-Laszlo [4].
Lemma 5.1. There is a 1-1 correspondence between elements of G(R((t))) and triples
(T , α, β), where T is a G-torsor over R[u] and α, β are trivializations of the torsors
T ⊗R[u] R[t, t−1] and T ⊗R[u] R[[t]] respectively. The inverse of the correspondence asso-
ciates to the triple (T , α, β) the element (α−1 · β)(1).
Proof. In [4], this is proven when G = GLn. More generally, [4] shows how one can
construct a t-regular R[u]-module M from a triple (M,N,φ) of a R[t, t−1]-module M , a
t-regular R[[t]]-module N and an R((t))-isomorphism φ : R[[t]]⊗R[u]F ∼−→ N⊗R[[t]]R((t)).
Starting from g ∈ G(R((t))), we can apply this toM = B⊗R[u]R[t, t−1], N = B⊗R[u]R[[t]]
and φ given by the (co)action of g, i.e φ is the composition
B ⊗O[u] R((t)) −→ (B ⊗O[u] R((t))) ⊗R((t)) (B ⊗O[u] R((t))) id⊗g
∗
−−−→ B ⊗O[u] R((t)).
In this, g∗ is the R[u]-algebra homomorphism B → R((t)) corresponding to g ∈ G(R((t))).
Denote by C the correspondingR[u]-module obtained using [4]. Notice that φ is an R((t))-
algebra homomorphism; this allows us to deduce that C is an R[u]-algebra. Since B is
flat over O[u], by [4] we see that C is also flat over R[u]. In fact, since by construction,
C ⊗R[u] R[[t]] ≃ B ⊗O[u] R[[t]], the map Spec(C) → Spec(R[u]) is surjective and so C
is faithfully flat over R[u]. For our choice of φ, the algebra C affords a B-comodule
structure C → B ⊗R[u] C which base-changes to the standard B-comodule structures on
B ⊗O[u] R[t, t−1] and B ⊗O[u] R[[t]]. Now set T = Spec(C)→ Spec(R[u]). By the above,
T is a faithfully flat scheme with G-action which is G-equivariantly isomorphic to G over
R[[t]] and R[t, t−1]. We would like to conclude that T := Spec(C) is the corresponding
torsor. Consider the map m : G×Spec(O[u])T → T ×Spec(R[u])T given by (g, τ) 7→ (g ·τ, τ).
It is enough to show that the corresponding ring homomorphism
m∗ : C ⊗R[u] C −→ B ⊗O[u] C
is an isomorphism. Observe that m∗ is injective since m∗[t±1] is an isomorphism. Simi-
larly, we can see that m∗ is surjective using [4, Lemme 2] since the base-change R[u] →
R[t, t−1]×R[[t]] is faithful and m∗[t±1], m∗[[t]] are isomorphisms.
5.b. Affine Grassmannians.
5.b.1. The local affine Grassmannian. If S = Spec(R) is an affine O-scheme we set DS =
Spec(R[[u]]) and D∗S = DS − {0} = Spec(R((u))).
Let G → X = A1O = Spec(O[u]) be a smooth affine group scheme with connected
fibers. If R is an O-algebra, we set LG(R) = G(R((u))) and L+G(R) = G(R[[u]]). Since
G is affine, we can see that LG, resp. L+G, is represented by an ind-affine scheme, resp.
affine scheme, over O. We also consider the quotient fpqc sheaf GrG := LG/L+G on
(Sch/O) associated to R 7→ LG(R)/L+G(R).
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Proposition 5.2. If S is an affine scheme over O, there is a natural identification
(5.1) GrG(S) =
{
iso-classes of pairs (T , α)
∣∣∣∣ T a G-torsor on DS,α a trivialization of T |D∗S
}
.
For any scheme S over O, there is a natural identification
(5.2) GrG(S) =
{
iso-classes of pairs (E , β)
∣∣∣∣ E a G-torsor on A1S,β a trivialization of E|A1S\{u=0}
}
.
Proof. The argument showing this can be found in [42], see especially [42, Prop. 3.10].
The crucial point is to observe that every G-torsor T over R[[u]] can be trivialized over
R′[[u]] where R→ R′ is a faithfully flat extension. Indeed, T ⊗R[[u]]R has a section after
such an extension R→ R′; since T → Spec(R[[u]]) is smooth this section can be extended
to a section over R′[[u]]. This shows the first identification. The second identification
now follows using the descent lemma 5.1.
5.b.2. Assume now in addition that G = Gx → X = A1O = Spec(O[u]) is a Bruhat-Tits
group scheme in the sense of Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 5.3. The sheaf GrG is represented by an ind-projective ind-scheme over O.
Proof. For this we can appeal to the sketchy [16] (for the split case) and to [49] when
the residue field k is algebraically closed. We give here a general proof by a different
argument.
We first show that GrG is representable by an ind-scheme of ind-finite type and sepa-
rated over X. By Proposition 10.7, there is a closed group scheme immersion G →֒ GLn
such that the quotient GLn/G is representable by a quasi-affine scheme over O[u]. The
argument in [5, 4.5.1] (or [17, Appendix], cf. [49]) now shows that the natural functor
GrG → GrGLn is representable and is a locally closed immersion. In fact, if the quotient
GLn/G is affine, this functor is a closed immersion. Now note that, as is well-known
(loc. cit.), the affine Grassmannian GrGLn is representable by an ind-scheme which is
ind-projective over O. It remains to show that GrG is ind-proper.
Assume first that G = H ⊗Z O[u±1] is split. Consider an alcove C whose closure
contains x. If y is in the interior of the alcove C, then an argument as in 3.b.1 shows
that there is a group scheme homomorphism Gy → Gx which induces Gy[u−1] = Gx[u−1].
(Gy is a group scheme corresponding to an Iwahori subgroup.) Hence, the morphism
GrGy = LGy/L+Gy → GrGx = LGx/L+Gx is surjective and it is enough to show that GrGy
is ind-proper. Now observe that the closure of the alcove C always contain a hyperspecial
point x0; then Gx0 is reductive, Gx0 ≃ H⊗ZO[u]. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 the group
scheme homomorphism Gy → Gx0 identifies Gy with the dilatation of H ⊗Z O[u] along a
Borel subgroup B of the fiberH over u = 0. This implies that the fpqc sheaf associated to
R 7→ Gx0(R[[u]])/Gy(R[[u]]) is representable by the smooth projective homogeneous space
Y := H/B over O. Hence, the morphism GrGy = LGy/L+Gy → GrGx0 = LGx0/L+Gx0
is an fppf fibration with fibers locally isomorphic to Y ; in particular it is a projective
surjective morphism. (In fact, we note here that, as in [16], we can see that the quotient
morphism LGy → GrGy = LGy/L+Gy is an L+Gy-torsor which splits locally for the Zariski
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topology.) Now recall that there is a representation H →֒ GLn with GLn/H affine, while
Gx0 ≃ H ⊗ZO[u]. As above, we see then that GrGx0 →֒ GrGLn is a closed immersion, and
that GrGx0 is ind-projective and also ind-proper.
Next we consider the general case. It is enough to prove that GrG is ind-proper over
Spec(O) after base changing by a finite unramified extension O′/O. Therefore, by re-
placing O by O′ we may assume that G is quasi-split and splits over O[v±1]/O[u±1].
We now return to the notations of the proof of Theorem 3.1. In particular, if x is in
A(GF , SF , F ) = A(H,TH , F˜ )Γ, then Gx is the neutral component of (ResO[v]/O[u]Hx)γ0 .
By the argument in the last part of that proof, we can find a γ0-stable affine alcove C
in the apartment A(HF˜ , TH , F˜ ) such that x belongs to the closure C¯. Denote by y the
barycenter of C which is then fixed by γ0. Then Hy is an Iwahori group scheme and
Hredy = T is the split torus over O. An argument as in the split case above, shows that
it is enough to show that GrGy is ind-proper. For simplicity, set G = Gy, H = Hy. There
is an exact sequence of pointed sets
H(R((v)))γ0/H(R[[v]])γ0 →֒ (H(R((v)))/H(R[[v]])γ0 δ−→ H1(Γ,H(R[[v]])).
Now observe (H(R((v)))/H(R[[v]])γ0 = GrH(R)γ0 = Grγ0H (R), where Grγ0H is the closed
ind-subscheme of GrH given by taking γ0-fixed points. The kernel of H(R[[v]])) →
Hred(R) = T (R) is affine pro-unipotent and we see that H1(Γ,H(R[[v]])) = H1(Γ,T (R)).





0(x) = 1. We can see that the sheaf R 7→ H1(Γ,T (R)) is given by the quo-
tient QT /T γ0−1. The map δ is given as follows: starting with x ∈ (H(R((v)))/H(R[[v]])γ0
we can find h ∈ H(R((u))) such that hγ0(h)−1 is in H(R[[v]])). We set δ(x) = hγ0(h)−1
which is well-defined in QT /T γ0−1. Using Proposition 1.4 we see that QT /T γ0−1 is a fi-
nite e´tale commutative group scheme Q over O (of order that divides e). The above exact
sequence now gives that the sheaf associated to the presheaf R 7→ H(R((v)))γ/H(R[[v]])γ0
is represented by the fiber of the ind-scheme morphism δ : Grγ0H → Q over the identity
section Spec(O) → Q. We conclude that the fpqc quotient LHγ0/L+Hγ0 is represented
by an ind-proper ind-scheme over O. To finish the proof recall that by construction G
is the neutral component of (ResO[v]/O[u]H)γ0 . Using this, Corollary 1.4 and the fact
that γ0-fixed points of affine pro-unipotent groups are connected, we see that the sheaf
associated to
R→ (ResO[v]/O[u]H)γ0(R[[u]])/G(R[[u]]) = H(R[[v]])γ0/G(R[[u]])
is represented by the finite e´tale commutative group scheme of connected components of
T = Hred. Therefore, GrG given by R 7→ H(R((v)))γ0/G(R[[u]]) = G(R((u)))/G(R[[u]])
is represented by a finite e´tale cover of LHγ0/L+Hγ0 . As such it is also an ind-proper
ind-scheme over O.
5.b.3. The global affine Grassmannian. We continue with the same assumptions, but
for a little while we allow G to be any smooth affine group scheme over X = A1O with
connected fibers.
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Let S ∈ (Sch/X), with structure morphism y : S → X. We will denote by Γy ⊂ X×S
the closed subscheme given by the graph of y and consider the formal completion of X×S
along Γy. Suppose that S = Spec(R) is affine. Then the above completion is an affine
formal scheme and following [5, 2.12] we can also consider the affine scheme Γˆy given
by the relative spectrum of the ring of regular functions on that completion. There is a
natural closed immersion Γy → Γˆy and we will denote by Γˆ◦y := Γˆy−Γy the complement of
the image. If y : Spec(R)→ X = A1O is given by u 7→ y, we have Γy ≃ Spec(R[u]/(u−y)),
Γˆy ≃ Spec(R[[w]]). When y = 0, Γˆy = DS , Γˆ◦y = D∗S as before. We can see directly that
there is a morphism Γˆy → X×S given by R[u]→ R[[w]]; u 7→ w+ y. We will often write
Γˆy = Spec(R[[u− y]]). Then Γˆ◦y = Spec(R[[u− y]][(u− y)−1]).
5.b.4. We will now consider various functors on (Sch/X). These will be fpqc sheaves on
X that can be described by giving their values on affine schemes over X.
First consider the functor that associates to an O[u]-algebra R (given by u 7→ y) the
group
(5.3) LG(R) = G(Γˆ◦y) = G(R[[u− y]][(u− y)−1]).
Since G → Spec(O[u]) is smooth and affine, LG is represented by a formally smooth
ind-scheme over X.
Next consider the functor that associates to an O[u]-algebra R the group
(5.4) L+G(R) = G(Γˆy) = G(R[[u− y]]).
We can see that L+G is represented by a scheme over X (not of finite type) which is
formally smooth.




iso-classes of pairs (E , β)
∣∣∣∣ E a G-torsor on X × S,β a trivialization of E|(X×S)\Γy
}
.
Here and everywhere else the fiber products are over Spec(O).
Similarly to Proposition 5.2, the descent lemma 5.1 implies that for S = Spec(R) the
natural map given by restriction along Γˆy → X × S
(5.6) GrG,X(R) −→
{
iso-classes of pairs (E , β)
∣∣∣∣ E a G-torsor on Γˆy,β a trivialization of E|Γˆ◦y
}
is a bijection for each O[u]-algebra R. This provides with an alternative description of
GrG,X . Using this description, we can see that LG, L+G act on GrG,X by changing the
trivialization β. In fact, we have GrG,X ≃ LG/L+G but we are not going to use this.
5.b.5. Suppose now that G is as in Theorem 3.1. Let κ be either the fraction field F
or the residue field k of O. Let x : Spec(κ) → X, where κ is as above and identify the
completed local ring Ôx of X × Spec(κ) with κ[[t]], using the local parameter t = u− x.
Let
(5.7) Gκ,x := G ×Spec(O[u]) Spec(κ[[t]]).
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(i) Suppose that x factors through 0 : Spec(O)→ X. Recall that by Theorem 3.1 the
base change Gκ,0, can be identified with a Bruhat-Tits group scheme Pκ := Pxκ((u)) over
the dvr κ[[t]] = κ[[u]].
Let L+Pκ be the affine group scheme over Spec(κ) representing the functor on κ-
algebras
R 7→ L+Pκ(R) = Pκ(R[[t]]) ,
and LPκ the ind-group scheme over Spec(κ) representing the functor









Here Gκ = Pκ[t
−1] (which is denoted by Gκ((u)) in Chapter 3) is the connected reductive
group over κ((t)) which is obtained by base changing G → Spec(O[u]) along O[u] →
κ((t)), u 7→ t. As in Proposition 5.3 we see that there is an ind-proper ind-scheme
GrPκ over κ which represents the quotient LPκ/L
+Pκ of fpqc-sheaves on κ-schemes. By
Proposition 5.2, GrPκ is the ind-scheme representing
R 7→ GrPκ(R) =
{
iso-classes of pairs (E , β)
∣∣∣∣ E a Pκ-torsor on SpecR[[t]],β a trivialization of E|SpecR((t))
}
.
The base change GrPκ ×Spec(κ) Spec(κ¯) is an affine flag variety as in [49].
(ii) Suppose x : Spec(κ) → X does not factor through 0 : Spec(O) → X. Then by
Theorem 3.1 (i), the base change Gκ,x is a reductive group scheme which is a form of H.
We can see that
(5.8) Gκ,x ×Spec(κ) Spec(κ′) ≃ H ×Spec(O) Spec(κ′[[t]]).
for a finite κ′/κ. As above, we also have the affine Grassmannian GrGκ,x over κ; by the
above, we can see that GrGκ,x ×Spec(κ) Spec(κ¯) can be identified with the usual affine
Grassmannian GrH over κ¯ for the split reductive group H. The following observation
now follows from Proposition 5.2:
Proposition 5.4. Let x : Spec(κ) → X, where κ is either the residue field k of O, or
the fraction field F of O, and identify the completed local ring Ôx of X × Spec(κ) with
κ[[t]], using the local parameter t = u−x. Then restricting G-bundles from O[u]⊗O R to
R[[t]], u 7→ t+ x, induces an isomorphism over Spec(κ),
i∗x : GrG,X ×X,x Spec(κ) ∼−→ GrGκ,x .
Here GrGκ,x = LGκ,x/L+Gκ,x denotes the affine Grassmannian over κ as above; this is
isomorphic to either GrPκ if x maps to 0, or to GrH over κ¯ otherwise.
Notice here that at this point we only consider GrG,X as a fpqc sheaf over X. However,
using the next proposition we will soon see that these are actually isomorphisms of ind-
schemes. Remark here that the above proposition combined with Proposition 5.3 already
shows that the fiber of GrG,X over x : Spec(κ) → X is represented by an ind-scheme
which is ind-projective over Spec(κ).
Proposition 5.5. Suppose that G is as in Theorem 3.1. The functor GrG,X on (Sch/X)
is representable by an ind-projective ind-scheme over X.
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Proof. We first show that GrG,X is representable by an ind-scheme of ind-finite type and
separated over X. This follows the corresponding argument in the proof of Proposition
5.3. By Proposition 10.7, there is a closed group scheme immersion G →֒ GLn such that
the quotient GLn/G is representable by a quasi-affine scheme over O[u]. The argument
in [5] (or [17, Appendix]) now shows that the natural functor GrG,X → GrGLn,X is
representable and is a locally closed immersion. In fact, if the quotient GLn/G is affine,
this functor is a closed immersion. Now note that GrGLn,X is representable by an ind-
scheme separated of ind-finite type over X. This is well-known (see for example [5]). In
fact, GrGLn,X is ind-projective over X.
It remains to show that GrG,X → X is ind-proper. By Propositions 5.3 and 5.4
each fiber of GrG,X → X is ind-proper. It is enough to show that the base change by
X˜ = Spec(O˜0[v])→ X is ind-proper. Notice that, since X˜−{0} → X−{0} is finite e´tale,
there is an isomorphism GrG,X×X (X˜−{0}) ≃ GrH,X×X (X˜−{0}) = GrH×O (X˜−{0})
(cf. [76, Lemma 3.3], here again H is the split Chevalley form). Therefore, by Proposition
5.3 applied to GrH , we see that the restriction of GrG,X → X over U = (X˜ − {0}) ⊗O F
is ind-proper. We can write this restriction as a limit Si of proper schemes over U . In
fact, using standard results on the structure of the affine Grassmannians GrH over the
field F ([17], [16], [49]) we can assume that Si = ⊔jSij with Sij proper schemes over
U with geometrically connected fibers. Denote by Yij , resp. Zij, the Zariski closures of
Sij in GrG,X ×X X˜, resp. GrGLn,X ×X X˜ . Since GrGLn,X → X is ind-proper, Zij → X˜
is proper. Since GrG,X → GrGLn,X is a locally closed immersion, Yij is open and dense
in Zij. Denote by bar fibers at a closed point of X˜. It enough to show that we always
have Y¯ij = Z¯ij . Since all the fibers of GrG,X → X are ind-proper, Y¯ij is proper and so
Y¯ij is closed in Z¯ij . By Zariski’s main theorem applied to Zij → X˜, we see that Z¯ij is
connected and so Y¯ij = Z¯ij. Hence, Yij = Zij and Yij → X˜ is proper. It remains to
see that each point of each fiber of GrG,X ×X X˜ → X˜ belongs to some Yij. This lifting
property can be seen by the argument in the proof of Proposition 8.6.
5.b.6. Specialization along u = ̟. Now let us fix a uniformizer ̟ of O. We denote by ̟
the section of X = A1O over O defined by u 7→ ̟. Let G be connected reductive over F ,
and split over a tamely ramified extension F˜ /F as in 2.a; let G be constructed from G as
in §2. In addition, we fix an isomorphism GF ≃ G from a rigidification of G as explained
in 3.c.1. This produces a group scheme G := Gx as in Corollary 3.2, which is independent
of the choice of the rigidification of G up to isomorphism.
Notice that there is an isomorphism
(5.9) O˜0[v±1]⊗O[u±1] F [[u−̟]] ∼−→ F˜ [[z]] = F˜ [[u−̟]],
given by v 7→ ˜̟ ·(1+z) where ˜̟ e = ̟. Here z maps to the power series (1+ (u−̟)̟ )1/e−1,
where the e-th root is expressed by using the standard binomial formula. This isomor-
phism matches the action of Γ on the left hand side (coming from the cover O[u]→ O˜0[v]
by base change), with the action on F˜ [[z]] given by the Galois action on the coefficients F˜ .
Using this and the construction of the group scheme G in §2 we obtain an isomorphism
(5.10) GF,̟ ∼−→ G×Spec(F ) Spec(F [[u−̟]])
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well defined up to G(F )-conjugation.
Denote by GrG,O the fiber product
(5.11) GrG,O := GrG,X ×X,̟ Spec(O)→ Spec(O).
Using Proposition 5.5 we see that this is an ind-projective ind-scheme over Spec(O).
Proposition 5.4 and the discussion in the beginning of §5.b.5 implies:
Corollary 5.6. 1) The generic fiber GrG,O ×Spec(O) Spec(F ) is equivariantly isomorphic
to the affine Grassmannian GrG,F of G over Spec(F ).
2) The special fiber GrG,O ×Spec(O) Spec(k) is equivariantly isomorphic to the affine
Grassmannian GrPk over Spec(k).
5.b.7. Notation. Let G be as in Corollary 3.2. If f : S = Spec(R) → X is a scheme
morphism given by u 7→ r, we will write GrG,R,r for the fiber product GrG,X ×X,f S. If
R is an O-algebra and O[u]→ R is given by u 7→ ̟, we will simple write GrG,R instead.
This agrees with our use of the notation GrG,O above.
6. Local models
Here we give our group-theoretic definition of local models. We also explain how, in
the examples of GLn, GSp2n and a minuscule coweight, it follows from [19] and [20] that
these agree with the local models of [55]. This last result will be generalized in the next
chapter.
6.a. Generalized local models.
6.a.1. Cocharacters. We continue with the above assumptions and notations. Suppose
now that {µ} is a geometric conjugacy class of one parameter subgroups of G, defined
over an algebraic closure F of F that contains the field F˜ . Let E be the field of definition
of {µ}, a finite extension of F contained in F (the reflex field of the pair (G, {µ})).
First observe that since G is quasi-split over the maximal unramified extension F˜0 of
F in F˜ we can find ([34, Lemma (1.1.3)]) a representative of {µ} defined over E′ = EF˜0,
which factors µ : GmE′ → TE′ → GE′ , where T is the maximal torus of G given as in
1.d.2. Notice that µ gives an E′[z, z−1]-valued point of GE′ , therefore an E
′((z))-valued
point of GE′ , therefore an E
′-valued point of the loop group LG. By (5.10) we have an
isomorphism
G(F ((z)))
∼−→ GF,̟(F ((u −̟))) = GF,̟(F ((t))).
We denote by sµ the corresponding E
′-valued point in LGF,̟.
6.a.2. Schubert varieties in mixed characteristic. We would like to define a projective
scheme MG,µ over OE which we might view as a generalized local model. Recall the
definition of sµ ∈ LGF,̟(E′) and consider the L+GF,̟-orbit (L+GF,̟)E′ · [sµ] of the
corresponding point [sµ] in the affine Grassmannian (LGF,π/L+GF,̟) ×F E′. This orbit
is contained in a projective subvariety of (LGF,̟/L+GF,̟) ×F E′ which by Corollary
5.6 (1) above can be identified with the generic fiber of GrG,O ⊗O OE′ → Spec(OE′).
Since the conjugacy class of µ : GmE′ → GE′ is defined over E, the same is true for the
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orbit (L+GF,̟)E′ · [sµ]: There is an E-subvariety Xµ of (LGF,̟/L+GF,̟)×F E such that
Xµ ×E E′ = (L+GF,̟)E′ · [sµ].
Definition 6.1. The generalized local model (or mixed characteristic Schubert variety)
MG,µ is the reduced scheme over Spec(OE) which underlies the Zariski closure of the orbit
Xµ in the ind-scheme GrG,OE = GrG,O ×Spec(O) Spec(OE).
Since by Proposition 5.5, GrG,OE → Spec(OE) is ind-projective, MG,µ is also projective
over Spec(OE).
6.b. Some examples.
6.b.1. The case of GLN . Recall the notations of §4.b.1. In particular, G is the group
scheme over O[u] associated to the lattice chain {Wi}i.
Consider the functor L on (Sch/X) which to an X-scheme y : S → X, associates
the set of isomorphism classes of collections (Ei, ψi, αi)i∈Z where, for each i ∈ Z, Ei are
locally free coherent OX×S-sheaves on X×S of rank N , ψi : Ei+1 → Ei are OX×S-module
homomorphisms, and αi are OX×S−Γy -module isomorphisms αi : Wi ⊗O[u] OX×S−Γy ∼−→
Ei ⊗OX×S OX×S−Γy that satisfy the following conditions:
(a) the data are periodic of period r, (Ei, ψi, αi) = (Ei+r, ψi+r, αi+r), for all i ∈ Z,
(b) we have αi+1 · ψi = αi · ιi, for all i ∈ Z,
(c) Each composition of r successive ψi is given by multiplication by u, i.e
r−1∏
k=0
ψi−k = u : Ei+r = Ei → Ei,
for all i ∈ Z, and,
(d) for each i ∈ Z, the cokernel Ei/ψi(Ei+1) is a locally free OS-module of rank ri.
We can see that L is an fpqc sheaf on (Sch/X).
When S = Spec(R) is affine, and y : Spec(R) → X = Spec(O[u]) is given by u 7→ y,
we have X × S − Γy = Spec(R[u][(u − y)−1]). Since u − y is not a zero divisor in R[u]
we can use αi to identify Ei with the sheaf corresponding to a R[u]-locally free rank N
submodule Ei of R[u][(u− y)−1]N .
We can now show:
Proposition 6.2. There is a natural equivalence of functors GrG,X
∼−→ L where G is the
group scheme as above.
Proof. Observe that a G-torsor T over X × S induces via G →֒∏ri=0GL(Wi)→ GL(Wi)
a GL(Wi)-torsor over X ×S. This amounts to giving a locally free coherent OX×S -sheaf
Ei of rank N ; since G respects the maps Wi+1 → Wi, we obtain ψi : Ei+1 → Ei. A
G-trivialization of T over X×S−Γy produces isomorphisms αi as above. We extend this
data by periodicity; then (a), (b), (c), (d) are satisfied. This gives the arrow GrG,X → L.
To show that this is an equivalence, start with data (Ei, ψi, αi)i∈Z giving an element of
L(S). We would like to show that these are produced by a G-torsor T with a trivialization




i∈Z/rZGL(Wi) that respects ιi, we can now see that it is enough to show
the following: Locally for the Zariski topology on R, there are isomorphisms
λi : Wi ⊗R[u] ∼−→ Ei
such that λi · ιi = ψi · λi+1. This follows by an argument similar to the proof of [55,
Appendix to Ch. 3, Prop. A.4].
Now if µ : Gm → GLN is the minuscule coweight given by a 7→ diag(a(d), 1(N−d))
and O = W (Fp), we can see, using Proposition 6.2, that in this situation, the local
models MG,µ agree with the Rapoport-Zink local models for GLN and µ considered in
[55]. Indeed, in this case, by [19], the local models of [55] are flat over O and so they
agree with the MG,µ above.
6.b.2. The case of GSp2n. Recall the notations of §4.b.2. In particular, G is the group
scheme over O[u] associated to the self-dual lattice chain {Wi}i.
Consider the functor LSP on (Sch/X) which to an X-scheme y : S → X, associates
the set of isomorphism classes of collections (Ei, ψi, αi, hi)i∈Z where (Ei, ψi, αi)i∈Z give an
object of L and in addition
hi : Ei × E−i−a → OX×S
are perfect OX×S-bilinear forms that satisfy
a) hi(ψi(x), y) = hi+1(x, ψ−i−1−a(y)), for x ∈ Ei+1, y ∈ E−i−a.
b) There is c ∈ O∗X×S−Γy , such that hi · (αi, α−i−a) = c · h for all i ∈ Z (as forms
Wi ⊗OX×S−Γy ×W−i−a ⊗OX×S−Γy → OX×S−Γy).
A similar argument as above, (cf. [55, Appendix to Ch. 3, Prop. A. 21]) now gives
Proposition 6.3. There is a natural equivalence of functors GrG,X
∼−→ LSP where G is
the (symplectic) group scheme as above.
Again as a result of the above, combined with the flatness result of [20], we can see
that if µ : Gm → GSp2n is the standard minuscule coweight given by a 7→ diag(a(n), 1(n))
and O =W (Fp), then the local modelsMG,µ in this situation agree with the local models
for GSp2n considered in [55].
6.b.3. One can find a similar interpretation of GrG,X as moduli spaces of chains of
bundles with additional structure given by suitable forms in more cases as in §4.c, for
example when G is an orthogonal group or a (ramified) unitary group. We will leave the
details to the reader. A corresponding statement comparing the local models MG,µ with
the local models in the theory of PEL Shimura varieties ([55], [20], [19], [47], [48], [50],
[51]) will be explained in the next paragraph.
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7. Shimura varieties and local models
Here we discuss Shimura varieties and their integral models over primes where the level
subgroup is parahoric. We conjecture that there exist integral models that fit in a “local
model diagram” in which the local model is given by our construction in the previous
chapter. We show this in most cases of Shimura varieties of PEL type. We also explain
how Theorem 0.2 of the introduction follows from our main structural results on local
models (which will be shown in the next section).
7.a. The local model diagram. Let ShK = Sh(G, {h},K) denote a Shimura variety
[14] attached to the triple consisting of a connected reductive group G over Q, a family
of Hodge structures h and a compact open subgroup K ⊂ G(Af ). We fix a prime
number p and assume that K factorizes as K = Kp ·Kp ⊂ G(Apf )×G(Qp). We assume
in addition that K = Kp is a parahoric subgroup of G(Qp), i.e it corresponds to the
connected stabilizer of a point of the Bruhat-Tits building of G⊗Q Qp. We denote by P
the corresponding Bruhat-Tits group scheme over Zp.
Let E ⊂ C denote the reflex field of (G, {h}), i.e. the field of definition of the geometric
conjugacy class of one-parameter subgroups {µ} = {µh} attached to {h}, cf. [14]. Then
E is a finite extension of Q. Fixing an embedding Q → Qp determines a place ℘ of E
above p. We denote by the same symbol the canonical model of ShK over E and its base
change to E℘. For simplicity, set E = E℘ and denote by OE the ring of integers of E
and by kE its residue field. It is then an interesting problem to define a suitable model
SK of ShK over Spec(OE). Such a model should be projective if ShK is (which is the
case when Gad is Q-anisotropic), and should always have manageable singularities. In
particular, it should be flat over Spec(OE), and its local structure should only depend
on the “localized” group G = G⊗Q Qp, the geometric conjugacy class {µ} over Qp, and
the parahoric subgroup K = Kp of G(Qp). Note that, due to the definition of a Shimura
variety, the conjugacy class {µ} is minuscule.
Suppose now in addition that the group G splits over a tamely ramified extension of
Qp. We can then apply the constructions of the previous paragraphs to G, O = Zp, and
a point of the building B(G,Qp) that corresponds to K ⊂ G(Qp). By Theorem 3.1, we
obtain a smooth affine group scheme G → Spec(Zp[u]); the choice of {µ} allows us to give
a projective scheme MG,µ → Spec(OE). Let us set
M(G, {µ})K =MG,µ.
By its construction, M(G, {µ})K affords an action of the group scheme G⊗Zp[u],u 7→pOE =
P ⊗Zp OE . The conjecture is that there exists a model SK of the Shimura variety over
OE whose singularities are “described by the local model M(G, {µ})K”. More precisely:
















SK M(G, {µ})K ,
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of OE-schemes, in which:
• π is a torsor under the group POE = P ⊗Zp OE ,
• ϕ˜ is POE -equivariant and smooth of relative dimension dimG.
(Equivalently, using the language of algebraic stacks, there should be a smooth mor-
phism of algebraic stacks
ϕ : SK → [M(G, {µ})K/POE ] .
of relative dimension dimG where in the brackets we have the stack quotient. See also
[51].) In fact, we conjecture that there is such a diagram with ϕ˜ being in addition
surjective.
The existence of the local model diagram implies the following: Suppose x is a point
of SK with values in the finite field Fq. By Lang’s theorem the POE -torsor π splits over
x, and so there is x˜ ∈ S˜K(Fq) with image y = φ˜(x˜) ∈ M(G, {µ})K (Fq) such that the
henselizations of SK at x and of M(G, {µ})K at y are isomorphic. The POE -orbit of y in
M(G, {µ})K is well-defined.
7.a.1. Now suppose that there is a closed group scheme immersion ρ : G →֒ GSp2n such
that the composition of ρ with µ is in the conjugacy class of the standard minuscule
cocharacter of GSp2n. For typesetting simplicity, set k = Fp = k¯E . We will also assume
that there is a self-dual “lattice” chain W• = {Wi}i∈Z in Zp[u]2n as in §6.b.2 such that
• the homomorphism G→ GSp2n extends to a homomorphism G → GSp(W•),
• the homomorphism G ⊗Zp[u] k[[u]] → GSp(W•) ⊗Zp[u] k[[u]] is a locally closed
immersion, the Zariski closure of G ⊗Zp[u] k((u)) in GSp(W•) ⊗Zp[u] k[[u]] is a
smooth group scheme P ′k over k[[u]] and P
′
k(k[[u]]) stabilizes xk((u)) in the building
of G(k((u))); then Pk := G ⊗Zp[u] k[[u]] is the neutral component of P ′k.
Under these assumptions, extending torsors via the homomorphism G → GSp(W•)
gives GrG,Zp → GrGSp(W•),Zp . Restricting to M(G, {µ})K →֒ GrG,Zp ⊗O OE gives a mor-
phism of schemes
ι : M(G, {µ})K → M(GSp2n)W• ⊗Zp OE
where M(GSp2n)W• is the symplectic local model as in [20] (cf. 6.b.2).
Proposition 7.1. Under the above assumptions, ι : M(G, {µ})K → M(GSp2n)W•⊗ZpOE
is a closed immersion.
Proof. Recall that the generic fiber M(G, {µ})K ⊗OE E of M(G, {µ})K is the flag variety
of parabolics corresponding to {µ}; the generic fiber of M(GSp2n)W• is the Lagrangian
Grassmannian LGr(n, 2n) of n-dimensional isotropic subspaces; our assumption on {ρ◦µ}
implies that ι⊗OE E is a closed immersion. We will now explain why, in this set-up, the
morphism on the special fibers ι⊗OE kE is also a closed immersion.
As above Pk = G ⊗Zp[u] k[[u]] and P ′k is the closure of Pk[u−1] in GSp(W•)⊗Zp[u] k[[u]];
Pk is a parahoric group scheme over k[[u]]. By our assumption, P
′
k is a smooth affine
group scheme over k[[u]] and Pk is the neutral component of P
′
k. Both GrPk and GrP ′k
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are ind-proper ind-schemes over k and the natural morphism
GrG,k = GrPk → GrP ′k
is finite e´tale. In what follows, for simplicity, set P = Pk, P
′ = P ′k. Consider the Kot-
twitz homomorphism κ : P ′(k((u))) = P (k((u))) → π1(P [u−1])I for the reductive group
P [u−1] = P ′[u−1] over k((u)). By [26], since P ′(k[[u]]) stabilizes xk((u)), the intersection
of the kernel ker(κ) with P ′(k[[u]]) is equal to P (k[[u]]). By [49], the homomorphism κ
induces a bijection
π0(LP ) ≃ π0(GrP ) ∼−→ π1(P [u−1])I
between the set of connected components of GrP and the group π1(P [u
−1])I . The above
now imply that GrG,k = GrP → GrP ′ identifies each connected component of GrP = GrG,k
with a connected component of GrP ′ .
Now P ′ is a closed subgroup scheme of Q := GSp(W•)⊗O[u] k[[u]]. By [1] and [56, VI.
2.5], the quotient Q/P ′ is quasi-projective over k[[u]]. Suppose that A is an Artin local k-
algebra. Then A((u)) is a local ring and so each morphism Spec(A((u))) → Q/P ′ factors
through an open affine subscheme of Q/P ′. Using this together with the argument of [17,
Appendix], we can see that the fibered product Spec(A)×GrQ GrP ′ is represented by the
closed subscheme of Spec(A) where the morphism Spec(A′((u)))→ Q/P ′ obtained from
a corresponding Spec(A((u))) → Q/P ′ extends to Spec(A′[[u]]) → Q/P ′. In particular,
for any such A, GrP ′(A) → GrQ(A) is injective. Now let GrP ′ = lim−→i Yi, GrQ = lim−→j Zj ,
with Yi, Zj proper closed subschemes and suppose Yi maps to Zj(i). Applying the above,
we see that fi : Yi → Zj(i) is quasi-finite; since Yi is proper, fi is also proper and hence
finite by Zariski’s main theorem. Since fi(A) is injective for all A as above, we see that
fi is a closed immersion. We conclude that
GrP ′ → GrQ
is a closed immersion. Now notice that Zariski’s main theorem implies that the spe-
cial fiber M(G, {µ})K ⊗OE k of M(G, {µ})K is connected: indeed, the generic fiber
M(G, {µ})K ⊗OE E over E is geometrically connected and M(G, {µ})K → Spec(OE)
is proper by construction. Since each connected component of GrG,k = GrP identifies
with a connected component of GrP ′ and M(G, {µ})K ⊗OE k is connected we conclude
from by above that the morphism M(G, {µ})K ⊗OE k → GrQ is a closed immersion.
Therefore the morphism ι⊗OE k is also a closed immersion.
We will now show that ι is a closed immersion. For simplicity, set M = M(G, {µ})K.
Denote by ι(M) the closed scheme theoretic image of ι : M→ M(GSp2n)W•⊗OOE . (Since
ι⊗OE E is a closed immersion and M is integral, ι(M) coincides with the Zariski closure
of M⊗OE E in M(GSp2n)W•⊗OOE .) We would like to show that M = ι(M). Once again,
by Zariski’s main theorem ι(M)k = ι(M)⊗OE k is connected. Using the valuative criterion
of properness and the fact that both M and ι(M) are proper and flat over OE , we see that
Mk → ι(M)k is surjective. Consider ι⊗OE k : Mk → ι(M)k →֒ M(GSp2n)W• ⊗O k; this is
a closed immersion, and therefore so is Mk → ι(M)k. The map M→ ι(M) is proper and
quasi-finite, hence finite. Let A be the local ring of ι(M) at a closed point ι(x) of ι(M)k
which is the image of a closed point x of Mk. Denote by B the local ring of M at x, then
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A ⊂ B. Also since x is the unique point of M that maps to ι(x), B is finitely generated
over A. Since ι ⊗OE k is a closed immersion, A/̟EA surjects onto B/̟EB and hence
̟E · B/A = (0). Applying Nakayama’s lemma to the finitely generated A-module B/A
we can conclude A = B. From this and the above we deduce M = ι(M).
7.b. The PEL case. In this paragraph, we elaborate on the local models for Shimura
varieties of PEL type. We will assume throughout that the prime p is odd.
We follow [55, Chapter 6] (see also [36]): Let B be a finite dimensional semisimple
algebra over Q with a positive involution ∗. Then the center F of B is a product of CM
fields and totally real fields. Let V be a finite dimensional Q-vector space of dimension
2n with a perfect alternating Q-bilinear form ( , ) : V × V → Q. Assume that V is
equipped with a B-module structure, such that
(7.2) (bv, w) = (y, b∗w), ∀v,w ∈ V, b ∈ B.
Set G ⊂ AutB(V) to be the closed algebraic subgroup over Q such that
G(Q) = {g ∈ AutB(V) | (gv, gw) = c(g)(v,w),∀v,w ∈ V, c(g) ∈ Q}.
Let h : S := ResC/RGmC → GR be a morphism that defines on VR a Hodge structure
of type (1, 0), (0, 1), such that (v, h(
√−1)w) is a symmetric positive bilinear form on
VR. This gives a B-invariant decomposition VC = V0,C ⊕ V1,C where z ∈ S acts
on V0,C by multiplication by z¯ and on V1,C by multiplication by z. Then (G, {h})
defines a Shimura variety of PEL type (cf. [14], [36]).5 The reflex field E is the subfield
of C that is generated by the traces TrC(b|V0,C) for b ∈ B. Using the isomorphism
SC ≃ C∗ ×C∗, z → (z, z¯), we define µ : GmC → GC as µ(z) = hC(z, 1); the field E is the
field of definition of the G-conjugacy class of µ. By definition, we have an embedding
ρ : G →֒ GSp(V, ( , )) = GSp2n and ρ◦µ is conjugate to the standard minuscule coweight
of GSp2n.
7.b.1. Now set G♭ = GQp and denote by G = G
◦
Qp the neutral component. Let P|(p)
be a prime of E and set E♭ = EP ⊂ Q¯p; we see that µ gives a unique conjugacy class
of coweights GmQ¯p → G♭Q¯p which is defined over E
♭. Observe that each cocharacter
µ : GmQ¯p → G♭Q¯p lands in the neutral component GQ¯p and we can choose a representative
µ : GmQ¯p → GQ¯p . Then the corresponding geometric GQ¯p-conjugacy class is defined over
E which is a finite extension of E♭ (and can depend on our choice). We will also denote
this conjugacy class by {µ}. As in [55] we suppose that there exists an order OB of B
such that OB := OB ⊗ Zp is a maximal order which is stable under the involution ∗.
Let {L} be a self-dual multi-chain of OB-lattices in V = VQp with respect to ∗ and the
alternating form ( , ) (in the sense of [55, Chapter 3]). Consider the group scheme P♭
over Zp whose S-valued points is the group of OB ⊗OS-isomorphisms of the multi-chain
{L ⊗ OS} that respect the forms up to (common) similitude in O∗S . The generic fiber of
P♭ is G♭. It follows from [55, Appendix to Ch. 3] that P♭ is smooth over Zp.
5Note that G is not always connected and so the set-up differs slightly from the previous paragraph
where it was assumed that G is connected.
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As we discussed in 4.a, each such self-dual multichain {L} gives a point x(L) in the
Bruhat-Tits building B(G, Q˘p); the group P♭(Z˘p) ∩ G(Q˘p) is the stabilizer subgroup of
x(L) in G(Q˘p). By [7], there is a unique affine smooth group scheme P ′ over Spec(Zp)
with generic fiber G such that P ′(Z˘p) is the stabilizer of x(L) in G(Q˘p). Then there is a
group scheme embedding P ′ →֒ P♭ which extends G = (G♭)◦ →֒ G♭ and in fact, P ′ is the
Zariski closure of G in P♭. Finally, the neutral component P := (P ′)◦ is the parahoric
group scheme of G associated to x(L).
7.b.2. In this paragraph we describe some constructions from [55]. The reader is referred
to this work for more details.
We will consider B := B⊗Q Qp as a central F := F⊗Q Qp-algebra. For simplicity, we
will assume that the invariants of the involution ∗ on the center F of B are a field F0.
(The general case of (B, ∗, V, ( , )) can be decomposed into a direct sum of cases with
this property.) There are two cases:
(A) The center of B is a product Z = F × F , then B ≃ Mn(D) ×Mn(Dopp) and
(x, y)∗ = (y, x). (Here D is a central division algebra over F . Note that D = Dopp as
sets.)
(B) The center of B ≃Mn(D) is a field F .
(Case A) We set OB =Mn(OD)×Mn(ODopp); denote by ∗ the exchange involution on
OB . Set U = OnD⊗OD T (a left Mn(OD)-module) where T ≃ OmD and U˜ = HomZp(U,Zp)
which is then also naturally a left Mn(ODopp)-module. Set W = U ⊕ U˜ which is a left
OB-module; then W also supports a unique perfect alternating Zp-bilinear form ( , )
for which U , U˜ are isotropic and ((u, 0), (0, u˜)) = u˜(u) for all u ∈ U , u˜ ∈ U˜ . In this
case, the lattice chain L• comes about as follows: Choose an OD-lattice chain Γ• in
OmD = ⊕mi=1ODei
Γr = Π · Γ0 ⊂ Γr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Γ0 = OmD
such that Γj = ⊕mj=1ΠajOD for some 1 ≥ aj ≥ 0. Consider
U• = OnD ⊗OD Γ•.
Then L• = U• ⊕ U˜• for a unique choice of Γ• as above.
(Case B) This can be split into three cases (B1), (B2), (B3) which correspond to (II),
(III), (IV) of [55], p. 135.
(B1) B =Mn(F ), F = F0.
(B2) B =Mn(F ) and F/F0 is a quadratic extension.
(B3) B =Mn(D) where D is a quaternion algebra over F and F = F0.
Recall that, as in [55], we always assume that we have a maximal order OD such that
OB = Mn(OD) is stable under the involution ∗. Here, we use D to denote either the
quaternion algebra D or F depending on the case we are considering. As in [55, Appendix
to Ch. 3], we see that there is a certain perfect form H : OnD ×OnD → OD (the possible
types are: symmetric, alternating, hermitian, anti-hermitian, quaternionic hermitian or
antihermitian for the main or the new involution onD) on the (right) OD-module U = OnD
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such that the involution ∗ satisfies
(7.3) H(Au, v) = H(u,A∗v), u, v ∈ U, A ∈Mn(OD).
Here we identify Mn(OD) with the right-OD-module endomorphisms End−OD(U) of U .
We will denote the involution of OD that we are using by d 7→ d˘. Then d 7→ d˘ can be
trivial, conjugation, the main involution or the new involution in the case of quaternion
algebras. For simplicity, we will also refer to all the possible types of forms as ǫ-hermitian
for the involution d 7→ d˘. If this involution is trivial, “1-hermitian” means symmetric and
“(−1)-hermitian” means alternating.
Let ϑF be a generator of the different of F/Q such that ϑ¯F = −ϑF if F 6= F0. Define
h : OD ×OD → Zp by h = TrF/Qp(ϑ−1F H) if D = F , and by h = TrF/Qp(ϑ−1F Tr0(Π−1H))
if D is quaternion, where Tr0 : D → F is the reduced trace.
As explained in [55, Appendix to Ch. 3], we can now employ Morita equivalence and
write V = Mn(D) ⊗D W with W ≃ Dm a free left D-module. The alternating form
( , ) = E( , ) on V can be written
(7.4) E(u1 ⊗ w1, u2 ⊗ w2) = h(u1, u2Ψ(w1, w2))
where Ψ : W ×W → D is an ǫ-hermitian form on W . The sign ǫ of Ψ is the opposite of
that of H. We can also write
(7.5) Li =Mn(OD)⊗OD Ni
where Ni are OD-lattices inW . The perfect forms E : Li×Lj → Zp induce Ψ : Ni×Nj →
OD such that
(7.6) E(u1 ⊗ n1, u2 ⊗ n2) = h(u1, u2Ψ(n1, n2)).
Then {Ni} give a polarized chain of OD-lattices inW for the form Ψ and the point here is
that there is a uniquely determined polarized lattice chain N• that produces the polarized
chain L• as above.
7.b.3. To proceed we assume that the group G splits over a tamely ramified extension
of Qp. In particular, the prime p is at most tamely ramified in the center F of B. Now
let us explain how we can extend the above construction over the base Zp[u].
(Case A) We set O(B) = Mn(O(D)) ×Mn(O(D)opp) with O(D) over W [v] as given
in (4.5); denote again by ∗ the exchange involution on O(B). Recall we view W [v] as
a Zp[u]-algebra via u 7→ ve · (p · ̟−e). Set U = O(D)n ⊗O(D) T (a left Mn(O(D))-
module) where T ≃ O(D)m and U˜ = HomZp[u](U,Zp[u]) which is then also naturally a
left Mn(O(D)opp)-module. Set W = U ⊕ U˜ which is a left O(B)-module; then W also
supports a unique perfect alternating Zp[u]-bilinear form ( , ) for which U , U˜ are isotropic
and ((u, 0), (0, u˜)) = u˜(u) for all u ∈ U , u˜ ∈ U˜ . Now choose an O(D)-lattice chain Γ• in
O(D)m = ⊕mi=1O(D)ei
Γr = X · Γ0 ⊂ Γr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Γ0 = O(D)m
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such that Γj = ⊕mj=1XajO(D) for some 1 ≥ aj ≥ 0 which lifts the corresponding lattice
chain Γj. Consider
U• = O(D)n ⊗O(D) Γ•.
ThenW • = U•⊕ U˜• is a self-dual (polarized) chain (as in §6.b.1 (case 2)) that lifts {Li}i.
Consider
G(R) = AutO(B)⊗Zp[u]R({W • ⊗Zp[u] R}, ( , ))
where the automorphisms of the chain are supposed to preserve the form (, ) up to
common similitude in R∗. As in §4.c.3, §4.c.11, we can see that G is one of the group
schemes constructed in Theorem 3.1. By its construction above, the group scheme G is a
closed subgroup scheme of GSp(W •).
(Case B) Recall from 4.c.4 our notation of O which could be W [v], R or O(Q). The
algebra O specializes to OD above under v 7→ ̟0 (note here that in general the “base
field” is F0). Notice that the involution d 7→ d˘ of OD has a canonical extension to an
involution of O; we will denote this involution by the same symbol. Now to start our
construction, first extend the form H to a perfect form H : On × On → O of the type
described in §4.c such that under W [v] → OF0 , v 7→ ̟0, we obtain a form isomorphic
to H. For example, suppose we are in case (B1). Then depending on the type of the
involution ∗, the form H is either symmetric or alternating. In the alternating case,
all perfect forms on OnF are isomorphic to the standard form and we can extend this
over W [v] as in §4.c.5. In the symmetric case, the discriminant of the perfect form is in
W ∗/(W ∗)2 ≃ O∗F /(O∗F )2 and the Hasse invariant is trivial; this implies that there are
only two cases to consider: the split case in which H is isomorphic to the standard form
and the quasi-split unramified case; these can be lifted as in the first cases of §4.c.6. The
other cases can be dealt with by similar arguments using §4.c.9 and following the pattern
explained in [55, Appendix to Ch. 3]. We will leave the details to the reader. Notice
that since we are assuming that the form H is perfect on OnD there are fewer cases to
consider. On the other hand, we now also have to allow the anti-hermitian forms and
also the quaternionic ǫ-hermitian for the new involution as in §4.c.12.
Define now a perfect form h : On×On → Zp[u] as follows: We set h = TrO/Zp[u](v1−e ·
H) if O = W [v] or O = R = W2[v] (unramified case), h = TrO/Zp[u](v
′1−2e · H) if O =
R =W [v′] (ramified case), and finally h = TrW [v]/Zp[u](v
1−e · Tr0(X−1H)) if O = O(Q).
This construction allows us to extend the involution ∗ on OB = Mn(OD) to an invo-
lution on O(B) =Mn(O) which we will also denote by ∗. Indeed, we can set
A∗ = C · tA˘ · C−1
where C is the matrix in GLn(O) that gives the perfect form H. This satisfies C = ǫ · tC˘.
Using §4.c.9 together with §4.c.12, we extend Ψ above to an ǫ-hermitian form Ψ on
U = O[v±1]m for the involution d 7→ d˘ of the type described in §4.c. As before, the form Ψ
has the opposite parity of that of H (i.e if one is ǫ-hermitian the other is (−ǫ)-hermitian).
The self-dual OD-chain N• gives a point x in the building of the corresponding group
over Qp. We can assume that x belongs to the apartment of the standard maximal split
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torus; then we can give a self-dual O-lattice chain N• in O[v
±1]m that extends the self-
dual OD-chain N•. This can be done explicitly on a case-by-case basis by appealing to
the list of cases in [55, Appendix to Ch. 3]. Alternatively, we can argue as follows: As
in §3.a.3, §3.c, the identification of apartments induced by u 7→ p, gives a corresponding
point xQp((u)) in the building of GQp((u)) over Qp((u)); this corresponds to a self-dual
Qp[[u]]-lattice chain. Now we can use the construction in Remark 4.2 to obtain the
desired O-lattice chain over Zp[u].
Now consider the tensor products M i = O
n ⊗O N i. These are free (left) Mn(O)-
modules; they are all contained in M i[v
−1] = (On ⊗O Om)[v−1]. Define a Zp[u]-valued
form E on (On ⊗O Om)[v−1] by
(7.7) E(u1 ⊗ n1, u2 ⊗ n2) = h(u1, u2Ψ(n1, n2)).
We can check that the parity condition above implies that the form is alternating, i.e
E(x, y) = −E(y, x). Also, the form E satisfies
(7.8) E(b∗m1,m2) = E(m1, bm2)
for b ∈ Mn(O), m1, m2 ∈ M i[v−1]. (Notice that the form Ψ is uniquely determined by
E .) As a result of this construction, we have given in particular, a self-dual chain {M i}i
of Mn(O)-lattices for the involution ∗ and the alternating form E that specializes to the
self-dual chain of Mn(OD)-lattices {L} of our initial data.
Now consider the group scheme G′ of automorphisms of the self-dual O-lattice chain
(N i)i such that the corresponding automorphism of (M i)i respects the form E up to a
common similitude as above. By §4.c.11 the connected component G of G′ is an exam-
ple of the group schemes of Theorem 3.1. Our construction provides a group scheme
homomorphism
(7.9) ρ : G′ −→ GSp(M•).
As in [55, Appendix to Ch. 3], using Morita equivalence we can see that this is a closed
immersion. We can also see that ρ extends the natural symplectic representation ρ : G→
GSp obtained from the PEL data. It follows that the homomorphism ρ : G → GSp(M•)
satisfies the assumptions of the previous section. (Here, we indeed have to allow that G
may not be closed in GSp(M•). An example is when G is a ramified unitary similitude
group on an even number of variables and x a vertex corresponding to a single self-dual
lattice for the corresponding hermitian form. Then the fiber over u = 0 of the Zariski
closure of G in GSp(M•) has two connected components, see [50, 1.3].)
Using the above together with Proposition 7.1, we now see that in the case of PEL
Shimura varieties of [55] we can identify M(G, {µ})K = MG,µ with the Zariski closure
of G/Pµ in the symplectic local model M(GSp2n)M• ⊗O OE of [20] under the standard
symplectic representation ρ : G→ GSp2n.6
6We emphasize here that, in general, G is not connected and that G = G◦Qp .
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7.b.4. We will now explain how the work of Rapoport and Zink ([55]) combined with
the above can be used to produce integral models of PEL Shimura varieties that afford
a diagram as in (7.1). Then as a result of Theorem 0.1, these models satisfy favorable
properties, c.f. Theorem 0.2. Our explanation becomes more complicated when the group
GQp is not connected, one reason being that our theory of local models has been set up
only for connected groups. At first glance, the reader can assume that GQp is connected;
then everything simplifies considerably.
We will continue to use some of the notations and constructions of [55]. Starting from
the PEL data D = (B,OB,*,V, ( , ), h, {L},Kp) with corresponding group G and the
choice of a prime P|(p) of the reflex field E, Rapoport and Zink define a moduli functor
AKp over OE♭ = OEP (see [55, Definition 6.9], here E♭ = EP is the local reflex field).
Here Kp is a compact open subgroup of G(Apf ). When K
p is small enough, this functor
is representable by a quasi-projective scheme AKp over Spec(OE♭).
Recall G♭ = GQp , G = G
◦
Qp (a connected reductive group); as usual, we assume these
split over a tamely ramified extension of Qp. The Shimura data give a conjugacy class of
cocharacters µ : GmQ¯p → G♭Q¯p ; then E♭ is the field of definition of this conjugacy class.
Denote byK♭p the stabilizer of the lattice chain {L} in G♭(Qp) = G(Qp). SetK♭ = Kp·K♭p.
Then the generic fiber AKp⊗O
E♭
E♭ contains the Shimura variety ShK♭⊗EE♭ for G, as a
union of some of its connected components; AKp⊗O
E♭
E♭ could also contain more Shimura
varieties, which correspond to other forms of the group G (for example, when the Hasse
principle fails c.f. [36]). Set K ′p = K
♭
p ∩ G(Qp) and denote by K = Kp the parahoric
subgroup of G(Qp) that corresponds to x(L). Recall we denote by P the corresponding
(connected) smooth group scheme over Zp and by P ′ the smooth group scheme over Zp
determined by the stabilizer of x(L) so that K ′p = P ′(Zp); P is the neutral component
of P ′. Then K = Kp is a normal subgroup of finite index in K ′p. (In most cases, we
have K ′p = Kp, P ′ = P.) Also recall that we denote by P♭ the smooth group scheme
of OB-isomorphisms of the polarized multichain {L} up to common similitude; we have
P♭ ⊗Zp Qp = G♭.
By [55], we have a smooth morphism of algebraic stacks over Spec(OE♭)
(7.10) ϕ : AKp → [Mnaive/P♭O
E♭
]
where Mnaive is the “naive” local model that corresponds to our data (see loc. cit. Def.
3.27, where this is denoted by Mloc). By its definition, Mnaive is a closed subscheme of
the symplectic local model M(GSp2n)M• ⊗Zp OE♭ as above.
The generic fiber of Mnaive is a projective homogeneous space over E♭ for the group
G♭ (which is not always connected). Observe that each cocharacter µ : GmQ¯p → G♭Q¯p
lands in the neutral component GQ¯p . Let {µi}i be a set of representatives (up to G(Q¯p)-
conjugation) of the cocharacters of GQ¯p in the G
♭(Q¯p)-conjugacy class of µ; we can write
µi = τiµτ
−1
i with τi ∈ G♭(Q¯p). Denote by Ei the field of definition of the G(Q¯p)-
conjugacy class of µi. Then E
♭ ⊂ Ei. The generic fiber M(G, {µi})K ⊗OEi Ei = GEi/Pµi
is a homogeneous space for GEi . By the above and Proposition 7.1, we obtain closed
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immersions
ιi : M(G, {µi})K → Mnaive ⊗O
E♭
OEi
of schemes over OEi which are equivariant for the action of the group scheme POEi .
In fact, since P ′OEi is a closed subgroup scheme of GSp(M•), the action of POEi on
M(G, {µi})K extends to an action of P ′OEi such that ιi remains equivariant. Now let E˜
be a Galois extension of Qp that splits G and contains all the fields Ei. Then the base
change Mnaive ⊗O
E♭










We obtain a morphism
ι : N :=
⊔
i




of schemes over OE˜ . The scheme N supports an action of P ′OE˜ while its generic fiber
supports a compatible action of G♭
E˜
; we can see that the action of P ′OE˜ on N extends
to an action of P♭OE˜ such that ι is P
♭
OE˜
-equivariant. Both the source and target of ι
(considered as schemes over OE♭) support an action of the Galois group Γ = Gal(E˜/E♭)
and ι is Γ-equivariant (we can check these statements by looking at the generic fibers).
In this more general situation, we define the local model to be the quotient
Mloc = N/Γ.
This is a flat OE♭-scheme. The morphism ι gives
ξ : Mloc = N/Γ −→ (Mnaive ⊗O
E♭
OE˜)/Γ = Mnaive
which we can check is P♭O
E♭
-equivariant and gives an isomorphism between generic fibers.
Remark 7.2. If G is connected, then G = G♭, there is only one i and E = Ei = E
♭ is
the local reflex field as above. In that case, Mloc = M(G, {µ})K .










with both horizontal arrows smooth.
The schemes A′Kp and AKp have isomorphic generic fibers. Using the arguments in
[36, §8] applied to A′Kp ⊗OE♭ E♭ = AKp ⊗OE♭ E♭ we can now express this scheme as a
union of Shimura varieties Sh
(j)
K♭
given by various forms G(j) of the group G.7 (These
forms satisfy G(j)(Qv) ≃ G(Qv), for all places v 6= p). Therefore, A′Kp is a flat model
over OE♭ for such a union of Shimura varieties.
7For this, we need to allow in our formalism Shimura varieties for some non-connected reductive groups.
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Since we assume that p is odd, we have p ∤ |π1(Gder)|. Theorem 8.1 and Proposition
8.2 below imply that the base changes M(G, {µi})K⊗OEiOE˜ are normal. Since normality
is preserved by taking invariants by a finite group, Mloc = N/Γ is also normal. It follows
that the strict henselizations of Mloc at all closed points are normal and therefore also
integral. We can now conclude, using the smoothness of φ : A′Kp → [Mloc/P♭O
E♭
], that




in A′Kp do not intersect; denote these (reduced) Zariski closures by S(j)K♭ . They
are integral models of the Shimura varieties Sh
(j)
K♭
. Then, for each j, the morphism





obtained by restricting φ, is also smooth. Hence, Mloc is also a “local model” for the
integral models S(j)
K♭
of the Shimura varieties Sh
(j)
K♭
. In most cases, the structure of Mloc
and therefore also the local structure of S(j)
K♭
can be understood using Theorem 0.1. We
will explain this below.
Remark 7.3. We can see as in [36] that, in the situation above, all the forms G(j) that
appear in the list satisfy G(j)(Q˘p) ≃ G(Q˘p).
(a) Suppose now that, in addition, at least one of the following two conditions is
satisfied:
(p1) the special fiber of P♭ is connected, i.e K♭p is parahoric, or
(p2) the sheaf of connected components P♭/(P♭)◦ is e´tale locally constant and its
generic fiber is isomorphic (via the natural map) to G♭/(G♭)◦.
Then, the arguments of [36, Lemma 7.2 and §8] extend to show that all the groups G(j)
also satisfy G(j)(Qp) ≃ G(Qp). (Indeed, then one can apply Lang’s theorem as in the
proof of Lemma 7.2 loc. cit. since the special fiber of (P♭)◦ is connected.)
(b) Assume that, in addition to (p1) or (p2), G satisfies the Hasse principle, i.e
H1(Q,G) → ∏v H1(Qv,G) is injective. Then the argument of [36, §8] shows that there
is only one Shimura variety for the group G(j) = G that appears in the generic fiber of
AKp. In this case, we just take SK♭ = A′Kp.
7.b.5. Here we explain how we can combine the local model diagram (7.12) with The-
orem 0.1 to give results on integral models of PEL Shimura varieties. In particular, we
show Theorem 0.2.
a) The set-up simplifies drastically if G♭ is connected, i.e if G = G♭. This is the case
when G does not have any orthogonal factors. Then Mloc = M(G, {µ})K (Γ = {1})
and ξ = ι is a closed immersion. Also, in this case the derived group Gder is simply-
connected. We can then use Theorem 0.1 and the above directly to obtain information
on the integral models A′Kp and S(j)K♭ . Assume in addition that K♭p is parahoric, i.e that
the special fiber of P♭ = P ′ is connected. Then the existence of the local model diagram
morphism φ of (7.12) together with the results in §8, and in particular Theorem 0.1,
implies, in a standard way, that the integral models A′Kp and S(j)K♭ satisfy the conclusions
of the statement of Theorem 0.2. (Notice here that in the statement of Theorem 0.2
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we refer somewhat ambiguously to the “Shimura variety ShK defined by the PEL data
D”. If the Hasse principle is not satisfied, ShK is by definition the generic fiber of A′Kp
which is a union of several Shimura varieties; by the above, S(j)
K♭
give integral models as
in Theorem 0.2 for each one of them.)
b) Continue to assume that G = G♭. In general, if P ′ = P♭ is not connected, K ′p/Kp is
a non-trivial abelian group. The above allows us to understand the structure of integral
models of Shimura varieties with K ′p-level structure. With some extra work, one should
be able to extend this and also produce local model diagrams for Shimura varieties with
Kp-level structure. We will not discuss this in this paper. See [50, 1.3] for an example
where a case of Kp-level structure for the ramified unitary group is discussed.
c) Let us now consider the general case, i.e allow G 6= G♭. First of all, let us remark that
the scheme Mloc defined above coincides in various special cases with the “corrected” local
model as considered in [47], [48], [50], [67], [51]. Indeed, first assume that G = G♭, E = E♭
as above. Then, for both our definition above and the definition in these references, Mloc
is simply the Zariski closure of GE/Pµ in M
naive. Now let us allow G 6= G♭; such cases
have not been studied extensively before and one needs to work a bit harder. Some
(even) orthogonal similitude group cases where G 6= G♭ have been considered in [50], [67]
(see [51]). In the split orthogonal case, E = E♭ = Qp, and it makes sense to define the
corrected local model as the Zariski closure of G♭/Pµ = (G/Pµ1) ⊔ (G/Pµ2) in Mnaive;
it follows from [50, §8.2] that this Zariski closure is the disjoint union of the closures
of G/Pµ1 and G/Pµ2 . This coincides with the description of M
loc above and we have
Mloc = M(G, {µ1})K ⊔M(G, {µ2})K . This local model was studied in the Iwahori case
by Smithling in [67]. In general, the suggested correction of the naive local model in this
orthogonal case [50] involves the so-called “spin condition” whose main virtue is that it
also attempts to give a moduli theoretic interpretation. (The spin condition also makes
sense in the quasi-split even orthogonal case ([50, §8.2], [51, §2.7]). We conjecture that
the corresponding local model always agrees with our definition above.)
As an example of a result we can obtain when G 6= G♭, let us suppose that G♭ is a split
even orthogonal similitude group as above and that L gives a maximal self-dual lattice
chain (the Iwahori case considered in [67]). Then the special fiber of P♭ is connected.
By (7.12) and the above, the local model Mloc = M(G, {µ1})K ⊔M(G, {µ2})K describes
the singularities of corresponding integral models of “orthogonal” PEL Shimura varieties.
Theorem 0.1 then also implies that these integral models are normal and have reduced
special fibers with geometric components which are normal and Cohen-Macaulay. In the
general case that G 6= G♭, one would need to study the quotient N/Γ = Mloc but we will
leave this for another occasion.
d) For general Shimura varieties of abelian type, the existence of a suitable integral
model and a local model diagram as above is the subject of joint work in progress by the
first named author and M. Kisin [31].
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8. The special fibers of the local models
Here we show our main results on the structure of the local models, including Theorem
0.1 of the introduction.
8.a. Affine Schubert varieties and the µ-admissible set. Let us review some aspects
of the theory of Schubert varieties in the (generalized) affine flag varieties, following
[16, 49]. In this section, we assume that F ′ = k((u)), O′ = k[[u]], with k algebraically
closed, and let G′ be a connected reductive group over F ′, split over a tamely ramified
extension F˜ ′ of F ′.
8.a.1. Let S′ be a maximal F ′-split torus of G′ and T ′ = ZG′(S
′) a maximal torus. Let
I = Gal(F˜ ′/F ′). Let x ∈ B(G′, F ′) be a point in the building, which we assume lies
in the apartment A(G′, S′, F ′) and let P ′x be the corresponding parahoric group scheme
over k[[u]]. Let GrP ′x be the affine Grassmannian. Then L
+P ′x acts on GrP ′x via left
multiplication. The orbits then are parameterized by WP
′
x \ W˜ ′/WP ′x , where W˜ ′ is the
Iwahori-Weyl group of G′ andWP
′
x is the Weyl group of P ′x⊗k. For w ∈WP
′
x \W˜ ′/WP ′x ,
let S
P ′x
w ⊂ GrP ′x denote the corresponding Schubert variety, i.e. the closure of the L+P ′x-
orbit through w. Then according to [16], [49, Thm. 8.4], if char k ∤ |π1(G′der)|, where
G′der is the derived group of G
′, then S
P ′x
w is normal, has rational singularities and is
Frobenius-split if char k > 0.
Let us also recall the structure of the Iwahori-Weyl group W˜ ′ of G′. It is defined via
the exact sequence
(8.13) 1→ T ′(O′)→ N ′(F ′)→ W˜ ′ → 1
(where T ′(O′) is the group of O′-valued points of the unique Iwahori group scheme for
the torus T ′) and acts on A(G′, S′, F ′) via affine transformations. In addition, there is a
short exact sequence
(8.14) 1→ X•(T ′)I → W˜ ′ →W ′0 → 1,
where W ′0 = N
′(F ′)/T ′(F ′) is the relative Weyl group of G′ over F ′. In what follows,
we use tλ to denote the translation element in W˜
′ given by λ ∈ X•(T ′)I from the above
map (8.14)8. But occasionally, if no confusion is likely to arise, we will also use λ itself
to denote this translation element. A choice of a special vertex v of A(G′, S′, F ′) gives a
splitting of the above exact sequence and then we can write w = tλwf for λ ∈ X•(T ′)I
and wf ∈W ′0.
Let us choose a rational Borel subgroup B′ of G′ containing T ′. This determines a set
of positive roots Φ+ = Φ(G′, S′)+ for G′. There is a natural map X•(T ′)I → X•(S′)R.
We define
(8.15) X•(T ′)+I = {λ | (λ, a) ≥ 0 for a ∈ Φ+}.
8Note that under the sign convention of the Kottwitz homomorphism in [37], tλ acts on A(G
′, S′, F ′)
by v 7→ v − λ.
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Observe that the chosen special vertex v and the rational Borel B′ determine a unique
alcove C in A(G′, S′, F ′). Namely, we identify A(G′, S′, F ′) with X•(S′)R by v and then C
is the unique alcove whose closure contains v, and is contained in the finite Weyl chamber
determined by B′.
Let W ′aff be the affine Weyl group of G
′, i.e. the Iwahori-Weyl group of G′sc, the
simply-connected cover of G′der. This is a Coxeter group. One has
(8.16) 1→ X•(T ′sc)I → W ′aff →W ′0 → 1,
where T ′sc is the inverse image of T
′ in G′sc. One can write W˜
′ = W ′aff ⋊ Ω
′, where Ω′ is
the subgroup of W˜ ′ that fixes the chosen alcove C. This gives W˜ ′ a quasi Coxeter group
structure; it makes sense to talk about the length of an element w ∈ W˜ ′ and there is a
Bruhat order on W˜ ′. Namely, if we write w1 = w
′




i ∈ W ′aff , τi ∈ Ω′,
then ℓ(wi) = ℓ(w
′
i) and w1 ≤ w2 if and only if τ1 = τ2 and w′1 ≤ w′2.
8.a.2. Now let us recall the definition of the µ-admissible set in the Iwahori-Weyl group
(cf. [38], see also [51]). We continue with the above notations. Let W¯ ′ be the absolute




). Let µ : (Gm)F˜ ′ → G′ ⊗F ′ F˜ ′
be a geometrical conjugacy class of 1-parameter subgroups. It determines a W¯ ′-orbit
in X•(T ′). One can associate to µ a W ′0-orbit Λ in X•(T
′)I as follows. Choose a Borel
subgroup of G′ containing T ′, and defined over F ′. This gives a unique element in this W¯ ′-
orbit, still denoted by µ, which is dominant with respect to this Borel subgroup. Let µ¯ be
its image in X•(T ′)I , and let Λ =W ′0µ¯. It turns out that Λ does not depend on the choice
of the rational Borel subgroup of G′, since any two such F ′-rational Borel subgroups that
contain T ′ are conjugate to each other by an element in W ′0. For µ ∈ X•(T ′), define the
admissible set









If char k ∤ |π1(G′der)|, let us define a reduced closed subvariety of GrP ′x whose underlying

















In general, we can define a slightly different variety AP ′x(µ)◦ as in [49, Sect. 10] (see
also [76, Sect. 2.2]), which is isomorphic to AP ′x(µ) when char k ∤ |π1(G′der)|. (Here, we
write |π1(G′der)| for the order of the algebraic fundamental group of G′der(k((u))
s
)). In
fact, when char k ∤ |π1(G′der)|, AP
′
x(µ)◦ is the translation of AP ′x(µ) back to the “neutral
connected component” of GrP ′x by a certain element of G
′(k((u))). The variety AP ′x(µ)◦
depends only on G′ad and the image of µ under G
′ → G′ad. From its definition (loc. cit.),
if we have the decomposition G′ = G′1 ×G′2, µ = µ1 + µ2 and P ′x = (P ′x)1 × (P ′x)2, then
AP ′x(µ)◦ ≃ A(P ′x)1(µ1)◦ ×A(P ′x)2(µ2)◦.
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8.b. Special fibers. Let us return to the local models MG,µ and show Theorem 0.1 of
the introduction. We will assume throughout that p ∤ |π1(Gder)|.
8.b.1. We denote by MG,µ = MG,µ ⊗OE kE the special fiber of MG,µ → Spec(OE) over
the residue field kE of OE .
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that p ∤ |π1(Gder)|. Then the scheme MG,µ is normal. In addi-
tion, the special fiber MG,µ is reduced, and each geometric irreducible component of MG,µ
is normal, Cohen-Macaulay and Frobenius split.
Notice that the set-up now is more general than in Theorem 0.1, since here µ is not
necessarily minuscule. Recall that by its construction, MG,µ is a closed subscheme of
GrPkE . Clearly, it is enough to prove the theorem after base changing to O˘E with residue
field k¯. Then the second part of Theorem 8.1 that refers to the special fiber MG,µ is
a corollary of the aforementioned results of [16, 49] combined with Theorem 8.3 below
which gives a precise description of the geometric special fiber MG,µ ⊗kE k¯ as a union of
affine Schubert varieties. We will first explain how this second part also implies the first
part, i.e the normality of MG,µ. This follows from Proposition 8.2 below together with
the fact that the generic fiber of MG,µ is normal (since it is given by the single affine
Schubert variety Xµ associated to µ).
Proposition 8.2. Suppose that Y → Spec(O) is a flat scheme of finite type with normal
generic fiber and reduced special fiber. Then Y is normal.
Proof. By Serre’s criterion, it is enough to check that Y satisfies properties (R1) and
(S2). By assumption, these properties are satisfied by the generic fiber Y ⊗O F . Since
the special fiber Y = Y ⊗O k is a reduced scheme of finite type and k is perfect, Y is
generically smooth over k. It follows that Y is regular in codimension 1, i.e it satisfies
(R1). It remains to show that Y has depth ≥ 2 at points of codimension ≥ 2 which are
supported on the special fiber. Since Y is flat over Spec(O), the uniformizer ̟ provides
the start of a regular sequence; we can always obtain one additional element in this
regular sequence since Y is reduced and hence it satisfies (S1).
8.b.2. Here we show the second part of Theorem 8.1. In what follows, the notations
are as in §5.b.5. In particular, we have Pk¯ = Pxk¯((u)) ; this is a parahoric group scheme
which is obtained by base-changing G to k¯[[u]]. (The corresponding reductive group is
G′ = Gk¯ = G ×X Spec(k¯((u))).) Recall that our construction of G over O˘[u, u−1] in §2
produces an isomorphism between the Iwahori-Weyl groups W˜ of G⊗F F˘ and W˜ ′ of G′.
The constructions in §8.a above can also be applied to G ⊗F F˘ and {µ} to produce a
W0-orbit Λ in X•(T )I ⊂ W˜ and a subset Adm(µ) ⊂ W˜ . Using this identification, we
will view Λ and Adm(µ) also as, respectively, a W ′0-orbit in X•(T
′)I ⊂ W˜ ′, and a subset
Adm(µ) ⊂ W˜ ′.
Theorem 8.3. Suppose that p ∤ |π1(Gder)|. Then we have
APk¯(µ) =MG,µ ⊗kE k¯
as closed subschemes of GrPk¯ .
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Corollary 8.4. Suppose that p ∤ |π1(Gder)| and that x is special in B(GF˘ , F˘ ). Then the
scheme MG,µ is Cohen-Macaulay and normal and the special fiber MG,µ is geometrically
irreducible and normal.
Proof. It is enough to show that the geometric special fiber MG,µ ⊗kE k¯ is irreducible.
Indeed, then by Theorem 8.1, the special fiber MG,µ is Cohen-Macaulay and we can con-
clude that MG,µ is also Cohen-Macaulay. Normality follows as above. The irreducibility
of MG,µ ⊗kE k¯ follows from Theorem 8.3: Indeed, when x is special, WP
′
x = W ′0 and
WP
′
x \ AdmP ′x(µ)/WP ′x has only one extreme element in the Bruhat order, namely the
image of tµ (cf. [76, Prop. 6.15]).
Remark 8.5. a) Some special cases of Theorems 8.1 and 8.3 were known before (e.g [19],
[20] for GLn and GSp2n). See [51] for a survey of these previous results. A description
of the components of the special fiber of local models in terms of the µ-admissible set as
in Theorem 8.3 was first suggested by Kottwitz and Rapoport in [38].
b) We conjecture that when p ∤ |π1(Gder)|, MG,µ is always Cohen-Macaulay, even if x
is not special. This conjecture has recently been proven in the split case by X. He [28].
Now let us discuss the proof of Theorem 8.3.
Proof. We can assume that F = F˘ and the residue field k = k¯ is algebraically closed;
then we are trying to show APk(µ) =MG,µ. The proof is divided into two parts. The first
part is to exhibit APk(µ) as a closed subscheme of MG,µ. Then we apply the coherence
conjecture of Rapoport and the first author ([49]) shown in [76] to deduce the theorem.
Proposition 8.6. The scheme APk(µ) is naturally a closed subscheme of MG,µ.
Proof. Let λ ∈ Λ, where Λ ⊂ X•(T )I is the W0-orbit in X•(T )I associated to µ as before.
Let tλ ∈ W˜ be the corresponding element in the Iwahori-Weyl group. These elements
then are extreme elements in Adm(µ) under the Bruhat order of W˜ . To prove the lemma,
then it is enough to show that SPktλ ⊂MG,µ for any tλ ∈ Λ. This turns out to be a direct
consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 8.7. The scheme MG,µ is invariant under the action of L
+Pk on GrPk .
Proof. Recall from §5.b.4 that L+G acts naturally on GrG,X . Now let x : Spec(κ) → X
be a point where κ is either the residue field of O or the fractional field of O. Then
by definition L+G ×X Spec(κ) ≃ L+Gκ,x, and the induced action of L+G ×X Spec(κ)
on GrG,X ×X Spec(κ) is just the local action of L+Gκ,x on GrGκ,x . Let (L+G)O :=
L+G ×X Spec(O) where the section Spec(O) → X is given by u 7→ ̟ as before. Then
(L+G)O acts on GrG,O. Over E, this is just the action of (L+GF,̟)E on (GrGF,̟)E =
GrGF,̟×Spec(F )Spec(E). SinceMG,µ is defined to be the Zariski closure of (L+GF,̟)E ·[sµ],
the special fiber carries the natural action of L+Pk = L
+Gk,0.
To state the second Lemma, recall that GrG,O is ind-proper (Proposition 5.3). For
λ ∈ Λ, let λ˜ ∈ W¯µ be a lift of λ. The E-point [sλ˜] of GrG,O (cf. §6.a.1) gives rise to a
unique OE-section of GrG,O, still denoted by [sλ˜]. Let 0 be the closed point of Spec(OE).
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Lemma 8.8. We have [sλ˜](0) = tλ in GrPk .
Proof. Let O[u]→ O[v] be given by u 7→ ve. Set
T = ResO[v]/O[u](TH ⊗O[v])γ ,
and let T 0 be the neutral connected component of T . Then by construction of the group
scheme G in Theorem 3.1, T 0 is a subgroup of G. Let LT , LT 0 be the global loop groups
over X = A1O, whose definitions are similar to (5.3). Exactly as in the proof of [76, Prop.
3.5] we see that a cocharacter ν of G defined over E gives rise to a map
sν,OE : Spec(OE)→ LT 0 → LG,
such that: (i) the restriction of this map to Spec(E) → LT 0 → LG is the point sν
as in §6.a.1; and (ii) sν,OE(0) ∈ LT 0(k) = T (k((u))) maps to tν under the Kottwitz
homomorphism T (k((u))) → X•(T )I . Clearly, these two statements together imply the
lemma.
This now concludes the proof of Proposition 8.6.
Now we proceed with the second part of the proof of the theorem. To apply the coher-
ence conjecture, we need to construct a natural line bundle on GrG,X . The construction
is parallel to [76, Sect. 4] where we also refer the reader for more information. Let
V0 = LieG be the Lie algebra of G. By [64], this is a free O[u]-module of rank dimF G.
Then the adjoint representation Ad : G → GL(V0) gives rise to a morphism
ad : GrG,X → GrGL(V0),X .
Over GrGL(V0),X , we have the determinant line bundle Ldet, defined as usual (for example,
see [76, Sect. 4]). Let L = L2c = ad∗(Ldet) be the corresponding line bundle on GrG,X ,
which is ample. Let us denote by Lk the restriction of L to the special fiber GrG,O⊗O k ≃
GrPk , and let LF¯ be the restriction of L to the geometric generic fiber GrG,O ⊗O F¯ ≃
GrGF,π ⊗F F¯ ≃ GrH ⊗F F¯ .
Let MG,µ,F¯ be the geometric generic fiber of MG,µ. Then for n≫ 0,
dimF¯ Γ(MG,µ,F¯ ,L⊗nF¯ ) = dimk Γ(MG,µ,L⊗nk ) ≥ dimk Γ(APk(µ),L⊗nk ),
and the equality holds for n ≫ 0 if and only if APk(µ) = MG,µ. Now the coherence
conjecture of [49] as proved in [76] implies that
(8.19) dimF¯ Γ(MG,µ,F¯ ,L⊗nF¯ ) = dimk Γ(APk(µ),L⊗nk )
for any n and this is enough to conclude the proof. For clarity, we explain here how
to deduce the equality (8.19) from the results of [76]. First we assume that Gder is
simply-connected. Then we can write Gder = ResF1/F G1 × · · · × ResFm/F Gm as the
decomposition into simple factors, where Gi are almost simple, absolutely simple and
simply-connected groups defined over Fi. Let {µi} be the corresponding conjugacy classes
of cocharacters for ResFi/F (Gi)ad, where (Gi)ad is the adjoint group of Gi, and let (Pk)i
be the corresponding parahoric group scheme over Fi. Then





and under this isomorphism, Lk ≃ L1 ⊠ · · ·⊠Lm, where Li is ample on A(Pk)i(µi)◦ with
central charge 2h∨i . Here h
∨
i is the dual Coxeter number for Gi ⊗Fi F¯ , and the central
charge is defined in [49, Sect. 10] (also see [76, Sect. 2.2]). On the other hand, Hder =∏
Hmii , where Hi is the split form for Gi and mi = [Fi : F ]. Then µi = µi,1 + · · ·+ µi,mi
for µi,j dominant coweights of (Hi)ad. As usual, if µ is a coweight of a split group M , we
denote GrM,µ the closure of the corresponding L
+M orbit in GrM , which is indeed the
same as AM⊗k[[u]](µ). We similarly denote AM⊗k[[u]](µ)◦ by Gr◦M,µ. We have













⊠mi , where Lb,i is the ample generator of
the Picard group of each connected component of Gr(Hi)ad (which is isomorphic to GrHi).
Now by [76, Theorem 2, Proposition 6.2], we have







Combining this equality with the above gives (8.19) in this case.
Next, we consider the general case when char(k) ∤ |π1(Gder)|. Let
1→ S → G˜→ G→ 1
be a z-extension of G, i.e. S is an induced central torus, and G˜der is simply-connected. We
can further assume that G˜ is also tamely ramified. Then {µ} can be lifted to a geometric
conjugacy class {µ˜} of G˜. Let us apply our construction to G˜ and the corresponding
parahoric group scheme to obtain the global affine Grassmannian GrG˜,O over O. We can
also define MG˜,µ˜. Observe that over F¯ , we have the natural map GrG˜,F¯ → GrG,F¯ . Under
this map, the line bundle L on GrG,F¯ pulls back to the corresponding line bundle on
GrG˜,F¯ since the adjoint representation of G˜ factors through G. In addition, MG˜,µ˜,F¯ maps
isomorphically to MG,µ,F¯ . Therefore,
dimF¯ Γ(MG,µ,F¯ ,L⊗nF¯ ) = dimF¯ Γ(MG˜,µ˜,F¯ ,L⊗nF¯ ).
Likewise, we have GrP˜k → GrPk which maps AP˜k(µ˜) isomorphically to APk(µ) (cf. [49,
Sect. 6]); the corresponding line bundles Lk respect the pullback under this map. Then
dimk Γ(APk(µ),L⊗nk ) = dimk Γ(AP˜k(µ˜),L⊗nk ).
This allows us to reduce to the previous case.
9. Nearby cycles and the conjecture of Kottwitz
In this chapter, we study the sheaves of nearby cycles of the local models. We extend
work of Gaitsgory and Haines-Ngoˆ (see Theorem 9.5) and among other results, we show
Theorems 0.3 (Kottwitz’s conjecture) and 0.4 of the introduction.
9.a. The nearby cycles.
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9.a.1. We begin by briefly recalling some general facts. (For more details, see for example
[29], [21].) Let (S, s, η) be a Henselian trait, i.e. S is the spectrum of a Henselian discrete
valuation ring, s is the closed point of S with residue field k(s), and η is the generic point
of S. For our purposes, we will always assume that k(s) is either finite or algebraically
closed. Let η¯ be a geometric point over η and S¯ be the normalization of S in η¯. Let s¯ be
the closed point of S¯. Let I = ker(Gal(k(η¯)/k(η)) → Gal(k(s¯)/k(s))) denote the inertia
group.
Let ℓ be a prime invertible in OS . For a scheme X, separated and of finite type
over s, there is the natural category Shc(X ×s η,Qℓ) whose objects are constructible
Qℓ-sheaves on Xs¯, together with continuous actions of Gal(k(η¯)/k(η)), compatible with
the action of Gal(k(η¯)/k(η)) on Xs¯ via Gal(k(η¯)/k(η)) → Gal(s¯/s) (see [66, XIII, 1.2.4]).
The natural functor Shc(X) → Shc(X ×s η) is a full embedding with essential image
consisting of objects on which the inertia I acts trivially (SGA 7, XIII, 1.1.3). The
“bounded derived” category of Shc(X×s η,Qℓ) is denoted by Dbc(X×s η,Qℓ)9. The usual
perverse t-structure on Dbc(Xs¯,Qℓ) is naturally lifted to D
b
c(X ×s η,Qℓ), and we have
the corresponding category of perverse sheaves Perv(X ×s η,Qℓ). The natural functor
Dbc(X,Qℓ)→ Dbc(X×sη,Qℓ) is a full embedding, and its essential image consists of objects
in Dbc(X ×s η,Qℓ) on which I acts trivially.
Recall that if p : X → S is a morphism of schemes which is separated and of finite
type, then there is the so-called nearby cycle functor
RΨX : Dbc(Xη,Qℓ)→ Dbc(Xs ×s η,Qℓ),
which restricts to an exact functor ([29, Sect. 4])
RΨX : Perv(Xη,Qℓ)→ Perv(Xs ×s η,Qℓ),
Let f : X→ Y be a morphism over S. There is a canonical natural transform f!RΨX →
RΨYf! which is an isomorphism if f is proper. In addition, there is a canonical natural
transform f∗RΨY → RΨXf∗, which is an isomorphism if f is smooth.
We will also occasionally use the vanishing cycle functor ([66, XII])
RΦX : Dbc(X,Qℓ)→ Dbc(Xs ×s η,Qℓ),
which, roughly speaking, is defined via the distinguished triangle
Fs¯ → RΨX(Fη)→ RΦX(F)→ .
A theorem of Gabber (cf. [29, Sect. 4]) says that RΦX[−1] is also perverse exact with
the t-structure on Dbc(X,Qℓ) defined as in loc. cit.
Remark 9.1. As explained in [17, A. 2], if X is an ind-scheme, of ind-finite type over a
field, then Dbc(X,Qℓ) is defined as the direct limit of the corresponding category on finite
dimensional closed subschemes. As the push-forward along closed immersions is perverse
exact, this allows to also define a corresponding category Perv(X,Qℓ). Similarly, we then
have Dbc(X ×s η,Qℓ) and Perv(X ×s η,Qℓ). If X is of ind-finite type over O, we can
9As usual, this category is not the “real” derived category of Shc(X×s η,Qℓ), but is defined via a limit
process. See [25, Footnote 2].
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also define the nearby cycles RΨX and the results in the above discussion appropriately
extend to this case.
In what follows, without mentioning it explicitly, we will understand that any category
of sheaves on an ind-scheme is defined as a direct limit as above.
9.a.2. Let us now return to our set up, so S = Spec(O), where O is the ring of integers
of a p-adic field F with residue field k. Let us fix a prime ℓ, which is invertible in O.
Let X0 = Spec(O) → X = A1O be the morphism given by u 7→ 0 and let P = PO be
the group scheme over O[[t]] given by
P = G ×X Spec(O[[t]]), u 7→ t.
Then for κ either the fraction field F of O, or the residue field k of O, P ×O[[t]]κ[[t]] = Pκ
is the parahoric group scheme over κ[[t]] associated to the point xκ((u)) in the building of
B(Gκ, κ((u))) as in §3.a, see also §5.b.5. Let us also consider
GrP := GrG,O,0 = GrG,X ×X X0
given by this specialization along u = 0. This is identified with the local affine Grass-
mannian GrG over Spec(O) considered in §5.b.1. The jet group L+P over O is defined
as follows: for every O-algebra R,
L+P (R) = P (R[[t]]).
Then L+P acts on GrP .
Let Spec(κ)→ Spec(O) be a perfect field-valued point. Then GrP ×Spec(O) Spec(κ) =
GrPκ = GrP,κ is the affine Grassmannian associated to Pκ, and when we base change the
action of L+P on GrP under O → κ, we obtain the usual action of L+Pκ on GrPκ .
For simplicity, we set P˘ = P ⊗O O˘, similarly for the other (ind)-schemes. The L+P˘ -
orbits of GrP˘ are parametrized by certain double cosets in the extended Weyl group W˜ .
For w ∈ W˜ , let S˚w be the corresponding orbit which is smooth over O˘, and let Sw be the
corresponding Schubert scheme over O˘. Recall that the group splits after an extension of
O˘ of degree prime to p. We can see that if O˘ → κ is as above, then there is a nilpotent
immersion Sw,κ → Sw⊗O˘κ where Sw,κ is the Schubert variety Sw,κ in GrPκ corresponding
to w. (This immersion is an isomorphism if p ∤ |π1(Gder)|. Indeed, then the Schubert
varieties Sw,κ are normal and the result follows using [49, Prop. 9.11].) We will often
identify Qℓ-sheaves on Sw ⊗O˘ κ with the corresponding Qℓ-sheaves on Sw,κ.
We denote ICw to be the intersection cohomology sheaf on Sw, i.e., the intermediate
extension of Qℓ[dimSw+1](dimSw/2) on S˚w. (Here dimSw is the relative dimension over
O˘. For the definition of perverse sheaves on schemes over O, we refer to [29, Sect. 4].)
If Sw is defined over the discrete valuation ring O′ with O ⊂ O′ ⊂ O˘, we will keep track
of the action of Gal(O′/O) on ICw, or equivalently, regard ICw also defined over O′. For
a κ-valued point of Spec(O˘), the intersection cohomology sheaf on Sw,κ is denoted by
ICw,κ.
When G = H ⊗O F with H a split Chevalley group over O and G = H ×Spec(O) X,
then GrP is the affine Grassmannian GrH over O and L+P is L+H. The L+H-orbits
of GrH are parameterized by conjugacy classes of one-parameter subgroups of H and for
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µ ∈ X•(TH) ⊂ W˜ , we denote Sµ by Grµ. Similarly, we denote by ICµ the intersection
cohomology sheaf on Grµ.
9.a.3. Let MG,µ,E denote the generic fiber of MG,µ. If H is the split form of G, then
MG,µ,F˜ =MG,µ,E⊗E F˜ is a projective subvariety of GrG,O⊗O F˜ ≃ GrH⊗O F˜ by Corollary
5.6. In general MG,µ,E is not smooth unless µ is minuscule. We denote Fµ to be the
intersection cohomology sheaf on the generic fiber MG,µ,E. Then the pull back of Fµ to




Recall that we denote by kE the residue field of OE . We first need
Lemma 9.2. The perverse sheaf RΨµ on the special fiber MG,µ = MG,µ ⊗OE kE ⊂
GrP,kE admits a natural L
+PkE -equivariant structure, i.e., RΨµ admits a L
+PkE ⊗kE k¯-
equivariant structure as perverse sheaves on GrP,kE ⊗kE k¯, which is compatible with the
action of Gal(F¯ /E) in an obvious sense (which will be clear from the proof).
Proof. Let L+n G be the n-th jet group of G, i.e. the group scheme over X = A1O, whose
R-points classify pairs (y, β) with y : Spec(R) → X and β ∈ G(Γy,n), where Γy,n is the
n−th nilpotent thickening of Γy. In other words,
(9.1) L+nG(R) = G(R[u− y]/(u− y)n+1)
(cf. (5.3)). It is clear that L+nG is smooth over X and that the action of (L+G)OE :=
L+G×X Spec(OE) on MG,µ factors through the action of (L+n G)OE := L+n G×X Spec(OE)
for some sufficiently large n.
Letm : (L+n G)OE×OEMG,µ →MG,µ be the above action. Let p : (L+n G)OE×OEMG,µ →
MG,µ be the natural projection. Then there is a canonical isomorphism m
∗Fµ ∼−→ p∗Fµ
as sheaves on (L+n G)E ×E MG,µ since the intersection cohomology sheaf Fµ is naturally
(L+G)E -equivariant. By taking nearby cycles, we have a canonical isomorphism
RΨ(L
+
n G)OE×OEMG,µ(m∗Fµ) ∼−→ RΨ(L
+
nG)OE×OEMG,µ(p∗Fµ),
which is equivariant with respect to the action of Gal(k(η¯)/k(η)). Since both m and p
are smooth morphisms and taking nearby cycles commutes with smooth base change, we
have
m∗RΨMG,µ(Fµ) ∼−→ p∗RΨMG,µ(Fµ),
compatible with the action of Gal(k(η¯)/k(η)). The cocycle condition of this isomorphism
follows from the corresponding cocycle condition form∗Fµ ∼−→ p∗Fµ. This then establishes
the desired action and the lemma follows.
Definition 9.3. We let PervL+Pk(GrPk×kF,Qℓ) be the category whose objects are (F , θ),
where F ∈ Perv(GrPk ×k F,Qℓ), and θ : m∗F ∼−→ p∗F is a L+Pk¯-equivariant structure on
F , which is compatible with the action of Gal(F¯ /F ).
By the above Lemma, RΨµ = RΨ
MG,µ(Fµ) is an object of PervL+Pκ (GrPκ ×κ E,Qℓ)
for κ = kE .
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9.a.4. Let w ∈ W˜ . Recall that for a chosen reduced expression w˜ of w, there is the
Demazure resolution Dw˜ → Sw, where Dw˜ is smooth proper over O˘, containing S˚w as a
Zariski open subset, and Dw˜ \ S˚w is a divisor with normal crossings relative to O˘.
Lemma 9.4. Let F ⊂ F ′ ⊂ F˘ , O′ be the normalization of O in F ′, and k′ be the residue
field of O′. Write for simplicity P ′ = P ⊗O O′. Assume that Sw is defined over O′. Let
ICw,F ′ be the intersection cohomology sheaf on Sw,F ′. Then RΨ
GrP ′ (ICw,F ′) is isomorphic
as an object of Perv(Sw,k′ ×k′ F ′,Qℓ) to the intersection cohomology sheaf ICw,k′ of Sw,k′
(recall that we regard Perv(Sw,k′,Qℓ) as a full subcategory of Perv(Sw,k′ ×k′ F ′,Qℓ)).
Proof. The existence of Dw˜, together with the argument as in [25, §5.2, §6.3], implies that
the lemma holds for F ′ = F˘ . Observe that we cannot apply the same argument directly
to the case F ′ $ F˘ because Dw˜ is not necessarily defined over O′. Instead, we argue
as follows. From the case F ′ = F˘ above, we deduce that RΨGrP ′ (ICw,F ′) = ICw,k′ ⊗L
for some rank one local system on Sw,k′ coming from Spec(k
′). On the other hand,
S˚w is defined and is smooth over O′. Therefore, RΨGrP ′ (ICw,F ′)|S˚w,k′ ≃ IC |S˚w,k′ =
Qℓ[dimSw,k′]((dimSw,k′)/2). Hence, L is trivial.
9.b. A commutativity constraint.
9.b.1. Let DL+P (GrP ,Qℓ) be the bounded L+P -equivariant derived category of (con-
structible) Qℓ-sheaves on GrP in the sense of Bernstein-Lunts [6]. Let us recall that
DL+P (GrP ,Qℓ) is a monoidal category with structure given by the “convolution prod-
uct” defined by Lusztig (see [17], [44]). Namely, we have the convolution diagram
(9.2) GrP ×GrP q←−− LP ×GrP p−−→ LP ×L+P GrP =: GrP ×˜GrP m−−→ GrP ,
where p, q are natural projections and m is given by the left multiplication of LP on GrP .
Let Fi ∈ DL+P (GrP ,Ql), i = 1, 2, and let F1×˜F2 be the unique sheaf (up to a canonical
isomorphism) on LP ×L+P GrP such that
(9.3) p∗(F1×˜F2) ≃ q∗(F1 ⊠ F2).
Then, by definition
(9.4) F1 ⋆F2 = m!(F1×˜F2).
If Spec(κ) → Spec(O) is a field valued point, we have the corresponding monoidal
category DL+Pκ(GrPκ ,Qℓ) defined in the same manner. Let PervL+Pκ(GrPκ ,Qℓ) be the
core of the perverse t-structure.
Observe that if F1, F2 ∈ PervL+Pk(GrPk ×k F,Qℓ), then there is a natural action of
Gal(F¯ /F ) on F1⋆F2. (In fact, one can define the “derived category” DL+Pk(GrPk×kη,Qℓ)
so that F1 ⋆ F2 will be an object in DL+Pk(GrPk ×k η,Qℓ). We will not use this concept
in the paper.)
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9.b.2. In general, if F1,F2 are perverse sheaves, it is not always the case that F1 ⋆F2 is
perverse. However, the main result of this subsection is
Theorem 9.5. There is a canonical isomorphism
cF : ICw,k¯ ⋆ RΨµ
∼−→ RΨµ ⋆ ICw,k¯
of perverse sheaves on GrPk¯ . In addition, if Sw,k¯ is defined over k
′ ⊃ kE, this isomorphism
respects the action of Gal(F¯ /E′) on both sides, where E′ = EF ′ ⊂ F¯ , and F ′ is the unique
subfield in F˘ with residue field k′.
Remark 9.6. In the case G = GLn or GSp2n, and x is in an alcove, i.e the parahoric
group is an Iwahori, this is one of the main results of [25] (loc. cit. Proposition 22).
The proof is given by a mixed characteristic version of the arguments in [17, 76]. We
need a version of the Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian defined over X = A1O. For a
scheme y : S → X we set,
GrBDG,X(S) =
{
iso-classes of pairs (E , β)
∣∣∣∣ E a G-torsor on X × S,β a trivialization of E|(X×S)\Γy∪(0×S)
}
.
Here X×S = X×Spec(O)S. To prove that GrBDG,X is indeed represented by an ind-scheme,
one proceeds as in the proof of Proposition 5.5: Namely, it is standard ([5]) that GrBDGLn,X
is represented by an ind-scheme. The general case follows from the fact that if G → GLn
is a closed embedding such that GLn/G is quasi-affine, then GrBDG,X → GrBDGLn,X is a locally
closed embedding.
Let us describe GrBDG,X more explicitly. For this purpose, set X˚ = Spec(O[u, u−1]) →֒ X
and let X0 = Spec(O) →֒ X be given by u 7→ 0 as before.
The following isomorphisms are clear
GrBDG,X |X˚ ≃ GrP ×Spec(O) GrG,X |X˚ , GrBDG,X |X0 ≃ GrP .
Let us set GrBDG,O := Gr
BD




G,O ×Spec(O) Spec(E′) ≃ GrPE′ ×Spec(E′) GrG,E′,
we can form ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ over Sw,E′ ×Spec(E′) MG,µ,E′ . (Here and in what follows, for
simplicity, we write again Fµ for the pull-back of Fµ to the base change over E′.)
Clearly, Theorem 9.5 is a consequence of the following.
Proposition 9.7. We have canonical isomorphisms in PervL+Pk′ (GrPk′ ×k′ E′,Qℓ):
(a) RΨ
GrBDG,O
E′ (ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ) ∼−→ RΨµ ⋆ ICw,k′ .
(b) RΨ
GrBDG,O
E′ (ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ) ∼−→ ICw,k′ ⋆RΨµ.
Proof. In order to simplify the notation, in this proof we will set O′ = OE′ .
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We first prove (a). We define an ind-scheme over X by attaching to every morphism
y : S → X,
GrConvG,X (S) =
{
iso-classes of (E , E ′, β, β′)
∣∣∣∣∣
E , E ′ are two G-torsors on X × S,
β a trivialization of E|(X×S)\Γy ,
β′ an isomorphism E ′|X˚×S ≃ E|X˚×S
}
.
Observe that there is an natural projection p : GrConvG,X → GrG,X by forgetting (E ′, β′),
and a natural map m : GrConvG,X → GrBDG,X sending (E , E ′, β, β′) to (E ′, ββ′).
The map p makes GrConvG,X a fibration over GrG,X with fibers isomorphic to GrP . To see
this, we define a fpqc sheaf G˜rG,X over X by setting, for S affine,
G˜rG,X(S) =
{
iso-classes of (E , β, β′)
∣∣∣∣ E a G-torsor on X × S, β a trivialization ofE|(X×S)\Γy , β′ a trivialization of E|DS
}
.
Then L+P acts on G˜rG,X by changing the trivialization β
′ and this makes G˜rG,X a L
+P -
torsor over GrG,X . In addition,
GrConvG,X = G˜rG,X ×L
+P GrP .
The map m can be described as follows. We have
m|X˚ : GrConvG,X |X˚ ≃ GrBDG,X |X˚ , m|X0 : GrP ×˜GrP → GrP ,
where GrP ×˜GrP → GrP is defined in (9.3).
By specialization along u 7→ ̟, we obtain corresponding ind-schemes over Spec(O).
Let us further base change all the ind-schemes along O → O′ = OE′ . In particular, we
denote GrConvG,X ×X Spec(O′) by GrConvG,O′ . Similarly, we write GrConvG,E′ , G˜rG,E′, etc. for the
base change to Spec(E′) also given by u 7→ ̟.
Regard ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ as a sheaf on GrConvG,E′ ≃ GrPE′×Spec(E′)GrG,E′. Since taking nearby
cycles commutes with proper push-forward, to show (a) it will be enough to show that
there is a canonical isomorphism
(9.5) RΨ
GrConv
G,O′ (ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ) ∼−→ RΨµ ×˜ ICw,k′
of sheaves on GrPk′ ×˜GrPk′ ; here RΨµ ×˜ ICw,k′ is the twisted product defined as in (9.3).
Let L+nP be the n-th jet group of P whose definition is similar to L+n G in (9.1). (In
fact, L+nP = L+nG ×X X0.) Choose n sufficiently large so that the action of L+P on Sw
factors through L+nP . Let GrG,n,X be the L
+
nP -torsor over GrG,X that classifies (E , β, β′)
where (E , β) are as in the definition of GrG,X and β′ is a trivialization of the restriction
of E over the n-th infinitesimal neighborhood Xn of X0 ⊂ X. Set
GrG,n,OE′ = GrG,n,X ×X Spec(O′), GrG,n,E′ = GrG,n,X ×X Spec(E′).
Then Fµ ×˜ ICw,E′ is supported on
G˜rG,E′ ×L+P Sw ≃ GrG,n,E′ ×L
+
nP Sw ⊂ GrConvG,E′ .
Observe that over E′, it makes sense to talk about Fµ ×˜ ICw,E′ (as defined via (9.3)),
which is canonically isomorphic to ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ. Therefore, (9.5) is equivalent to
(9.6) RΨ
GrConv
G,O′ (Fµ ×˜ ICw,E′) ≃ RΨµ ×˜ ICw,k′ .
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Let us denote the pullback of Fµ to GrG,n,E′ by F˜µ. Since GrG,n,X → GrG,X is smooth,
RΨGrG,n,O′ (F˜µ) is canonically isomorphic to the pullback of RΨµ, and by Lemma 9.4,
RΨGrG,n,O′×O′Sw,O′ (F˜µ ⊠ ICw,E′) ≃ RΨGrG,n,O′ (F˜µ)⊠ ICw,k′ .
Observe that both sides are in fact L+nPk′-equivariant perverse sheaves, and the isomor-
phism respects to the equivariant structure (by the similar argument as in the proof of
Lemma 9.2). We thus have (9.6) and therefore have finished the proof of (a).
Next we prove (b), which is similar. There is another convolution affine Grassmannian
GrConv
′





iso-classes of (E , E ′, β, β′)
∣∣∣∣∣
E , E ′ are two G-torsors on X × S,
β a trivialization of E|X˚×S,
β′ an isomorphism E ′|X×S\Γy ≃ E|X×S\Γy
}
.
Clearly, we have m′ : GrConv
′
G,X → GrBDG,X by sending (y, E , E ′, β, β′) to (y, E ′, ββ′). This
is an isomorphism over X˚, and m′|X0 is again the local convolution diagram
m : GrP ×˜GrP → GrP .
Again, regard ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ as a sheaf on GrConv′G,E′ ≃ GrPE′ ×E′ GrG,E′ . Again, as nearby





G,O′ (ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ) ∼−→ ICw,k′ ×˜RΨµ.
Recall L+n G is the n-th jet group of G. This is smooth over X and the action of (L+G)OE =
L+G ×X Spec(OE) on MG,µ factors through (L+n G)OE for some sufficiently large n.
Let us define the L+n G-torsor Qn over GrP ×Spec(O) X as follows. Its S-points are
quadruples (y, E , β, β′), where y : S → X, (E , β) are as in the definition of GrP (and
therefore β is a trivialization of E on X˚ ×S), and β′ is a trivialization of E over Γy,n, the
n-th nilpotent thickening of the graph Γy of y. Then we have the twisted product
Tn := (Qn ×X Spec(O′))×(L
+
nG)O′ MG,µ,O′ ⊂ GrConv′G,O′ .
Over E′, we can form the twisted product ICw,E′ ×˜ Fµ on Tn as in (9.3), which is canon-
ically isomorphic to ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ. By the same argument as in the proof of (a) (i.e. by
pulling back everything to (Qn ×X Spec(O′))×MG,µ,O′) we have
RΨTn(ICw,E′ ×˜ Fµ) ∼−→ ICw,k′ ×˜RΨµ.
Therefore, (9.7) holds and this completes the proof of the proposition.
Remark 9.8. Observe that in [17], the proof of the second statement of the proposition
is considerably more difficult than the proof of the first one. Indeed, to prove the second
statement, Gaitsgory used the fact that every H-torsor over A1
k¯
admits a reduction to a
Borel subgroup, whose counterpart for the general parahoric group schemes G over A1O
has not been documented. Instead, our approach exploits the extra flexibility provided
by the use of the group schemes G and treats both cases in a parallel way.
9.c. The monodromy of the nearby cycles.
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9.c.1. LetMG,µ be the generalized local model defined as before. This is a flat projective
OE-scheme. To study the action of the inertia group IE = ker(Gal(F¯ /E)→ Gal(k¯/kE))
(“monodromy”) on the nearby cycles, it is convenient to first consider the restriction of
this action to the inertia IF˜ , where, as we recall (see §2.a), F˜ splits the group G.
Theorem 9.9. The action of the inertia IF˜ on the nearby cycles RΨµ is unipotent.
Proof. Consider the base change
M˜G,µ :=MG,µ ⊗OE OF˜ .
Let us set R˜Ψµ := RΨ
M˜G,µ(Fµ). Recall that R˜Ψµ is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf
RΨµ on MG,µ ⊗kE k¯ but with its Gal(F¯ /F )-action restricted to Gal(F¯ /F˜ ).
To study the inertia action we can base change to O˘. Let (S, s, η) be a strictly Henselian
trait, i.e. k(s) is separably closed. Suppose that X → S is a separated scheme of finite
type. Let us recall that the nearby cycle RΨX can be canonically decomposed as
RΨX = (RΨX)un ⊕ (RΨX)non−un,
where (RΨX)un is the unipotent part and (RΨX)non−un is the non-unipotent part (see [21,
§5]). If f : X→ Y is a proper morphism over S, then the isomorphism f∗RΨX ≃ RΨYf∗
respects this decomposition. We refer to [21] for the details. From this discussion, by using
the standard technique of using an Iwahori subgroup contained in our given parahoric,
we see that Theorem 9.9 follows from
Proposition 9.10. Theorem 9.9 holds in the case x ∈ A(G,A,F ) lies in the alcove, i.e.
when Pk is an Iwahori group scheme.
Proposition 9.10 will be deduced as a consequence of the general theory of central
sheaves on affine flag varieties together with the following lemma.
Lemma 9.11. Under the above assumptions and notations, the action of Gal(F¯ /F˜ F˘ ) on
the cohomology groups H∗(MG,µ,F˜ , (Fµ)F˜ ) is trivial.
Proof. Recall that if H is the split form of G, thenMG,µ,F˜ ≃ GrH,µ,F˜ and (Fµ)F˜ ≃ ICµ,F˜ .
As in Lemma 9.4, the nearby cycle RΨGrH,µ⊗OOF˜ (ICµ,F˜ ) has trivial inertia action. This
and proper base change implies the lemma.




By taking cohomology and using the above lemma, we obtain H∗(GrPk , (R˜Ψµ)
non−un) =
(0). We claim that this already implies that (R˜Ψµ)
non−un = (0). Indeed, recall that by
Theorem 9.5, we have isomorphisms
R˜Ψµ ⋆ ICw,k¯ ≃ RΨ
GrBDG,O
F˜ (ICw,E′ ⊠Fµ) ≃ ICw,E′ ⋆ R˜Ψµ
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compatible with the action of the inertia group Gal(F¯ /F˜ F˘ ). Since the inertia action on
ICw,k¯ = RΨ
Gr
P˘ (ICw,F˘ ) is trivial, we obtain isomorphisms of perverse sheaves
(R˜Ψµ)
non−un ⋆ ICw,k¯ ≃ (R˜Ψµ ⋆ ICw,k¯)non−un
≃ (ICw,k¯ ⋆ R˜Ψµ)non−un ≃ ICw,k¯ ⋆ (R˜Ψµ)non−un.
([21, §5.3]). In other words, (R˜Ψµ)non−un is a central sheaf in PervL+Pk¯(GrPk¯ ,Ql) (cf.
[2, 76]). In loc. cit., it is proven that central sheaves admit filtrations by the so-called




non−un = (0). This concludes the proof of the Proposition and hence
also of Theorem 9.9.
9.c.2. Recall that we say that x ∈ B(G,F ) is a very special vertex, if it is special in the
sense of Bruhat-Tits in both B(G,F ) and B(GF˘ , F˘ ). If there exists such a vertex then
the group G is quasi-split over F (see [75, §6]).
Proposition 9.12. Assume that x is a very special vertex. Then the action of the inertia
IF˜ on RΨµ is trivial.
Proof. Observe that when x is a very special vertex, the hypercohomology functor
H∗ : PervL+Pk¯(GrPk¯ ,Qℓ)→ VectQℓ
is a faithful functor. This follows from the semisimplicity of PervL+Pk¯(GrPk¯ ,Qℓ), as is
shown in [45, 75]. Then the proposition is a direct corollary of Lemma 9.11.
Remark 9.13. When G = ResK/FGLn, where K is a finite extension of F with Galois
hull F˜ in F¯ , and µ is a Shimura (minuscule) cocharacter, Proposition 9.12 is shown in
[47]. When G is a ramified unitary similitude group and µ is a Shimura cocharacter, it
is shown in [75]. In these two cases, one can also obtain an explicit description of the
monodromy action of IE on RΨµ. See [47, Sect. 7] (also Example 9.24 below) and [75,
Theorem 6.2] respectively. We will return to the subject of the monodromy action on
RΨµ in §9.d.4. There we will give a uniform but less explicit description, in all cases that
G is quasi-split and x is very special.
9.d. The semi-simple trace.
9.d.1. As is explained in [25, §3.1], for any X over s, and Fq ⊃ k(s), there is a map
τ ss : Dbc(X ×s η,Qℓ)→ Func(X(Fq),Qℓ),
called the semi-simple trace. This notion is due to Rapoport. Let us briefly recall its
definition and refer to [25] for details.
Let V be an ℓ-adic representation of the Galois group Gal(k(η¯)/k(η)). An admissible
filtration of V is an increasing filtration F•V , stable under the action of Gal(k(η¯)/k(η))
and such that, for all i, the action of the inertia I on Vi/Vi−1 factors through a finite
quotient. For an admissible filtration of V , one defines
Trss(σ, V ) =
∑
i
Tr(σ, (grFi V )
I),
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where σ is the geometric Frobenius element. It is well-known that admissible filtrations
always exist and that the semi-simple trace Trss(σ, V ) does not depend on the choice of
admissible filtration.
Next, if F ∈ Shc(X ×s η,Qℓ), then for every x ∈ X(Fq), we define
τ ssF (x) = Tr
ss(σx,Fx¯),
where x¯ is a geometric point over x and σx is the geometric Frobenius of Gal(k(x¯)/k(x)).
In general, if F ∈ Dbc(X ×s η,Qℓ), then we set




It is known that taking the semi-simple trace gives an analogue of Grothendieck’s usual
sheaf-function dictionary. Namely, we can see that τ ss factors through the Grothendieck
group of Dbc(X ×s η,Qℓ). Also, if f : X → Y is a morphism over s, then








9.d.2. Now, consider x ∈ B(G,F ) and let Px be the parahoric group scheme as before.
Let G′ = G×XSpec(k((u))) be the corresponding reductive group over k((u)) and suppose
Pxk((u)) = G ×X Spec(k[[u]]) is a corresponding parahoric group scheme over k[[u]]. Let
Fq ⊃ k and set P ′q := Pxk((u))(Fq[[u]]). Let Hq(G′, P ′) := H(G′(Fq((u))), P ′q) be the Hecke
algebra of bi-P ′q-invariant, compactly supported locally constant Ql-valued functions on
G′(Fq((u))) under convolution. This is an associative algebra (usually non-commutative).
Let Z(Hq(G′, P ′)) denote its center.
Since RΨµ is an object in PervL+PkE
(GrPk ×kE E,Qℓ), for every Fq ⊃ kE , we can
consider τ ssRΨµ ∈ Hq(G′, P ′). As in [25], we can see that Theorem 9.5 implies
Theorem 9.14. With the above assumptions and notations, τ ssRΨµ ∈ Z(Hq(G′, P ′)).
In what follows, we explain how, in some cases, we can determine (or characterize) the
central function τ ssRΨµ .
9.d.3. Unramified groups. Here, we assume that G is unramified. This means that the
group G is quasi-split and it splits over F˘ .
a) First assume that x is hyperspecial. Then GrPk¯ is isomorphic to the usual affine
Grassmannian GrH ⊗ k¯ of H. In this case, the geometric fiber MG,µ ⊗kE k¯ is isomorphic
(up to nilpotents) to the Schubert variety Grµ,k¯ ⊂ GrH ⊗ k¯ corresponding to µ. (If
p ∤ |π1(Gder)|, these are isomorphic by Theorem 8.3.) Let us denote the intersection
cohomology sheaf on MG,µ by F¯µ so that (F¯µ)k¯ ≃ ICµ,k¯. By Proposition 9.12, we know
that RΨµ is a Weil sheaf on Grµ,k¯. By Lemma 8.7 and Lemma 8.8, (F¯µ)k¯ is a subquotient
of (RΨµ)k¯ as Weil sheaves and when forgetting the Weil structure over kE , it is a direct
summand since PervL+Pk¯(GrPk¯ ,Qℓ) is a semi-simple category. Then it follows from
dimQℓ H
∗(ICµ) = dimQℓ H
∗(Fµ) = dimQℓ H
∗(RΨµ),
that we have
Proposition 9.15. RΨµ ≃ F¯µ as Weil sheaves.
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If µ is a minuscule coweight and x is hyperspecial, then MG,µ is smooth. If we set
d = dimMG,µ = 2(ρ, µ) then, in particular, we have
(9.9) RΨµ ≃ Qℓ[d](d/2)
(the constant sheaf on MG,µ up to cohomological shift and Tate twist).
For simplicity, write K = P ′q and denote Hq(G′, P ′) by Sphq (the notation stands for
the spherical Hecke algebra) which is then already a commutative algebra. It is well-





is given by the Lusztig-Kato polynomial (at least when G is split). Of course, in the
case that µ is minuscule, Aµ = (−1)2(ρ,µ)q(ρ,µ)1KsµK , where 1KsµK is the characteristic
function of the double coset KsµK.
b) Next we let x be a general point in B(G,F ). We can then obtain the following
statement which was conjectured by Kottwitz and previously proven in the cases G = GLn
and GSp2n by Haines and Ngoˆ ([25], see also [59]).
Theorem 9.16. (Kottwitz’s conjecture) Assume that G is unramified. Then with the
notations above, τ ssRΨµ is the unique element in the center Z(Hq(G′, P ′)), whose image
under the Bernstein isomorphism Z(Hq(G′, P ′)) ∼−→ Sphq is Aµ.
Proof. See [24, Theorem 3.1.1] for the Bernstein isomorphism in this case. We first show
the result when x is in an alcove, i.e the parahoric subgroup is an Iwahori. Then the
proof follows, exactly as is explained in [25], from Theorem 9.14 and Proposition 9.15, by
using (9.8) and the fact that taking nearby cycles commutes with proper push-forward.
We refer the reader to loc. cit. for more details. The general parahoric case now follows
similarly by first finding an Iwahori subgroup contained in the parahoric and then using
the compatibility of the Bernstein isomorphism with change in parahoric subgroup ([24,
3.3.1]).
Remark 9.17. Assume that x lies in an alcove, i.e the parahoric subgroup is an Iwahori,
and that µ is minuscule. Using Bernstein’s presentation of the Iwahori-Hecke algebras
(again at least for G split), it is possible to give explicit formulas for the functions τ ssRΨµ .
See [25] and [22] for such formulas and various other related results.
9.d.4. Quasi-split groups; the special vertex case. Now, we assume that G is quasi-split
(but can be split only after a ramified extension). We will restrict here to the case that x
is a very special vertex in B(G,F ), i.e it is special and remains special in B(GF˘ , F˘ ) in the
sense of Bruhat-Tits. As in this case the special fiberMG,µ is not necessarily smooth, the
nearby cycle RΨµ can be complicated. Our goal is to determine the semi-simple trace
τ ssRΨµ but before that we need to understand the monodromy action on RΨµ.
We will start by describing R˜Ψµ explicitly. By Proposition 9.12, R˜Ψµ is a Weil sheaf
on GrPk¯ .
Let us briefly recall the (ramified) geometric Satake correspondence as established in
[45, 75]. Let H∨ be the dual group of the split form H of G over Qℓ in the sense of
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Langlands (i.e. the root datum of H∨ is dual to the root datum of H). Then the Galois
group Γ = Gal(F˜ /F ) (and therefore I = IF ) acts on H
∨ via pinned automorphisms
(after choosing some pinning). Recall the notation G′ = G ×X Spec(k((u))) and Pk =
G ×X Spec(k[[u]]); our constructions allow us to identify the actions of IF and Ik((u)) on
H∨ obtained from G and G′ respectively: Indeed, the action of IF (resp. Ik((u))) on H
∨
is determined by IF → Out(G) (resp. Ik((u)) → Out(G′)). These homomorphisms factor
through the corresponding tame inertia quotients which as in §2.b are identified with
the fundamental group of O˘[u±1]. However, by our construction, Out(G) = Out(G) =
Out(G′), and both IF → Out(G) and Ik((u)) → Out(G′) are obtained as specializations
of π1(Spec(O˘[u±1]),Spec(F¯ ))→ Out(G).
The geometric Satake correspondence of [45, 75] is an equivalence of tensor categories
Sk¯ : Rep((H∨)I) ∼−→ PervL+Pk¯(GrPk¯ ,Qℓ),
such that the composition H∗ ◦ Sk¯ is isomorphic to the natural forgetful fiber functor
Rep((H∨)I) → Vect(Ql). On the other hand, GrG,O ⊗O F˜ is just GrH,F˜ for the split
group H and by [45] there is a full embedding
SF˜ : Rep(H∨)→ Perv(L+G)F˜ (GrG,O ⊗O F˜ ,Qℓ).
This maps Vµ, the highest weight representation of H
∨ corresponding to µ ∈ X•(T ), to
ICµ,F˜ , so that SF˜ (Vµ) = ICµ,F˜ . Again, the composition H∗ ◦ SF˜ is isomorphic to the
forgetful functor.
Theorem 9.18. The composition
(Sk¯)−1 ◦ RΨGrG,O⊗OF˜ ◦ SF˜ :
Rep(H∨)→ Perv(L+G)F˜ (GrG,O ⊗O F˜ ,Qℓ)→ PervL+Pk¯(GrPk¯ ,Qℓ)→ Rep((H
∨)I)
is isomorphic to the natural restriction functor
Res : Rep(H∨)→ Rep((H∨)I).
In particular, R˜Ψµ ≃ Sk¯(Res(Vµ)).
Proof. Since this is a statement about geometric sheaves, we can assume that the residue
field of F˜ is algebraically closed (i.e. we replace F˜ by F˜ F˘ in F¯ ). In addition, we can
ignore the Tate twist in what follows.
Consider the ramified cover A1OF˜ → A
1
O given by O[u]→ OF˜ [v], u 7→ ve. Let us denote
the base change
G˜rG,X := GrG,X ×A1
O
A1OF˜ .
We will consider the sub ind-schemes of G˜rG,X given by specializing OF˜ [v] along different
directions.
(a) The mapOF˜ [v]→ F˜ , v 7→ ˜̟ gives rise to a closed embedding iv= ˜̟ : GrG,O⊗OF˜ →
G˜rG,X . We denote the open embedding GrG,O ⊗ F˜ → GrG,O ⊗OF˜ by jv= ˜̟ .
(b) The map OF˜ [v] → F˜ [v] gives rise to j ˜̟ 6=0 : G˜rG,A1
F˜
→ G˜rG,X . We denote
G˜rG,GmF˜ → G˜rG,A1F˜ by jF˜ .
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(c) The map OF˜ [v] → k¯[v], ˜̟ 7→ 0 gives rise to i ˜̟ =0 : G˜rG,A1
k¯
→ G˜rG,X . By its
very definition, this is the ind-scheme over A1
k¯
considered in [75] (in loc. cit., it is
denoted by G˜rG). We denote G˜rG,Gmk¯ → G˜rG,A1k¯ by jk¯.
(d) The map OF˜ [v] → OF˜ , v 7→ 0, gives rise to iv=0 : GrPO
F˜
→ G˜rG,X , and its open
complement is denoted by jv 6=0 : G˜rG,Gm → G˜rG,X .
(e) The map OF˜ [v]→ k¯, v 7→ 0, ̟ 7→ 0 gives rise to i : GrPk¯ → G˜rG,X .
Since the reductive group scheme G constructed in Sect. 2 splits after the base change
O[u±1]→ OF˜ [v±1], we have
G˜rG,Gm ≃ (GrH ×Gm)⊗O OF˜ .
Then for µ ∈ X•(T ), we can regard ICµ⊠Qℓ[1], which is a perverse sheaf on GrH ×Gm,
as a perverse sheaf on G˜rG,Gm . Similarly, we have ICµ,κ⊠Qℓ[1] over G˜rG,Gmκ for κ = k¯
or F˜ .




k¯ (ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ[1]) ≃ Sk¯(ResVµ).
Therefore, the theorem will follow if we can construct a canonical isomorphism




In what follows, we will make use of the following standard lemma. (See also [75,
Corollary 2.3]).
Lemma 9.19. Let p : X → S be as in §9.a.1 with S a strictly henselian trait. Let F be
a perverse sheaf on Xη. If the inertia action on RΨ
X(F) is trivial, then
RΨX(F) ≃ pH0i∗j∗F ≃ pH1i∗j∗F ≃ i∗j!∗F ,
where pH∗ stands for perverse cohomology.
Proof. Here, as usual, we denote by i (resp. j) the natural closed (resp. open) immersion
of the closed (resp. generic) fiber of p : X → S into X. Since the inertia action is trivial,
from the distinguished triangle
(9.11) i∗j∗F → RΨX(F) 0→ RΨX(F)→ ,
(see for example [29, (3.6.2)]) we obtain that i∗j∗F is supported in perverse cohomological
degree 0 and 1, and both cohomology sheaves are isomorphic to RΨX(F). But i∗j!∗F =
pH1i∗j∗F . The lemma follows.
Using this we see that we can reduce (9.10) to proving an isomorphism
(9.12) pH0i∗jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ)
∼−→ pH0i∗jv= ˜̟ ∗SF˜ (Vµ).
Observe that there is a natural map i∗v= ˜̟ jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[−1] → jv= ˜̟ ∗SF˜ (Vµ), which is
the adjunction of j∗v= ˜̟ i
∗
v= ˜̟ jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[−1] ∼−→ SF˜ (Vµ). Similarly, we have a map
(9.13) i∗˜̟ =0jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[−1]→ jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ).
The key observation, which we will prove later, is that
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Lemma 9.20. The map (9.13) is an isomorphism.
From this, we obtain the following correspondence
(9.14) pH0i∗jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ)← pH0i∗jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[−1]→ pH0i∗jv= ˜̟ ∗SF˜ (Vµ),
with the first arrow an isomorphism. Therefore, we can invert the first arrow of (9.14)
and obtain an arrow as in (9.12). To show that this gives an isomorphism, it is enough
to show that it induces an isomorphism on cohomology since as we mentioned before,
H∗ : PervL+Pk¯(GrPk¯ ,Qℓ)→ Vect(Qℓ) is faithful.
Let f : G˜rG,X → A1OF˜ be the structure map, which is ind-proper. Therefore the
(derived) push-forward f∗ commutes with any pullback and pushforward. Since over
(Gm)OF˜ ⊂ A1OF˜ , f∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ) is just constant, with stalks isomorphic to Vµ[1], it is
immediately seen that
f∗i
∗jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯⊠Qℓ) ≃ f∗i∗jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[−1] ≃ f∗i∗jv= ˜̟ ∗SF˜ (Vµ) ≃ Vµ.
Observe that the triangle (9.11) implies that i∗jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ) =
pH0(i∗jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ))+
pH1(i∗jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯⊠Qℓ))[−1] as objects in DL+Pk¯(GrPk¯ ,Qℓ) (and similarly for i∗jv= ˜̟ ∗SF˜ (Vµ)).
Therefore the isomorphism H∗(i∗jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ)) ≃ H∗(i∗jv= ˜̟ ∗SF˜ (Vµ)) implies that the
natural map (9.14) induces the isomorphism
H∗(pH0i∗jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ)) ≃ H∗(pH0i∗jv= ˜̟ ∗SF˜ (Vµ)),
and the theorem follows.
It remains to prove Lemma 9.20. This will follow if we can show:
Lemma 9.21. Consider the natural structure map G˜rG,X → OF˜ . Then:
(i) The vanishing cycle RΦG˜rG,X (jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)) is trivial.
(ii) The natural map
RΨG˜rG,X (jF˜∗(ICµ,F˜ ⊠Qℓ))→ jk¯∗RΨG˜rG,Gm (ICµ,F˜ ⊠Qℓ) ≃ jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ)
is an isomorphism.
Indeed, the natural map (9.13) factors as
i∗˜̟ =0jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[−1]→ RΨG˜rG,X (jF˜ ∗(ICµ,F˜ ⊠Qℓ))→ jk¯∗(ICµ,k¯⊠Qℓ).
(To see these two maps coincide, apply the adjunction between i∗˜̟ =0 and i ˜̟ =0∗.) Now by
Part (i) of the lemma, the first arrow is an isomorphism, and by Part (ii) of the lemma,
the second arrow is an isomorphism. This shows that Lemma 9.21 implies Lemma 9.20.
Finally, we prove Lemma 9.21. This statement can be regarded as a global analogue
of Lemma 9.4. Since there is no resolution of G˜rG,X satisfying the conditions in [25,
§5.2], we need a different argument. First, we prove (i). According to Gabber’s theorem,
since jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[1] is perverse, RΦG˜rG,X (jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)) is a perverse sheaf. On
the other hand, by [25, §5.2],
j∗k¯RΦ
G˜rG,X (jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)) = RΦ
G˜rG,Gm (j∗v 6=0jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)) = (0).
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Therefore, RΦG˜rG,X (jv 6=0∗(ICµ⊠Qℓ)) is a perverse sheaf on GrPk¯ , which is L
+Pk¯-equivariant
by the same argument as in Lemma 9.2. To show it is trivial, it is enough to prove that
its cohomology vanishes. To do this we can apply f∗ with f : G˜rG,X → A1OF˜ as above,
and we are done.
To prove (ii), as the nearby cycle functor commutes with Verdier duality (cf. [29,
Theorem 4.2]), it is enough to prove the dual statement that the natural map
jk¯!(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ)→ RΨG˜rG,X jF˜ !(ICµ,F˜ ⊠Qℓ)
is an isomorphism. But the vanishing cycle RΦG˜rG,X (jv 6=0!(ICµ⊠Qℓ)) is trivial by a
similar argument as above, and therefore
RΨG˜rG,XjF˜ !(ICµ,F˜ ⊠Qℓ) ≃ i∗˜̟ =0jv 6=0!(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[−1] ≃
≃ jk¯!i∗˜̟ =0(ICµ⊠Qℓ)[−1] ≃ jk¯!(ICµ,k¯ ⊠Qℓ).
This completes the proof of Lemma 9.21 and the theorem.
Remark 9.22. It is possible that the theory of nearby cycles over a higher dimensional
base, see for example [43], could provide an different approach to the above arguments.
Let us use Theorem 9.18 to determine the inertia action on RΨµ. LetH
∨⋊Gal(F¯ /E) be
the Langlands dual group ofGE . Then according to [58], H
∗(Fµ) carries a canonical action
ofH∨⋊Gal(F¯ /E), that factors throughH∨⋊Gal(F˜ /E), whose underlying representation
of H∨ is just Vµ and whose underlying representation of Gal(F˜ /E) is (a certain twist of)
the natural action of Gal(F˜ /E) on H∗(Fµ). In addition, when we restrict this action to IE ,
the twist disappears. Therefore, Vµ is naturally a (H
∨)⋊ IE-module. Since nearby cycles
commute with proper push-forward, we have H∗(RΨµ) ≃ Res(Vµ) as a representation of
(H∨)IF × IE. Therefore, we obtain that
Theorem 9.23. Under the isomorphism Sk¯(Res(Vµ)) ∼−→ RΨµ obtained from Theorem
9.18, the action of the inertia IE on RΨµ corresponds to the action of IE ⊂ (H∨)IF × IE
on Res(Vµ).
Example 9.24. Let us consider the following example, which was discussed in [47] (note
that here we use different notation). Let G = ResK/F GLn and Px = ResOK/OF GLn,
where K/F is a totally tamely ramified extension of degree d. In this case, we have
GrPk ≃ GrGLn , and GrG,O⊗O F˜ ≃ (GrGLn)d. In addition, H∨ = GLdn, and (H∨)I = GLn,
embedded in H∨ via the diagonal embedding.
Let F˜ be the Galois closure of K/F . Choose an ordering of the set of embeddings
φ : F˜ → F¯ which allows us to identify Gal(F˜ /F ) with a subgroup of the symmetric
group Sd. Let µ be a minuscule coweight of G. We can write µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µd) with
µi : GmF˜ → (GLn)F˜ ; if E is the reflex field of µ, the Galois group Gal(F˜ /E) is the
subgroup of those σ ∈ Sd with µσ(i) = µi. In this case,
Res(Vµ) = Vµ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vµd .
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as a representation of GLn = (H
∨)I . Therefore, Theorem 9.18 gives
R˜Ψµ ≃ ICµ1 ⋆ ICµ2 ⋆ · · · ⋆ ICµd .
Indeed, this has been proved in [47, Theorem 7.1]. As the action of Gal(F˜ /E) on Vµ1 ⊗
· · · ⊗ Vµd commutes with the action of (H∨)IF , we can write










and the action of Gal(F˜ /E) on RΨµ is through the action on each Mλ. This decomposi-
tion was conjectured in [47, Remark 7.4]. Actually, it seems that our techniques can be
extended to obtain this even when K/F is wildly ramified but we prefer to leave this for
another time.
9.d.5. Finally, let us determine the (semi-simple) trace τ ssRΨµ in the case that G is quasi-
split (but not unramified) and x is very special.
We first recall the following extension of the geometric Satake Langlands isomorphism
(cf. [75, Theorem 0.2]). Recall Pk = Pxk((u)) , a parahoric group scheme over k[[u]]. The
affine flag variety GrPk is defined over k. Let P
0
x be the category of L
+Pk-equivariant,
semi-simple perverse sheaves on GrPk , pure of weight zero. Then there is an equivalence
Sk : Rep((H∨)I ⋊Gal(k¯/k)) ∼−→ P0x,
where we consider (H∨)I ⋊Gal(k¯/k) as a pro-algebraic group over Qℓ and Rep((H∨)I ⋊
Gal(k¯/k)) is its category of algebraic representations. Let µ¯ ∈ (X•(T )I)σ so that the
corresponding Schubert variety in GrPk is defined over k. Let ICµ¯ be its intersection
cohomology sheaf and Aµ¯ be the function obtained by taking the Frobenius trace on the
stalks of ICµ¯. Let Wµ¯ = H
∗(ICµ¯). Via the above geometric Satake isomorphism, Wµ¯ is
naturally a representation of (H∨)I ⋊Gal(k¯/k).
Recall that in [75], we call a smooth irreducible representation ofG′ = G×XSpec(k((u)))
over F ′ = k((u)) to be “unramified” if it has a vector fixed by P ′k = Pxk((u))(k[[u]]). To
each such representation, we attach a Langlands parameter
Sat(π) : WF ′ → LG = H∨ ⋊Gal(F¯ ′s/F ′),
where WF ′ is the Weil group of F
′, such that Sat(π)(γ) = (1, γ) for γ ∈ IF ′ . Let Φ
be a lift of the Frobenius to WF ′ . Then as is shown in loc. cit., up to conjugation, we
can assume that Sat(π)(Φ) ∈ (H∨)IF ′ ⋊Gal(F¯ ′s/F ′) and is uniquely determined by this
image up to (H∨)IF ′ -conjugacy. Now the Langlands parameter Sat(π) is characterized
by the following identity.
tr(π(Aµ¯)) = tr((Sat(π)(Φ),Wµ¯).
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Now, since by Proposition 9.12 the inertia action on RΨµ factors through a finite
quotient, we have
τ ssRΨµ(x) = tr
ss(σx, (RΨµ)x¯) = tr(σx, (RΨµ)
I
x¯).
We determine RΨIµ as a Weil sheaf on GrPk¯ . As nearby cycles commute with proper
pushforward, the cohomology H∗(RΨIµ) = H
∗(Fµ)I is pure of weight zero. Therefore,
RΨIµ is just the direct sum of intersection cohomology sheaves on GrPk¯ , equipped with
the natural Weil structure. By the above discussion and the results of the previous
section, we obtain that τ ssRΨµ ∈ Hq(G′,K ′) is the unique function such that
tr(τ ssRΨµ(π)) = tr(Sat(π)(σ), V
I
µ ).
This agrees with the prediction of Haines and Kottwitz.
10. Appendix: Homogeneous spaces
In this section, we study the representability of certain quotients of group schemes over
a two-dimensional base. The results are used in Chapter 5 to show the ind-representability
of the global affine Grassmannian GrG,X .
10.a. We assume that A is an excellent Noetherian regular ring of Krull dimension 2. If
G, H are smooth group schemes over A and H →֒ G is a closed group scheme immersion
then by Artin’s theorem ([3]), the fppf quotient G/H is represented by an algebraic space
which is separated of finite presentation and in fact smooth over A.
Lemma 10.1. Suppose that G1 →֒ G2 →֒ G3 are closed group scheme immersions and
G1, G2, G3 are smooth over A. The natural morphism
G3/G1 → G3/G2
is an fppf fibration with fibers isomorphic to G2/G1. Suppose that G2/G1 is quasi-affine
(affine). If G3/G2 is a scheme, then so is G3/G1. If in addition G3/G2 is quasi-affine
(resp. affine), then so is G3/G1.
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that fppf descent is effective for quasi-
affine schemes. In fact, by our assumption, G3/G1 → G3/G2 is a quasi-affine morphism.
If G3/G2 is quasi-affine, then G3/G1 is also quasi-affine (affine) since its structure mor-
phism to A is a composition of quasi-affine (resp. affine) morphisms and as such is also
quasi-affine (resp. affine).
Proposition 10.2. Let G,H → S = Spec(A) be two smooth affine group schemes with
connected fibers. Assume that H is a closed subgroup scheme of G.
Set G = Spec(B), so that B is an A-Hopf algebra. Then there is a free finitely generated
A-module M = An with G-action (i.e a B-comodule) and a projective A-submodule W ⊂
M which is a locally a direct summand, such that:
i) There is a G-equivariant surjection Sym•A(M)→ B and the G-action on M gives a
group scheme homomorphism ρ : G →֒ GL(M) which is a closed immersion.
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ii) The representation ρ identifies H with the subgroup scheme of G that stabilizes W .
Proof. Write G = Spec(B), H = Spec(B′) and let p : B → B′ be the ring homomorphism
that corresponds to H ⊂ G. Observe that B, B′ are Hopf algebras over A. We will often
refer to the B-comodules for the Hopf algebra B as “modules with G-action”. Since G, H
are smooth with connected geometrical fibers both B and B′ are projective A-modules
by Raynaud-Gruson [57, Proposition 3.3.1]. We start with two lemmas.
Lemma 10.3. Let P be a projective A-module and N ⊂ P be a finitely generated A-
submodule. Then the A-torsion submodule of P/N is finitely generated.
Proof. As P is a direct summand of a free A-module, we can assume that P = AI
itself is free, with a basis {ei; i ∈ I}. Let n1, . . . , nt be a set of generators of N , and
write ni =
∑
aijej . Then J = {j ∈ I | ∃ i such that aij 6= 0} is a finite set and
AI/N = AJ/N ⊕AI−J . The conclusion follows.
Lemma 10.4. Let P be a projective A-module and suppose that N ⊂ P is a finitely
generated A-submodule. If P/N is torsion free, then N is a projective A-module.
Proof. Observe that N is A-torsion free. Consider the double dual N∨∨. We have N ⊂
N∨∨ ⊂ P , and N∨∨/N ⊂ P/N is torsion. Therefore, N = N∨∨, which is projective by
our assumption that A is regular and two-dimensional.
Now let us prove the proposition. Observe first [70, Cor. 3.2] and its proof imply (i) of
the proposition (In other words, [70] implies that such a G is linear, i.e a closed subgroup
scheme of GLn.) To obtain the proof of the whole proposition we have to refine this
construction from [70] to account for the subgroup scheme H.
Let V ⊂ B be a finitely generated A-submodule with G action that contains both a set
of generators of I = ker(B → B′) and a set of generators of B as an A-algebra. Let p(V )
be the image of V under p : B → B′. The following diagram is a commutative diagram
of modules with G-action
V
coact−−−−→ V ⊗A B p⊗1−−−−→ p(V )⊗A By y y
B
comult−−−−→ B ⊗A B p⊗1−−−−→ B′ ⊗A B
where G acts on V ⊗A B, p(V ) ⊗A B, B ⊗A B, B′ ⊗A B via the actions on the second
factors.
The image of N := (p⊗1)·coact(V ) in p(V )⊗AB is a finite A-submodule with G-action.
Let ǫ : B → A be the unit map which splits the natural A ⊂ B. Let M be the image
of N under B′ ⊗ B 1⊗ǫ→ B′. Observe that M is a finite A-module, but is not necessarily
G-stable. By [62, Prop. 2], we can choose a finite G-stable A-module M˜ in B′ containing
M . By Lemma 10.3, we can enlarge M˜ if necessary to assume that B′/M˜ is torsion free
(so M˜ is projective over A by the Lemma 10.4). We regard M˜ as a G-stable submodule
of B′⊗AB via M˜ ⊂ B′ = B′⊗AA ⊂ B′⊗AB (this is indeed a G-stable submodule since
the inclusion A ⊂ B is G-equivariant). Let N˜ = M˜ + N . Then N˜ is a finite G-stable
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submodule of B′ ⊗A B, and under the map 1 ⊗ ǫ : B′ ⊗A B → B′, (1 ⊗ ǫ)(N˜) = M˜ .
Observe that the torsion submodule t((B′ ⊗A B)/N˜) ⊂ (B′ ⊗A B)/N˜ is a module with
G-action and maps to zero under (B′ ⊗A B)/N˜ 1⊗ǫ→ B′/M˜ . Let N˜ ′ be the preimage of
t((B′⊗AB)/N˜) under B′⊗AB → (B′⊗AB)/N˜ . From Lemma 10.3, N˜ ′ is finite G-stable
A-module, and (1 ⊗ ǫ)(N˜ ′) = M˜ . In addition, N˜ ′ is locally free since (B′ ⊗A B)/N˜ ′ is
torsion free.
Let V˜ be the G-stable A-submodule of B given by the fiber product
V˜ −−−−→ N˜ ′y y
B
(p⊗1)·comult−−−−−−−−→ B′ ⊗A B.
Observe that (p⊗1) ·comult : B′ → B′⊗AB is injective. Therefore, V˜ is an A-submodule
of N˜ ′ and therefore it is finitely generated over A. In addition, N˜ ′ ⊃ N , V ⊂ V˜ . Since
B/V˜ →֒ (B′ ⊗A B)/N˜ ′ is torsion free, V˜ is projective. Observe that
B
(p⊗1)·comult−−−−−−−−→ B′ ⊗A B 1⊗ǫ→ B′
is just the projection p. Therefore, p(V˜ ) = M˜ .
Therefore, we obtain the following commutative diagram
0 −−−−→ W −−−−→ V˜ −−−−→ M˜ −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ I −−−−→ B −−−−→ B′ −−−−→ 0
with the first row finitely generated projective A-modules. Notice that V˜ ⊃ V contains
a set of generators of the B-ideal I and a set of A-algebra generators of B. Hence, we
obtain a closed immersion G −→ GL(V˜ ) of group schemes and we can see that H can
be identified with the closed subgroup scheme of G that preserves the direct summand
W ⊂ M := V˜ . By replacing M by M ⊕M ′ and W by W ⊕M ′ where M ′ is a finitely
generated projective A-module with trivial G-action, we can assume that M is A-free as
desired.
Corollary 10.5. Suppose that H ⊂ G are as in Proposition 10.2. Then the fppf quotient
G/H is representable by a quasi-projective scheme over A.
Proof. By Artin’s theorem the fppf quotient G/H is represented by an algebraic space
over A. The algebraic space G/H is separated of finite type and even smooth over A,
the quotient G → G/H is also smooth. Take M and W as in Proposition 10.2 and set
P := ∧rkWM and L = ∧rkWW ⊂ ∧rkWM = Ar, where r = (rank(M)
rank(W )
)
. Then, H is the
stabilizer of [L] in Proj(∧rkWM) = Pr−1A . We obtain a morphism f : G → Pr−1A . This
gives a monomorphism f¯ : G/H → Pr−1A which is a separated quasi-finite morphism of
algebraic spaces. By [33, 6.15], G/H is a scheme and we can now apply Zariski’s main
theorem to f¯ . We obtain that f¯ is a composition of an open immersion with a finite
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morphism and we can conclude that G/H is quasi-projective. (See [13, proof of Thm.
2.3.1] for a similar argument).
Remark 10.6. General homogeneous spaces over Dedekind rings are schemes [1], but
this is not always the case when the base is a Noetherian regular ring of dimension 2; see
[56, X]. In loc. cit. Raynaud asks if G/H is a scheme when both G and H are smooth
and affine over a normal base and H has connected fibers. The above Corollary gives a
partial answer to this question.
Corollary 10.7. Suppose that G is a smooth affine group scheme with connected fibers
over A. Then there n ≥ 1 and a closed subgroup scheme embedding G →֒ GLn, such that
the fppf quotient GLn/G is represented by a smooth quasi-affine scheme over A.
Proof. By Proposition 10.2 applied to G and H = {e}, we see that there is a closed
subgroup scheme embedding ρ : G →֒ GLm (this follows also directly from [70]). Now
apply Corollary 10.5 and its proof to the pair of the group GLm with its closed subgroup
scheme G. We obtain a GLm-representation ρ′ : GLm → GLr = GL(M) that induces
a locally closed embedding GLm/G →֒ Pr−1. Denote by χ : G → Gm = AutA(L) the
character giving the action of G on the A-line L (as in the proof of Corollary 10.5)
and consider G → GLm × Gm given by g 7→ (ρ′(g), χ−1(g)). Consider the quotient
(GLm × Gm)/G; to prove it is quasi-affine it is enough to reduce to the case that A is
local. Then L is free, L = A · v, and G is the subgroup scheme of GLm × Gm (acting by
(g, a) ·m = aρ′(g)(m)) that fixes v. This gives a quasi-finite separated monomorphism
(GLm × Gm)/G → Ar and so by arguing as in the proof of Corollary 10.5 we see that
(GLm × Gm)/G is quasi-affine. Consider now the standard diagonal block embedding
GLm ×Gm →֒ GLm+1. The quotient GLm+1/(GLm ×Gm) is affine and we can conclude
using Lemma 10.1.
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